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ORGANISATIONAL SUSTAINABILITY IN NATIONAL SPORTS 
FEDERATIONS IN EGYPT 
Fawzy Alawady 
Abstract 
Organisational sustainability is associated with the concept of organisational development, 
which emanates from the resources and capabilities that the organisation has in place. 
Sustainable organisations possess a strategic system, which is reliant on sustainable resources, 
and good capabilities that lead to strategic success. This study sets out the extent to which the 
Egyptian National Olympic Committee (ENOC) and its members the National Federations 
(NFs) are able to create organisational sustainability.  
The purpose of this research is to empirically study organisational sustainability and to provide 
insight into its creation within NFs. It has used a mixed-methods strategy that involved two 
phases. The first, a thematic analysis, identified the characteristics of the sustainable National 
Federation. It was undertaken by carrying out semi-structured interviews with ENOC and NF 
board members, experts, and NF consultants to generate the benchmarks or the requirements 
needed for sustainable National Federations. The second phase used the Readiness Assessment 
Tool (RAT) (Robinson and Minikin, 2011) in investigating the organisational development 
pillars based on the resources and capabilities of the Egyptian NFs (organisations that are 
responsible for developing the overarching performance of the ENOC).  
The findings indicated that the NFs included in this study need to develop further in terms of 
resources and capabilities in order to improve their readiness for sustainability. At their current 
levels of development, they do not exhibit the necessary or sufficient characteristics to become 
sustainable sports organisations. In other words, the research reveals that the NFs under 
investigation are not sufficiently developed to establish organisational sustainability due to 
their limited resources and low levels of capabilities. The study contributes to the body of 
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knowledge by providing a better understanding of organisational sustainability in NFs. In 
addition, it creates the characteristics, or the requirements needed for a sustainable NF. 
Furthermore, it offers the first evidence to suggest that Egyptian NFs need more improvements 
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction and background 
The concept of sport today has become more complex, operating in an increasingly 
professional environment, and is playing “an increasingly important role in a world of changing 
economic, political, cultural and social systems” (Chappelet, and Bayle, 2005, p.v).  
 
As stated by Rapilla (2008), most countries today are working on developing their sporting 
status, and recent times have seen the appearance of highly competitive athletes from different 
countries (both developed and developing) competing at the highest level. It is worth noting 
that the creation of elite athletes requires more effort and investment if such athletes are to 
become competitive at a world stage level and consequently sports organisations are required 
to constantly review their systems if they are to succeed and achieve sustainability. The 
availability of resources is the main challenge in developing countries like Egypt, where 
decision-makers and managers are required to manage their organisations efficiently and 
effectively through a process of modernisation.  
 
National Federations (NFs) (sometimes named National Sporting Governing Bodies (NSGBs)) 
are the core of the delivery system in Egypt. There are 27 Olympic National Federations in 
Egypt. Each federation represents a single sport and is fully responsible for the development 
of that sport. The NF should have aims related to training and competitive programmes for 
Egyptian elite athletes and organise national and international events and other programmes to 
encourage all Egyptians to become more physically active. Furthermore, these NFs are 
voluntary not-for-profit organisations managed on a daily basis by voluntary staff. The 
Egyptian NFs are fully responsible for the overall performance of the Egyptian sporting system 
and the results in international competitions. The conflicting aims of either: a) developing elite 
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athletes who will compete in international competitions; or b) providing sport for, all place NFs 
in a dilemma. In the case of Egypt, the resources and efforts of NFs towards evolving elite 
national teams have so far resulted in only limited success for the country in international 
competitions.  
 
It is widely accepted that sustained competitive excellence requires a strong sporting 
infrastructure. Many countries around the world give considerable attention to the importance 
and need to develop sports structures and resources for sustainable success at an international 
level. In most developing countries, there is very little investment made by governments in 
sport, and National Federations with limited resources must critically assess their needs and 
priorities (Rapilla, 2008). 
 
To ensure the organisational sustainability of National Federations, it can be argued that they 
need to have a sustainable resource and good capabilities. Moreover, they need to effectively 
and strategically plan for the development and growth of their sport. Not only should National 
Federations plan to develop, but they should also have in place systems and procedures to 
monitor and evaluate their performance so as to measure their success.  
 
A successful non-profit sports organisation such as an NF needs to manage its organisational 
performance, as  a fundamental requirement for sustainability. More apparently, organisational 
sustainability is associated with the concept of organisational development and performance, 
which emanates from the resources and capabilities that the organisation has in place. 
Sustainable organisations possess a strategic system that is reliant on renewable resources, and 
capabilities that lead to strategic and sustainable success. Finally, most countries around the 
world focus their attention on sport and how they can create sustainable success both nationally 
and internationally. This focus on sport is for several reasons. Firstly, sport has been shown to 
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have major social and economic benefits to society, as confirmed in the publication of various 
reports at both national and transnational levels (Dalziel, 2011). Secondly, sport is not only 
important in terms of establishing international reputation and respect through national sporting 
prowess, but also has significant benefits for domestic economies and, in addition, often carries 
considerable political influence. Finally, the important impact that sport has upon individual 
countries in terms of economic and other associated benefits has been a constant theme of work 
undertaken by academics over recent years (Auld, 1997; Dalziel, 2011 and Shilbury, Deane, 
Kellett, 2006). 
 
1.2 Research questions and objectives of the study  
Examining core issues that enable NFs to have a system capable of creating sustainable success 
makes a novel contribution to the mainstream literature in the areas of both sports management 
and organisational sustainability, providing an important addition to this field of emerging 
research.  
 
The primary foci of this study are therefore to explore the readiness of Egyptian NFs to be 
sustainable. The two main research questions are as follows. 
Ø What are the characteristics of a sustainable national sports federation? 
Ø How might the Egyptian national sports federations become sustainable? 
 
This study seeks to investigate the organisational sustainability in National Sports Federations 
in Egypt. In order to achieve that, the study has two main objectives. 
- Firstly, it seeks to understand what sustaining a National Federation might involve by 
obtaining the characteristics of a sustainable NF. This objective has been achieved by 
conducting interviews with NF board members and other relevant personnel.  
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- The second objective is to investigate and evaluate the current organisational 
development of the Egyptian national governing bodies in order to know the extent to 
which Egyptian NFs are able to be sustainable. This objective has been achieved by 
using the Readiness Assessment Tool (Robinson and Minikin, 2011) based on 
benchmark-created by interviews.  
1.3 Study Motivations 
This study is motivated by three main issues: firstly, Egyptian NFs have achieved very limited 
success as they have won only seven gold medals between the Stockholm Games in 1912 and 
Brazil in 2016. It is worth noting that all these medals were won in individual sports, 
particularly weightlifting and wrestling. This limited success can be attributed to the inability 
of Egyptian NFs to have systems that lead to sustainable success. Secondly, government 
concerns have started to focus on why NFs appear to be unsuccessful on a world-class stage. 
Finally, there is no evidence of research that applies organisational sustainability to a sports 
context. 
The rationale behind this study is that after the Egyptian revolution, the government has asked 
all sports organisations to find additional financial resources because of the dangerous 
economic situation. Now all the Egyptian sports organisations are obliged to search for the best 
solution to this crisis. Governmental support for Egyptian sports organisations has significantly 
reduced, so the financial problems of sports organisations have increased.  
1.4 Research methodology 
In essence, the above research questions define the methodology employed within this study. 
In developing the first research question, the intention was to explore the characteristics of a 
sustainable National Federation then, based on that, to establish the extent to which Egyptian 
NFs are able to be sustainable. 
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In order to address the research questions and achieve the objectives above, this study has used 
two research methods, as follows: 
• A series of semi-structured interviews with Egyptian NOC board members, NF 
presidents, NF district board members, consultants and experts in order to identify the 
characteristics of a sustainable NF.  
• A questionnaire survey (RAT) developed by Robinson and Minikin (2011) in order to 
assess the resources and capabilities of Egyptian NFs based on the benchmarks 
generated by the interviews.  
1.5 Research contribution to knowledge 
The main contribution or novelty of the current study is that it is the first study, to the best of 
the researcher’s knowledge, to empirically address organisational sustainability. This study is 
essential for several reasons. Firstly, and most importantly, there is limited research on 
organisational sustainability in sports management literature. Secondly, no prior research 
creates benchmarks of organisational sustainability in NFs. Thirdly, no prior studies have been 
conducted in Egypt.  
Thus, the study contributes to the body of knowledge by providing a better understanding of 
organisational sustainability within sports organisations, especially NFs. It establishes the 
characteristics of a sustainable National Federation. Empirically, the study provides managers 
with the current level of organisational development of their organisations and highlights the 
components of capabilities that are necessary within Egyptian NFs. It also addresses the 
effective use of resources in an attempt to help the managers of Egyptian NFs to develop their 
organisations. Generally speaking, this study provides an accurate review of Egyptian NFs with 
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1.7 Summary  
 
This chapter has demonstrated the study background, objectives and contribution to the field 
of sports management research. It has also presented the structure of this study while intimating 
on the content and approach of the succeeding chapters. The next chapter reviews the literature 


















2 CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores the literature that offers an overview and understanding of establishing 
organisational sustainability in sports organisation in relation to organisational development. 
Particular focus will be given to the issues that influence this, such as organisational 
development, assessments of sports organisation, competitive advantage, resources (viability) 
and capabilities. These issues play a fundamental role in sports organisations in terms of 
establishing their organisational sustainability. The literature is concerned mainly with the 
concept of sustainability as the outcome of the creation of a solid managerial system, including 
renewable resources and high capabilities being examined and audited in Egyptian NFs. This 
chapter considers the studies undertaken in the area of sustainability of sport and organisational 
development. The information included will be used later to support its findings. 
 
As a starting point, sport nowadays provides major social and economic benefits to society, as 
confirmed in publications and various reports at both national and transnational levels (Dalziel, 
2011; Irish Sports Council, 2010). It is worth noting that sport is not only important in terms 
of establishing respect through national sporting prowess, but also has significant benefits for 
domestic economies and, in addition, often carries considerable political influence. The 
important impact that sport has upon individual countries in terms of economic and other 
associated benefits has been a constant issue of work carried out by academics over recent 
years (Auld, 1997; Dalziel, 2011). 
 
Sport can provide these contributions when sports organisations possess sustainable 
competitive excellence, which requires a strong sporting infrastructure and system that will 
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stimulate organisational sustainability. Organisational sustainability is based on two main 
components: viability and capabilities (Sarriot et al., 2015; Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone, 1998; 
Swerissen & Crisp, 2004). Several countries around the world have realised the importance of 
the development of sports structures and the need to develop resources for sustainable success 
at an international level. Managing organisational performance is a fundamental requirement 
for any successful Non-Profit Sports Organisation (NPSP). It is an integral component of an 
NF’s ability to deliver a quality service to its stakeholders. However, it has become clear over 
time that many of these organisations have failed to manage their performance (O’Boyle, 
2015).   
The main idea behind this research is to establish a better understanding of the creation of 
organisational sustainability in NFs. In order to have a solid flow through the literature, it will 
cover the following themes: sustainability, organisational development in sport organisations, 
assessments of sport organisations, Resources Based View Theory (RBV), and conceptual 
framework, which, in combination, allow a clear understanding of the creation of sustainable 
sports organisations.  
2.2 Sustainability 
Sustainability as a concept has its origin in the Brundtland report (1987), which was about the 
tension between the aspirations of mankind towards a better life on one hand, and the 
limitations imposed by nature on the other. The Brundtland report defined sustainability as 
‘‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs’’ (p. 8). It is worth noting that the term ‘sustainability’ 
was first applied to stop the decline in the natural environment and the negative impact of that 
decline on human health, societal harmony, and economic growth (Mohrman & Worley, 2010). 
In the course of time, sustainability has become a prominent topic in the popular press, 
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corporate boardrooms, political arenas and academic conversations (Mohrman & Worley, 
2010).  
Recently, sustainability has become widely accepted in many areas of society, with significant 
claims for the benefits of adopting the principles of sustainability as an integral part of 
development strategies. It means a process involving people, institutions, natural resources and 
the environment. Additionally, Lawler & Worley (2012)  stated that sustainability has moved 
from being a fringe issue to a major business concern, and managers recognise that the long-
term viability of their organisations depends as much on how they affect the environment and 
ambient society as how they perform financially.  
 
Many definitions have been proposed for sustainability. As suggested earlier, the first 
definition was presented by the Brundtland report (1987) which involves: ‘‘meeting the needs 
of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs’’. This definition is prevalent in most academic contexts. More definitions have 
been proposed; for instance, Roger & Kimberly (2005) define it as “environmental 
stewardship, social responsibility, and economic prosperity for the organisation” (p. 78). In a 
successful sustainability-focused business strategy, these three goals will be inter-related and 
supportive of each other. Elkington (1998) reported that sustainability efforts focus on three 
main areas: people, profit, and a planet. For an organisation, it means that “it has the elements 
required to carry on and enhance constantly its activities according to its outlined mission” 
(Coblentz, 2002). 
 
For non-profit organisations, sustainability means the ability to survive so that the organisation 
can continue to provide its services. At its core, non-profit sustainability means that the 
organisation will be able to fulfil its commitments to its stakeholders in which it operates. From 
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a macroeconomic point of view, sustainability in the NPO means that important societal needs 
will be met (Weerawardena, McDonald & Mort, 2010).  
2.3 Sustainability in Sports context 
Sustainability as a concept has gained broad acceptance in several areas of society including in 
a sporting context where it is deemed as an integral part of development strategies (Lindsey, 
2008). It is noted that sustainability is widely used throughout national sports strategies, such 
as Reaching Higher in Scotland (Scottish Executive, 2007) and Game Plan in England 
(Department of Culture Media and Sport, Strategy Unit, 2002). It is also asserted that 
sustainability ‘underpinned’ planning for the 2012 Olympic Games (London Organising 
Committee of the Olympic Games, 2006). Given this focus, it is important that both academics 
and practitioners, with an interest in sports development, have a clear understanding of 
sustainability and how it may be achieved. In the Reaching Higher document (Scottish 
Executive, 2007), sustainability is referred to in general terms (we need strong foundations to 
underpin and sustain change, p24), in terms of individual change (encouraging and sustaining 
young people’s involvement and development in sport, p2), in organisational terms (build and 
sustain a sporting infrastructure, p24) and in environmental terms (promoting sustainable forms 
of transport, p8). 
 
It is worth noting that no definitions for ‘sustainability’ are utilised in sports studies, but Sarriot 
et al. (2015), Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), and Swerissen & Crisp (2004) argued that the 
sustainability of an organisation is associated with the concept of organisational development 
which emanates from the viability (resources) and capabilities. In accordance with this, 
‘sustainability’ in this study is defined as ‘an organisational state that emerges from the system 




In a sports context, Lindsey (2008) has reported that academic literature on sport did little to 
clarify the concept of sustainability. A minority of research has dealt with the development of 
the theoretical frameworks associated with sustainability in a sport. For example, Belli (2008), 
Brymer, Downey & Gray (2009), Leonardsen (2007), Mallen & Chard (2012), O’Brien & 
Ponting (2013), Pentifallo & VanWynsberghe (2012) and Trendafilova, Babiak, & Heinze 
(2013) all focused on the environmental dimension of sustainability in sport. Their studies 
outlined that sports organisations need to pay a lot of attention to environmental practices and 
increasing awareness of managers of greening initiatives in sport. Robinson (2005), Walker & 
Kent (2009), Reis & Higham (2009), Babiak (2010), Sheth & Babiak (2010) and Trendafilova 
et al. (2013) highlighted the significance of the social aspect of sustainability in sports 
organisations, primarily focusing on the role of CSR activities in improving the image of their 
organisations. In addition, Lawson (2005) focuses on the sustainability of social and human 
development through sport while Dowda et al. (2005) investigate the sustained usage of the 
resources provided through a physical education programme.  
 
Lindsey (2008) reported that there is a lack of clarity in practical understanding of the concept 
of sustainability. In addition, research focusing on organisational sustainability is lacking. This 
study argues that NFs can be organisationally sustainable when they possess a system based 
on good capabilities and resources. It examines Egyptian NFs that are in charge of the success 
of the Egyptian NOC at the regional and international sporting stages in order to establish the 
extent to which they have sustainable resources and high levels of capability (i.e. whether or 
not they are organisationally sustainable). This is undertaken by assessing the viability 
(resources) and capabilities that these organisations have in place as they represent the key 
elements of organisational sustainability, according to Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), 




Swerissen & Crisp (2004) identified four types of sustainability: individual, community, 
organisational, and institutional. Individual sustainability is related to sustaining participation 
of individuals in sports clubs and their sports performance. Lindsey (2008, p.10) defines 
individual sustainability in the context of sports development programs as “longer-term 
changes in individuals’ attitudes and/or behaviour through involvement with the sports 
development programme”. This definition can be applicable in individuals in sports 
organisation where the main purpose of these organisations is to gain and attain individuals by 
providing them with the appropriate development programs. Community sustainability, 
according to Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), is related to community capacity, including 
accessibility of knowledge and resources. Swerissen & Crisp (2004) additionally identify that 
community sustainability may comprise changes in relationships between community-based 
organisations and between these organisations and community members. Organisational 
sustainability is the focus of this study.  It includes capacity and viability as its two main 
components, as will be discussed in detail in a separate section. Finally, institutional 
sustainability is related to “achieving major policy change, redistribution of resources and the 
establishment or reform of legislation or regulation” (Swerissen & Crisp, 2004). 
  
Broadly speaking, Lindsey (2008) affirms that there is a lack of studies that have focused on 
sustainability in sport in general and there are no studies that have dealt with organisational 
sustainability, according to sports management literature. As a result, it is necessary to give 
attention to this domain in order to bridge this gap. This is the first study to address 
organisational sustainability based on viability and capabilities. As mentioned, a sustainable 
organisation can be defined as an organisation that continuously develops and generates 
resources and possesses good capabilities to achieve a sustainable success through enhancing 
quality and developing its strategy, culture, structure, and systems to meet the needs of its 
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stakeholders. Therefore, the below section focuses on organisational development in sports 
organisations, outlining the phases of development. 
2.4 Organisational development of sport organisations 
	
Sports organisations, as non-profit organisations, exist in order to perform some functions 
through cooperative effort, and sports management is completely liable for the performance 
and the success of these organisations. Organisational performance as a concept is understood 
as the integration of efficiency and effectiveness. It is worth noting that effectiveness is seen 
as the capacity or ability of an organisation to get its goals achieved, while efficiency can be 
seen as the ratio between the resources and the results (Madella, Bayle, & Tome, 2005). 
Cameron (1986) and Chelladurai (1987) argued that performance in a sports organisation is a 
social construction, and relies on the actions of individuals and their beliefs.  
Sports organisations are varied in their organisational development levels. Stewart (2007) and 
Kikulis, Slack, & Hinings (1995) identified three phases of organisational development and 
change, each of which will now be discussed. 
  
2.4.1 The Kitchen table model 
 
Stewart (2007) mentioned that a sports organisation could be as sustainable as any other 
organisation if it possesses sufficient resources to support programs, activities and its events. 
It is worth noting that most sports organisations rely on limited budgets from membership fees. 
Hoye & Nicholson (2010) reported that the individuals who practice and manage the sport 
provide the resources for developing the sport. This is called the ‘kitchen-table’ approach to 
sports organisation management, where a few individuals manage the game and decisions are 
made in a similar manner to the way a decision would be made around that member’s kitchen 
table at home (Hoye, Smith, Westerbeek, Stewart & Nicholson, 2006). In this model, the sports 
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organisation is mainly driven by a president who is most likely a public face, and a secretary 
who deals with members’ registration and running the events, together with a treasurer who 
handles financial matters. In most cases, the treasurer in this model is unfamiliar with 
accounting theory and practice.  
 
2.4.2 The boardroom or corporate model 
 
The notion of commercialisation of sport started to spread around the world in the 1970s 
(Stewart, 2007). It is worth noting that sport adopted many of the principals and features of 
commercial business in seeking to enhance operations and improve the level of competitions. 
Slack (2004) stated that sport started embracing the idea of professionalism, where athletes 
were paid for their jobs, and general managers emerged in place of old-time administrators and 
chief executive officers (CEO). In addition, psychologists and sports scientists started to 
provide their assistance to sports organisations and their athletes. Most of the sports 
organisations have become business-oriented and commercialised and the links between the 
corporate sector and sport were developed because sport provided a vehicle for promoting and 
marketing products and attracting audiences. 
2.4.3 Executive office model 
 
Andreff and Staudohar (2002) proposed the third-phase model as an extension of the kitchen-
table/corporate boardroom model. The overall model starts with the amateur structure, moves 
into a traditional professional structure, and ends with contemporary professional structures. In 
this model, a more sophisticated formal administration is established that combines 
professional personnel who are working towards essential business principles. Organisations 
are deemed to have reached this level of development when they have obtained their own basic 
office facilities or headquarters and employ professional management to run the affairs of the 
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organisation. Chelladurai & Madella (2006) discussed this organisational development, noting 
in principle that sports organisations move from informal to formal structures, managed by 
non-specialised volunteers and ultimately by more specialised professionals.  
It can be argued that in order for a sports organisation to sustain itself, it needs to check its 
development and review its resources and capabilities on a regular basis. Therefore, the below 
section focuses on assessments of sports organisation, highlighting the tools used and 
justifications for using the Readiness Assessment Tool (Robinson and Minikin, 2011)  
 
2.5 Sport Organisation Assessments 
There are different models of capacity analysis designed to strengthen the organisational 
capacity of sports organisations to achieve their visions and missions. The starting point of any 
planning within National Federations is to identify their current development level. Currently, 
a number of models have been proposed for measuring organisational capacity. The following 
section discusses three models: the McKinsey Capacity Self-Assessment Tool for Non-Profit 
Organisations employed in Papua New Guinea (PNG); the Bayle Model used to assesses the 
performance of NFs in France; and finally, the Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) developed 
by Robinson & Minikin (2011) to review the resources and capabilities in NFs.  
 
2.5.1 McKinsey Capacity Self-Assessment Tool 
 
As a result of partnership and collaboration between a number of philanthropic organisations 
and experts, McKinsey & Company established a project seeking to develop and maintain the 
structure of organisations through capacity building (McKinsey & Company, 2001, p. 13). 
They determined a definition for the capacity in non-profit organisations and developed a tool 
for measuring it.  A number of case studies were carried out by McKinsey & Company (2001) 
on the non-profit organisations sector over a 10-year period. The outcome of the research was 
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the creation of the “Capacity Framework” (Figure 2-1), which identifies seven central elements 
of non-profit capacity, as follows: 

Aspirations: An organisation’s mission, vision, and overarching goals, which 
collectively articulate its common sense of purpose and direction 
Strategy: The coherent set of actions and programs aimed at fulfilling the 
organisation’s overarching goals 
Organisational 
Skills: 
The sum of the organisation‘s capabilities, including such things (among 
others) as performance measurement, planning, resource management, and 
external relationship building 
Human Resources: The collective capabilities, experiences, potential and commitment of the 
organisation’s board, management team, staff, and volunteers 
Systems and 
Infrastructure: 
The organisation‘s planning, decision making, knowledge management, 
and administrative systems, as well as the physical and technological assets 
that support the organisation 
Organisational 
Structure: 
The combination of governance, organisational design, inter-functional 
coordination, and individual job descriptions that shape the organisation’s 
legal and management structure 
Culture: The connective tissue that binds together the organisation, including shared 
values and practices, behaviour norms, and most important, the 
organisation‘s orientation towards performance 
 
Table 2-1: McKinsey & Company Capacity Framework 





Figure 2-1: Seven key characteristics of capacity 
The pyramid above focuses on examining each element individually and all these elements are 
used by sports organisations. Competitions as the core business of sport can be described as 
the ‘connective tissue’ binding all other factors like Administration, Human Resources 
(coaches and technical officials), Physical Resources (sports facilities and equipment), and 
Financial resources (to fund programs and competitions). Furthermore, The McKinsey research 
established the Capacity Assessment Grid, a diagnostic tool to assess an organisation’s strength 
along each capacity element in the Capacity Framework. It allows an organisation to conduct 
its own self-assessment to find out best practices in all included elements.  
 
2.5.2 Bayle Performance Framework 
 
Emmanuel Bayle in his doctoral thesis conducted a number of case studies focusing on single-
sport federations in the period 1988-1998.  He carried out his research using documentary 
sources, interviews, observations and an analytical framework from Chappelet and Bayle 
(2004).  
His study identified six dimensions of performance indicators based on the expectation of 
stakeholders, as shown in Table (2-2) below.  
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Table 2-2: Measuring the Global Performance of National Sports Federations. Source: Chappelet & Bayle (2005) 
 
2.5.3 Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT)  
The Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) was developed specifically to evaluate the levels of 
resources and capabilities of NFs and has been used extensively throughout the world to assist 
with the planning and development of the National Federations (Robinson & Minikin, 2012). 
The evolution, development and refinements of the RAT has been described by Robinson & 
Minikin (2011, 2012). The tool emerged from a programme of research carried out with senior 
sport administrators familiar with the activities, and consisted of focus groups, a workshop and 
scenario testing. The resulting framework categorises the resources and capabilities of NFs into 
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eight pillars of performance. Each pillar comprises a number of organisational elements. It is 
presented in the form of a paper-based questionnaire, the responses for which are inserted into 
the online tool. The RAT generates a report outlying the gap between the actual assessments 
and what it should be according to predetermined benchmarks.   
 
The RAT comprises eight pillars (factors of organisational performance) and every pillar 
consists of some organisational element. These pillars are, 
Governance: rules and regulations, policies and strategic planning. 
Management: organisational structure, roles and practices.  
Sports activity: competition, athlete preparation, development programs and training.  
Communication: methods used and technology available.  
Finance: record keeping, accounting and planning.  
Physical resources: access to and availability of equipment and facilities.  
Human resources: type, diversity, planning and management practices.  
Values: cultural, attitudinal and behavioural 
 
A RAT is used in this study for several reasons. Firstly, it measures all the main pillars of 
organisational activity, according to Robinson & Minikin, (2011). Secondly, the pillars contain 
organisational elements that help make the assessment process more coherent and 
comprehensive. Thirdly, it is quick and easy to use because it runs against predetermined 
benchmarks. Lastly, it identifies the gaps between actual levels of development and what is 
required for NFs to deliver services and activities (Appendix 10)  
2.6 Conceptual framework 
The focus of this section is to present the conceptual framework based on the relevant literature. 
Robinson & Minikin (2012) stated that success at international stages is based on the system 
responsible for producing athletes who are able to compete in these stages. In Egypt and in 
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most countries, this system is mainly reliant on NFs, as they play a central role in the success 
of the Egyptian NOC. In order for NFs to establish a solid system leading to sustainable 
success, they are required to give very considerable attention to viability (resources) and 
capabilities that are the components of organisational sustainability. This is supported by 
Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), Swerissen & Crisp (2004), and Sarriot et al. (2015), who 
argued that organisational sustainability rises from two main components, namely: capability 
and viability (resources). This draws the theoretical link between organisational sustainability, 
resources, and capabilities. In this vein, ‘capacity’ refers to the ability of the organisation to 
sustain the provision of its services, while viability relates to the financial and other resources 
or support. Misener & Doherty (2013) describes organisational capacity as the ability of an 
organisation to harness its internal and external resources to achieve its goals. In this respect, 
capacity means the ability to apply strategies that work on improving both efficiency and 
effectiveness. Organisational Viability, on the other hand, means all kinds of resources can be 
controlled and managed by the organisation (Sarriot et al., 2015). In addition, Kikulis, Slack, 
& Hinings (1995) found that as an organisation delivers more services over a greater or longer 
period of time it becomes increasingly more complex or ‘developed’, primarily as a result of 
developing resources and core capabilities. 
 
It can be argued that creating sustainability in NFs requires solid managerial systems based on 
good capabilities and renewable resources.  The outcome of both capabilities and renewable 
resources is an organisational performance which leads to a competitive advantage in NFs  
(Robinson & Minikin, 2012).  Competitive advantage in sports organisations generally and 
NFs  in particular, creates strategic success on the pitch and organisational sustainability. When 
a sports organisation possesses organisational sustainability, it is more likely to be able to 
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contribute positively to society, establish good relations with the environment and generate 
profit. The competitive advantage will be discussed in detail in a separate section. 
 
Figure (2-2) shows the relationship between the viability (resources) and capabilities. Viability 
is defined as any kind of resources the sports organisation may use to achieve its objectives 
while capacities defined as the abilities of sports organisation to use the resources effectively 
and efficiently. In this section, concepts like resources (human, physical, financial), capabilities 















Figure 2-2: The relationships between resources, capabilities and competitive advantage, adopted from Robinson, Minikin, 
(2012) who inspired by Grant, (2008). 
 
As stated by Robinson & Minikin (2012), underpinning the RBV is the concept that resources 
that lead to sustainable advantage should be characterised by the following: firstly, valuable in 
that they can help an organisation to take advantage of opportunities and/or minimise threats, 
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allowing the organisation to improve its effectiveness; secondly, rare among current and 
potential competitors; thirdly, imperfectly imitable in that competing organisations will face 
cost and/or quality disadvantages in duplicating the resource, or developing a substitute for it 
(Barney, 1991, 1995). Of greater value are those resources which can be considered non-
tradable (Dierickx & Cool, 1989), as these resources defy imitation; and fourthly, 
organisationally appropriable in that the organisation must gain value from the resource, rather 
than others in the supply chain.  
 
There are three other aspects to the RBV. The first is the concept of ‘learning by doing’ where 
capabilities can be increased by organisational learning and thus as organisations learn and 
repeat tasks they create competencies in that task. These routines become a source of a 
capability (Goldstein, 2007). Arguably, this means that the more Olympic Games NF and its 
athletes attend, the more capable it should become at doing this, developing a core competence 
in this activity (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). Second, if resources cannot be increased, they need 
to be leveraged and developed to improve competitive advantage and this can be done by the 
concentration, accumulation, conserving or complementing of resources (Grant, 2008). 
Leveraging makes the most of the existing resources and reduces the need to seek additional 
ones. For example, NOCs can accumulate resources through attracting sponsorship as a 
consequence of having the right to market the Olympic rings, or by concentrating finances on 
key sports. Finally, in some instances, physical resources are simply inadequate or fixed and 
thus new capabilities need to be developed to contribute to competitive advantage using 
existing resources. Grant (2008) reviews a number of approaches to capability development, 
some of which are unfeasible or difficult for NOCs and NFs, such as developing capability by 
mergers and acquisitions. However, of potential for NOCs and their associated NFs are 
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strategies to access capabilities by strategic alliances and the possibility of creating new 
capabilities.  
 
The below section demonstrates the components of organisational sustainability in detail. As 
mentioned earlier, organisational sustainability emanates from two main components, namely: 
viability (resources) and capabilities.   
2.6.1 Resources in NFs (Viability) 
The Resources Based-View theory (RBV) focuses on the use of organisation resources to 
acquire a sustainable competitive advantage which leads to greater performance (Barney, 1991; 
Wernerfelt, 1984; Peteraf, 1993).  The resources in an organisation include tangible and 
intangible, human and nonhuman that are owned or managed by the organisation to provide 
high quality services to satisfy its customers (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993).   
It worth noting that the organisation is considered as a set of tangible and intangible resources 
and capabilities needed for product/market competition (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Barney, 
1991; Wernerfelt, 1984). A number of definitions are suggested for the resources and 
capabilities. For instance, resources have been described as “anything that could be thought of 
as a strength or weakness of a given firm” which includes tangible and intangible assets 
(Wernerfelt, 1984, p.172); as skill-based competencies (Hall et al., 2003) tie collective learning 
embodied in 'core competencies' (Prahalad & Hamel, 1990); or core skills (Klein et al., 1991). 
An organisation’s resources are seen by Barney (1991) as a combination of all assets, 





Collis (1994) described resources as either assets or capabilities. Assets may be tangible or 
intangible while capabilities include skills and accumulated knowledge exercised through 
organisational routines (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Teece, 1998).  
 
Galbreath (2005) stated that resources could be broken down into two fundamental categories: 
(1) tangible resources and (2) intangible resources. Tangible resources include those factors 
containing a financial or physical value. Intangible resources, on the other hand, include those 
factors that are non-physical (or non-financial).   
The resource constructs are conceptualised as:  
(1) Tangible resources, which include: (a) financial assets (Grant, 1991) and (b) physical assets 
(Grant, 1991).  
(2) Intangible resources that are skills which include capabilities (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; 
Day, 1994; Hall, 1992).  
Hall (1992, 1993) suggests that intangible resources are essentially broken down into two 
forms: assets and skills (or capabilities). The intangible resource, which is something that the 
organisation ‘has’, is an asset. If the intangible resource is something that the organisation 
‘does’, it is a skill or capability. However, distinguishing between assets and capabilities may 
not be so easy (Andersen & Kheam, 1998). There appears to be a fine line between whether a 
specific intangible resource is, in fact, an asset or a capability. However, Hall's (1992, 1993) 
approach is to identify intangible resources as either assets (what the firm has) or capabilities 
(what the firm does).   
Resources are broken down into three fundamental categories: 
- Tangible resources, which include: financial assets and physical assets. 
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- Intangible resources – assets which include intellectual property assets, organisational 
assets and reputational assets. 
- Intangible resources – skills which include capabilities. 
 
In a sporting context, the conceptualisation of the NFs’ sport resources is based on Grant (2008) 
including tangible and intangible resources and human resources. The tangible resources 
include financial (funding, sponsorship, cash) and physical resources include buildings, 
facilities etc. An intangible resource includes reputation and capacity for development. 
Regarding the intangible resources in this study, capabilities will be measured as intangible 
resources (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Day, 1994; Hall, 1992). In addition, human resources 
include athletes, technical staff and officials.  
It is worth noting that resources in NFs include human resources, which can be described as 
the quantity and experience of people within the NF’s structure, such as athletes, board 
members, administrators, coaches, technical officials and sports experts. Physical resources, 
on the other hand, describe the infrastructure that an NGB has in order to run its sport, such as 
training and competition facilities, office building facilities, office equipment and technology 
and sports equipment and uniforms. Financial resources are exemplified by revenues and 
incomes generated by membership fees, fundraising activities, sponsorship contracts and TV 
rights.  Intangible resources or capabilities can be seen as the skills and the knowledge the 
human resources have to use the resources.  
 
Physical resources include tangible assets such as a land and infrastructure assets such as 
buildings, facilities, information communication technology, physical networks and other 
equipment  (Barney, 1991). 
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In NFs, physical resources are training and competition facilities, office buildings, technology, 
sports equipment and uniforms. Physical resources play a vital role in improving performance. 
Simply put, an NGB or any sports organisation needs support services, sophisticated equipment 
and facilities to nurture elite performance in international competitions (SPLISS, 2006). 
Moreover, Bayle & Madella (2002) identified physical resources, communications and 
infrastructures as the key success factors in sports organisations.  Furthermore, Madella (1998) 
reported that physical resources (technology, logistics and production factors) affect the 
performance of Italian sports federations.  
The SPLISS (2006) study highlighted that training facilities are one of the key pillars that lead 
to success in international sports performances. Robinson & Minikin (2011) identified how 
physical resources such as facilities and equipment, and training and competition facilities were 
one of the dimensions affecting performance in a sports organisation.  
The second resources are referred to as financial resources and the ability to develop and deploy 
them. It includes membership fees, sponsorship, and revenues from other resources. 
Governmental authorities across the globe spend large sums of money to compete against other 
countries to achieve superior sports performances. In NFs, the ability of board members to 
attract resources has been emphasised by Houlihan (2005) and Smith and Shen (1996) as a 
factor, combined with other resources, that is linked to higher sports performance.  
Bayle & Madella (2002) identified finance as one of the key success factors in a sports 
organisation. In addition, the SPLISS (2006) reported that financial support is a pillar leading 
to success in international sporting performance. Furthermore, researchers like Chelladurai 
(1987); Frisby (1986) and Koski (1995) determined that financial resources were a dimension 
of performance. Moreover, Bayle & Madella (2002),  Madella et al. (2005) and Winand, Zintz, 
Bayle & Robinson (2010) highlighted finance as a factor affecting performance in a sports 
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organisation. Clumpner (1994) suggested that financial support was a major factor responsible 
for international success. More importantly, Shibli, et al. (2012) noted that population size and 
wealth only account for approximately 50% of the success at the Olympic Games and highlight 
the success of Cuba, which has won 67 gold medals, primarily in the sport of boxing. 
As a result, governments have become more willing to intervene directly in elite sports 
development by making considerable financial investments, thus leading to the increasing 
institutionalisation of the elite sports systems (Houlihan & Green, 2005; 2007).  
Regarding human resource, Leonardsen (2007) mentioned that individual members of an 
Olympic Sports Organisation (OSO) consider the vital resource of the organisation. This 
importance stems from the fact that human resources are essential for the efficient operation of 
the organisation and are needed to obtain other resources such as money. Also, Human 
resources management (HRM) is, therefore, the means of optimising the activities of the 
members, or human resources, of an OSO so that it can achieve its mission and goals under 
optimal conditions. In addition, it is a way of using members for the benefit of the organisation. 
HRM is an important component of general management, and as such, it needs to serve the 
mission and objectives of the OSO. 
According to Misener & Doherty (2013), human resources have a higher importance for the 
goal achievement than the other resources. Sports organisation can have different types of 
human resources: volunteers, paid staff, and people in other forms of employment (e.g., 
trainees). According to Doherty and Carron, (2003), volunteers can be subdivided into 
volunteers with key administrative positions and volunteers with secondary positions. A central 
volunteer at the board level could be a president, a vice-president, a treasurer, a secretary, an 
athletic director, a spokesperson etc. These volunteers can be responsible for budgeting, for 
strategic planning, fundraising, and for decisions about the sports supply. At the execution 
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level, coaches, judges, and referees are responsible for training sessions and competitions and 
as such are considered central volunteers. These groups (i.e. volunteers, paid administrative 
staff, contracted professionals, officials) have to work together in order for the NFs to deliver 
their services.  
The individuals mentioned above need to be managed and directed by Human Resources 
Management (HRM) to ensure effective utilisation and development. HRM practices that 
promote employee participation improve an organisation’s economic performance. Moreover, 
HRM must be conducted by professional managers.  
Bayle & Madella (2002) identified the human resource as one of the key success factors in a 
sports organisation. In addition, Vail (1986) highlighted that human resources is the central 
dimension of performance in NFs. In addition, Madella (1998) considered human resources 
(athletes, coaches, officials and sports staff) in assessing the performance of Italian sports 
federations. Researchers like P. Chelladurai (1987), Koski (1995)  A. Madella et al. (2005), 
Papadimitriou (2002), and Robinson & Minikin (2012) studied human resource to assess 
performance in a sports organisation.  
2.6.2 Capabilities in NFs  
Governance: In recent years, there has been a considerable concentration on this collective 
aspect of management, which generally falls under the heading of organisational governance. 
Corporate governance indicates the system and processes for ensuring accountability, probity 
and openness in the conduct of an organisation. These processes may be board member 
selection, monitoring and evaluation, the capability of the board or committee to effectively 
implement proper policies, board motivations, board structures and performance.  
Sawyer & Judge (2008) argue that governance refers to how governing bodies are directed and 
controlled. The governance mechanism (formal documents, organisational structure) specifies 
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how rights, authority, and responsibility are distributed among the participants in order to 
monitor performance and achieve goals. 
Camy and Robinson (2007) acknowledge that governance can be difficult to define but it can 
be observed through its practice within the organisation. It associates with the use of power to 
direct, control and regulate activities dealing with a high-level of strategy, policy direction, 
transparency and accountability. It is also not concerned with day-to-day activities, which are 
the responsibility of management. On the other hand, some researchers like Ferkins, Shilbury, 
& McDonald (2005) and Kikulis et al. (1995) defined sport governance as “The responsibility 
for the functioning and overall direction of the organisation and a necessary and 
institutionalised component of all sports codes from club level to national bodies, governmental 
agencies, sport service organisations and professional teams around the world’’.   
The Australian Sports Commission (2004) identifies three keys functions of sports governance 
as follows:  
• Ensuring that an organisation develops strategic goals and direction. 
• Ensuring that the board monitors the performance of the organisation to ensure that it 
achieves the strategic goals. 
• Ensuring that board acts in the best interests of the members. 
		
In accordance with the above discussion, governance is a function carried out by the 
management board, as “the board theoretically is the crucial lynchpin at the head of the 
organisation; in practice, the board is also the point at which the buck stops’’ (Pye, 2014, p. 
??). Pye also considered the board as the highest decision-making level in an organisation.  
In sports management literature, governance is considered to be one of the most influential 
elements for the success of a non-profit sports organisation (Balduck, 2009). Governance 
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guides the efficient, effective and ethical management of sport. Also, it will not solve all the 
problems faced by the Olympic Sports Organisation (OSO), but it may establish the conditions 
necessary for success by enabling the OSO to make the most effective use of resources and by 
allowing the OSO to consider fully the interests of the stakeholders of the organisation. Ferkins 
& Shilbury (2012) added that increasing focus on governance research signifies the importance 
of professionally delivered sports services to communities and implementing contemporary 
governance practice potentially leads to an increase in the coordination and more efficient 
provision of sporting opportunities in many communities.  
Sawyer, Bodey, & Judge (2008) mentioned that good governance requires efficiency and 
effectiveness. This means processes must be developed to produce results that meet member 
needs in a way that makes good use of human and physical resources. When information is 
freely available and accessible to affected members then the governing body is transparent. 
Following the rules involves applying rules in an impartial manner during decision-making and 
enforcement. In general, a governing body is accountable to those affected by its decisions or 
actions. Accountability cannot be enforced without transparency and rule of law. 
Management: Camy and Robinson (2007) mentioned that the effective management of 
Olympic Sports Organisations (OSOs) requires the OSOs to be organised in such a way that 
they are in a position to operate effectively. Management, as a pillar of the performance 
dimension, is assessed by the Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) in the context of certain 
organisational elements (Operational Planning, Management of Programs, Risk Management, 
Competition Management, Reporting, Program Management, Meeting procedures, Record 
keeping and operational procedures).  
Robinson and Minikin (2011) argued that Performance dimensions could be considered to be 
those functions of the organisation and its operation that contribute to its success. Vail (1986) 
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in her work, identified the organisational planning as a dimension of performance in Canadian 
NFs. In addition, Madella (1998), in assessing the performance of a single Italian sports 
federation, identified some key dimensions leading to success, such as support services 
(education, sports science), and administration (inter-organisational management, innovation). 
In line with the above, the SPLISS (2006) reported some pillars related to management leads 
to international sporting success, such as integrated policy development, talent identification, 
athletic and post-career support, coaching provision and coach development, international 
competition and scientific research. Furthermore, Papadimitriou (2007) stated that internal 
procedures are important to performance. Researchers like P. Chelladurai (1987), Koski 
(1995), Winand et al. (2010) emphasised the importance of management in successfully 
enhancing performance. 
Culture: Organizational culture as a concept, it emerged in the 1970s and 1980s (Hofstede, 
1981), and recently became one of the most influential and most controversial concepts in 
management literature (Crane, 1995; Jarnagin & Slocum, 2007). The concept of organisational 
culture has been seen very differently and there is no consensus regarding its definition 
(Ashkanasy, Broadfoot, & Falkus, 2000). For instance, culture theorists proposed various 
definitions related to norms and rituals, behavioural rules, shared values, beliefs and ideologies. 
Even though the variety of interpretations of this concept, there is a number of common themes 
and similarities can be observed in organizational culture research (Parker & Bradley, 2000). 
Firstly, some researchers attempted to establish frameworks to provide a conceptual foundation 
to study the organisational culture. Secondly, terms like values, beliefs and ideologies are seen 
as important to get clear understanding of an organisation’s culture, therefore, the assessment 
of organisational culture is reliant on the values in the organisation. Thirdly, the significance 




It is worth noting that organizational culture is often cited as the main reason for the failure of 
organizational change. Researchers have proposed that while the tools, change strategies and 
techniques may be present, failure occurs due to no change of organisation’s culture (Cameron 
& Quinn, 2006). Based on the findings of a number of studies, the successful implementation 
of culture change for corporate sustainability might be mainly reliant on the values and 
ideological underpinnings of an organisation’s culture, and that these in turn influence how 
corporate sustainability is implemented and the types of outcomes that can be observed. 
Finally, it can be argued that sustainability is intrinsically linked to the culture implemented 
and values in the organisation.  
Strategy: Robinson and Camy (2007) defines strategy as a plan for achieving long-term goals 
and objectives and allocating resources necessary for carrying out these goals. The need for 
strategic management within sport organisations first surfaced in Europe, but today it exists on 
every continent as a result of the globalisation of business and sport. Many National Olympic 
Committee (NOCs), International Federation (IFs) and NFs as well as other Olympic Sport 
Organisations have already implemented such procedures. Strategy can be represented as a 
simple five-step process consisting of preparation, diagnosis, objectives, planning and 
evaluation. Usually strategic plans are developed for a 4-year period. As this period comes to 
a close, the plan needs to be reviewed by the Board and Olympic sports organisation 
management and, if necessary, adapted for the next quadrennial.  
Strategic plans can be motivated by internal factors such as vague objectives, poorly defined 
roles and responsibilities of participants, a lack of clear cohesion amongst activities and a need 
to clearly define priorities. The strategic plan should be a unifying tool for management and 
internal communication. It should encourage paid staff and volunteer involvement and a more 
effective collaboration between the two types of workers. It is also important to note that the 
strategic planning process is not just the domain of managers, rather it can be initiated and 
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promoted by elected members, such as the board. It may also be a request that comes from the 
membership. Internal factors can be important, but external factors are often the main driver of 
the development of a plan, such as the need to demonstrate good governance and to 
communicate goals, values and key objectives to partners.  
Clarifying the role of strategic management in an organisation is an essential step that 
highlights the importance that stakeholders should place on the plan’s development and 
implementation. Organising a meeting with volunteers and paid professionals, for example, 
could help validate the role and advantages of the strategic approach. In addition, a meeting 
with the Executive Board will be necessary to discuss the strategic planning process. Inviting 
an expert to explain the benefits, principles and methods of strategic planning may be useful, 
as may the director of another Olympic organisation who could explain the strengths and 
weaknesses of that organisation’s strategic plan.  
2.6.3 Competitive advantage 
 
Robinson & Minikin (2012) stated that successful organisational performance requires an 
understanding of the competitive advantage and potential for success. They defined the 
competitive advantage as ‘the strategic advantage that one organisation has over others that 
operate within its competitive industry’. They added that a competitive advantage of an 
organisation emanates from the resources and capabilities. Robinson & Minikin (2012) have 
reported that competitive advantage leads to a sustainable success and a lack of it causes a lack 
of success. Application of the RBV in sports research has primarily focused on sports leagues 
(Smart & Wolfe, 2003) or the more commercial aspects of sports management such as the work 
carried out by Amis, Pant, & Slack (1997) on sport sponsorship relations. However, the RBV 
appears particularly pertinent to an analysis of NOCs due to their external operating context. 
Robinson & Minikin (2012) reported that the competitive advantage of an NOC is unrelated to 
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cost reduction and differentiation, and they are thus rarely subject to changes in key 
stakeholders or the changing taste of the market, as promoted by the standard view of 
competitiveness (Lewis, 1981).  
 
The other aspect of creating a competitive advantage is organisational capabilities. By this we 
mean ‘the ability of an organisation to utilise its resources to achieve an end result’ (i.e. what 
they can do) (Grant, 2008). Robinson & Minikin (2012) concluded that competitive advantage 
could arise from resources and the way that these resources are utilised. They state that 
competitive advantage is the strategic advantage that one organisation has over others that 
operate within its competitive industry. Generally speaking, the greater the competitive 
advantage that an organisation enjoys, the greater its likelihood of strategic success. It is worth 
noting that the competitive advantage of an organisation arises from the strategy adopted by 
the organisation.  
According to RBV, success in the organisation is reliant on resources and how these resources 
can be used (capabilities).  Wernerfelt (1984), in his influential work on the RBV of the firm, 
describes resources as “those (tangible and intangible) assets which are tied semi-permanently 
to the firm” (p. 55). This concept of the resource being tied to the firm is essential as it creates 
the control necessary for the resource to be able to be utilised to create competitive advantage. 
Wernerfelt (1984, p. 173) argued that ‘what a firm wants is to create a situation where its own 
resource position directly or indirectly makes it more difficult for others to catch up’. 
In the case of a sustainable sports organisation, Arend & Levesque (2010) and Robinson & 
Minikin (2012) highlighted some features of resources that lead to sustainable success, namely: 
- Valuable in that they can lead to improved effectiveness.  
- Rare among competitors.  
- Imperfectly imitable in that competitors will face difficulty in duplicating the resource. 
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- Organisationally appropriable in that the organisation must gain value from the 
resource, rather than others in the supply chain. If any of these characteristics are not 
present or disappear, then resources will not create competitive advantage. 
In a sports context, success at the Olympic Games requires NOCs to have a system that 
produces athletes that are capable of competing on the international stage. In most countries, 
the NF of a sport primarily drives this system and it is, therefore, possible to argue that 
understanding whether an NOC is likely to be successful can be gained by an understanding of 
whether their NFs can create competitive advantage. For example, in most countries, NFs play 
a major role in talent identification and talent development, and if the NF does not have a 
system that creates world-class athletes, then the competitive advantage is impossible for an 
NOC. As such, the theoretical link between resources, capabilities and competitive advantage 
for an NOC is set out in Figure (2-2), which shows first that NFs are a key resource of an NOC, 
but more importantly that many of the NOC’s resources that lead to competitive advantage are 
primarily developed by NFs. 
Additionally, the resource-based view theory (Wernerfelt, 1984) aligns with the above. It states 
that the success of an organisation in achieving sustainability is mainly dependent on its 
resources and capabilities. Arguably, a sports organisation can ensure successful sustainability 
if it is able to create renewable resources and effective ways to use them (which is termed 
‘capabilities’). Based on the above, creating organisational sustainability in NFs requires good 
capabilities and sustainable resources.  
2.7 Resources-Based View Theory 
The resource-based view of the organisation (RBV) has gained, in the last decade, wide 
attention in the area of strategic management as well as in economics, organisational 
development, and even other fields. The RBV was first developed by Wernerfelt (1984), and 
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is built upon the theory that an organisation’s success is mainly determined by the resources it 
owns and controls. Typically, resources can be defined as either assets or capabilities. Assets, 
which may be tangible or intangible, are owned and controlled by the organisation (Collis, 
1994). Capabilities are an intangible sets of skills and accumulated knowledge and experiences 
exercised through organisational routines (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Teece, 1998).  
	
The literature shows that organisational resources can be important factors in achieving a 
sustainable competitive advantage and successful organisation performance only if they have 
certain special characteristics (Barney, 1991). It is notable that the RBV’s main prescription 
holds that only resources that are valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable are capable 
of obtaining and sustaining a competitive advantage that builds superior performance. Such 
resources, which are characterised by the aforementioned attributes, are considered to be 
strategic, intangible resources (Amit & Schoemaker, 1993; Michalisin, Smith, & Kline, 1997).  
According to the strategic management literature, the RBV theory is one of the central 
principles for the competitive advantage of the organisation. The RBV literature considers the 
organisation as a collection of heterogeneous resources, or factors of production or as bundles 
of resources including all inputs that allow the organisation to operate and implement its 
strategies (Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1995; Wernerfelt, 1984). The RBV of the organisation 
assumes that the organisation’s internal processes create a resource that can create and sustain 
a competitive advantage (Bates and Flynn, 1995). However, very few empirical studies have 
been carried out on the relationship between organisation resources and capabilities and 
performance (Barney & Clark, 2007). Thus it is hard to know, of all the resources and 
capabilities controlled by the organisation, which of them might ultimately lead to the 
generation of a sustained competitive advantage (Barney & Clark, 2007). 
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In the management literature, the RBV theory of the organisation (Kor & Mahoney, 2004; 
Wernerfelt, 1984) is applied in this research to develop the theoretical understanding of the 
extent to which resources affect the sporting performance of NFs. The main reason behind 
selecting this theory is that it can be used to determine the strategic resources available to the 
organisation as well as the growing attention on it from a large number of scholars. It is also 
considered one of the most widely accepted theories in management literature (Newbert, 2007).  
 
Edith Penrose (1959) was one of the first scholars to view the organisation’s resources as an 
administrative organisation and a collection of productive resources which determine firm 
performance. She attempted to understand the firm and its resources and suggested firm-
specific resources employed to explain the organisation’s growth. Following Penrose’s work, 
Rubin (1973) presented a firm as a collection or set of particular resources (activities) which 
enabled the firm to perform particular tasks. Rubin (1973) argued that firms must process raw 
resources to make them useful. Due to the questionable properties of Rubin’s programming 
model on resources being formulated in the direction of firm growth, the study does not invite 
immediate attention from academic and practical audiences (Wernerfelt, 1984).  
The resource-based view (RBV) has, within the last 50 years, been highlighted as a central 
framework which explains organisation growth theoretically, yet managers and researchers did 
not become aware of it until the 1990s (Newbert, 2007). The appreciation of RBV began with 
Prahalad and Hamel’s (1990) paper on “The core competence of the corporation” published in 
Harvard Business Review. Inconsistent with Penrose’s and Rubin’s works, C. Prahalad & 
Hamel (1990) focused on resource exploitation (static resources, inimitable skills, 




The second important paper is one published in the Journal of Management in 1991 by Jay 
Barney entitled “Firm resources and sustained competitive advantage”. Barney (1991) argues 
that organisations compete on the basis of “unique” corporate resources that are valuable, rare, 
difficult to imitate, non-substitutable, and which create sustainable competitive advantage. 
Furthermore, in the short term, valuable and rare resources would attain a competitive 
advantage and organisations enjoy improved performance but for the organisation to sustain 
these advantages over time such resources must be inimitable and non-substitutable. Some 
resources, such as physical and technology, are easy to purchase. It is often argued that physical 
IT resources are unlikely to serve as sources of competitive advantage (Ray, Barney, & 
Muhanna, 2004). By developing and continuously adapting physical and technological 
resources or bundling these resources with other resources and capabilities, the organisation 
can survive and sustain a competitive advantage. 
2.8 Research gap: originality  
This section shows the research gap based on to relevant literature. It is worth noting that 
existing work has reviewed the relevant studies of sustainability in sports context in order to 
discover the research gap. The literature showed that research into sustainability and sport is 
limited and has primarily focused on aspects other than organisational sustainability. For 
example Leonardsen, (2007); Belli, (2008); Brymer, Downey, & Gray, (2009); Mallen & 
Chard, (2012); Pentifallo & VanWynsberghe, (2012); Trendafilova, Babiak, & Heinze, (2013) 
and O’Brien & Ponting, (2013) focused on the environmental dimension of sustainability in 
sport. Their studies outlined that sport organisations need to pay a lot of attention to the 
environmental practices and increase awareness of mangers for greening initiatives in sport. 
Robinson, (2005); Walker & Kent,(2009); Reis & Higham, (2009); Babiak, (2010); Sheth & 
Babiak, (2010) and Trendafilova et al., (2013); highlighted the significance of the social aspect 
of sustainability in sports organisations, primarily focusing on the role of CSR activities in 
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improving the image of their organisations. In addition, Lawson (2005) focused on the 
sustainability of social and human development through sport while Dowda et al. (2005) 
investigated the sustained usage of the resources provided through a physical education 
programme. Arguably, there is no evidence of research that applies organisational 
sustainability to a sport context. Apparently, the literature has not discussed the organisational 
sustainability in sports organisations, notably in NFs. Therefore, it is evident that organisational 
sustainability in sport context demands more research.   
The underlying premise in this study that NFs can be organisationally sustainable when they 
possess a system based on good capabilities and resources. It examines Egyptian NFs that are 
in charge of success of NOC for regional and international sporting stage in order to establish 
the extent to which they have sustainable resources and good capabilities and if, as a 
consequence, they are organisationally sustainable. This will be undertaken by assessing the 
resources and capabilities that these organisations have in place as these represent the main key 
elements of organisational sustainability according to Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998); 
Swerissen & Crisp (2004) and Sarriot et al. (2015).  
This thesis provides an explanation as to why the Egyptian NFs are unsuccessful sustainably by 
using the RAT for investigating their potential for creating sustainability. It also offers the first 
evidence to suggest that Egyptian NFs need more improvements in terms of resources and 
capabilities to create a strong sports system leading to sustainable success.  
2.9 Summary  
This chapter discussed the relevant literature that has been carried out in sustainability and 
organisational performance in NFs. To start with, the chapter reviewed the definition and 
concepts of sustainability and organisational development to help understand the creation of 
organisational sustainability in Egyptian NFs. The chapter then presented the literature that has 
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evolved on performance in NFs and identified the factors affecting their organisational 
performance. Furthermore, it demonstrates the assessments of sports organisations generally 
and NFs in particular. The chapter discusses the resources, capabilities in NFs to create 
organisational sustainability and most relevant theory (RBV) is presented. Then it concludes 
with section shows the research gap.  
 
The next chapter (Chapter Three)  describes the research methodology used in this research to 
answer the research questions by discussing how data were collected and analysed, as well as the 





3 CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter reviewed the literature relating to organisational sustainability and 
organisational performance in NFs. This chapter will set out the methodological process to be 
used in the rest of the thesis. In order to do this, the methodological approaches used in the 
topic area will be discussed, prior to a justification of the chosen approach. It shows the research 
questions and provides an in-depth explanation of the research methods used and analysis of 
the collected data. In addition, it proceeds by describing the methodology and research design 
adopted to answer the research questions outlined. It demonstrates and justifies the mixed 
methods employed in this study.  
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The chapter concludes with a discussion on the interview as a research method, which is used 
to address the first research question. The Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT), which is tool 
utilised as a questionnaire for collecting data from the respondents in the quantitative stage to 
answer the second research question, is then discussed. Finally, the chapter ends with a brief 
summary which highlights the main points.  
3.2 Research Questions 
The research questions, set out below, are considered as a means of understanding the current 
internal environment of Egyptian NFs in terms of resources and capabilities that are in place. 
The answer to these research questions identifies the necessary requirements for NFs to be 
sustainable. In addition, it determines the organisational development level of the Egyptian 
NFs according to their abilities to create organisational sustainability. The following research 
questions have been formulated: 
- What are the characteristics of a sustainable national sports federation? 
- How might the Egyptian national sports federations become sustainable? 
Generally, the methodology adopted in research determines the processes that are applied to 
address the research questions and achieve its objectives. It is worth noting that methodology 
means the accurate link between theory and research methods. Theory establishes the 
paradigmatic lens through which the researcher sees the world and requires the researcher to 
define both ontological and epistemological positions. In other words, “what there is to be 
known” and “how what is to be known can be known”. These positions help to inform the 
process by which the researcher defines a particular social theoretical approach and the set of 
research methods adopted (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). In addition, Howell (2013) suggested that 




3.3 Research philosophy 
The research philosophy simply refers to the use of argument in seeking reality and knowledge 
(Saunders & Lewis, 2012). Clarification by Howell (2013) of the difference between reality 
and knowledge shows that reality can be separate from, or a construction of, the mind while 
knowledge relates to the understanding and interpreting of facts emanating from data. There 
are various reasons why an understanding of philosophical research positions is vital. Firstly, 
it can help the researcher to identify the research design and methods, which are used in a 
particular study, and to determine the overall research strategy that is employed. This includes 
the type of collected data and data source. Secondly, knowledge of the research philosophy 
underpins and helps the evaluation of different methodologies and methods and facilitates the 
selection of the proper methods for a study (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 2008). 
Therefore, the research philosophy can influence the quality of the research (Neuman, 2014).  
3.3.1 Types of Research Philosophy  
According to literature, two major philosophical approaches are commonly used, namely: 
'positivism' and 'phenomenology', which can be classified into objective and subjective; 
quantitative and qualitative; natural science and social science respectively (Howell, 2013; 
Lincoln and Guba, 2000 and Heron & Reason, 1997). However, the proponents of 'positivist' 
and 'phenomenological' positions describe fundamentally different ways of seeing the world 
and conducting research. Sometimes no single point of view can ever show the entire picture 
and there may be 'multiple realities'. This led to the beginning of 'pragmatism' in the late 19th 
to early 20th Century in the USA, which seeks to reconcile both objectivism and subjectivism; 
facts and values; accurate and rigorous knowledge and different contextualised experiences 
(Saunders et al. 2016).  
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This following section focuses on the philosophy of pragmatism, since other research 
philosophies are out of the scope of this study. The elimination of other philosophies will be 
evident as it discusses pragmatism in the next paragraph. Nevertheless, Table 3.1 includes a 





Table 3.1 Paradigms of Inquiry 
Item Positivism Post-positivism Critical theory Constructivist & Participatory 
 
ONTOLOGY 
The form of reality. What 
can be known about 
reality 
Reality can be totally  
understood. Reality exists  
and it can be discovered.  
(Naïve realism) 
Reality may only be understood 
imperfectly and probabilistically.  
Reality exists but humanity is unable 
to totally understand it.  
(Critical Realism) 
Reality shaped by history. 
Formed by values that are 
crystallised over time.  
(Historical Realism)  
Breakdown of a clear 
distinction ontology and 
epistemology.  
The reality is locally constructed. 
Based on experience although 
shared by many. Dependent on 
person/group changeable 
Participatory: co-created through 
the mind and the world.  
EPISTEMOLOGY 
The relationship between 
the investigator and what 
can be discovered.  
The investigator and the 
investigation are totally separate. 
Values are overcome through the 
scientific procedure. Truth is a 
possibility 
Abandonment of total separation of 
the investigator and investigation. 
Objectivity still pursued.  
The investigator and the 
investigated linked.  
Accepted that historical 
values influence the inquiry. 
Results subjectivity.  
As critical theory. However, the 
findings are created as the 
investigation proceeds.  
Participatory: Paradigm findings 
are developed between the 
researcher and cosmos.  
METHODOLOGY 
How does the investigator 
go about finding out what 
he/she believed can be 
discovered.  
Scientific experiments based on 
hypothesis, they are usually 
quantitative. Conditions that 
confound are manipulated.  
Multiple modified scientific 
experiments. Pursues falsification of 
hypothesis; may include qualitative 
methods.  
Needs dialogue between the 
investigator and the subject 
of investigation. Structures 
may be changeable. Actions 
effect change.  
Creates a consensus through 
individual constructions including 
the construction of the investigator. 
Participatory: similar 
methodologies can be employed  
(Primary action research)  
 
Table 3-1: Research philosophies 
(Source: Howell, 2013 p. 29, Lincoln and Guba, 2000 and Heron and Heason, 1997)
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3.3.1.1 Philosophy of Pragmatism  
 
Pragmatism is a distinctive American philosophy and generated by ‘founding fathers’ of 
American pragmatism, Justice Oliver (1841–1935), William James (1842–1910), Charles 
Sanders Peirce (1839–1914), Chauncey Wright (1850–75) and Nicholas St. John Green (Stuhr, 
2000; Purcell Jr. and Erlanger, 2002) and is also linked to the writings of Mead (1863–1931) 
(Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; Creswell, 2003). Pragmatism as a term which comes from the 
Greek word pragma (pragma), which means action, from which the words ‘practice’ and 
‘practical’ come (James, 2000). It is worth noting that belief, doubt and habit are the leading 
epistemological ideas in pragmatism (Peirce, 1877). In pragmatism, social reality and 
knowledge are dependent upon beliefs and habits. The pragmatic standpoint on ordinary 
knowledge is that it is shaped by human action. What people know about the world is shaped 
by what they do, can do and want to do in the world. In addition, this includes to a large degree 
what they know about what other are people are doing (Schutz, 1962). 
Pragmatism claims that knowledge arises out of actions, situations and consequences, which 
are socially constructed by the processes of institutionalization, legitimization and 
socialization. This places managerial characteristics and perceptions at the core of any inquiry 
that seeks to understand organizational life.  
This section discusses three main perspectives of pragmatism developed by Peirce, James, and 
Dewey.  
Firstly, Pierce believes true knowledge is only true and viable if it can be measured and 
observed through empirically generated data. If an idea or a conception cannot be explained or 
elaborated through practical observation, that idea or conception cannot then be categorized as 
knowledge. Furthermore, Pierce adds that in order to conceive of the idea, we must take into 
account, the physical and measures sensations that we experience through the idea. 
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Secondly, William James’s belief is it is necessary to have certain rules for an action. In 
addition, the thinker should be able to have ideas regarding the properties of the idea. The 
practical effects of the idea, and conduct of the object this way of James’ thinking was greatly 
influenced by Peirce.   
Thirdly, John Dewey’s pragmatism sees thought as the instrument or tool that nature uses to 
make sense of situations, and thoughts are formed interconnected with previous thoughts. In 
addition, ideas are plastic and adaptable: ideas adapt and shape themselves based on any given 
situation. Human cognition is instrumental in shaping the ideas based on the overarching 
situation. For the purposes of this study, the structure of reality is assumed to be relative, 
subjective and dependent on human action. Moreover, data generated is subject to 
interpretation and thus can be altered by human action thereby making reality subjective. In 
addition, Human action is not fixed and predictable; in fact, human action alters based on 
memory of past experiences.  
Dewey argues against classical philosophies, such as classical realism, because he believes that 
classical realism has divided reality into categories of true and not true. Dewey believes that 
the only reality is nature and nature is constantly in state of flux; therefore, our knowledge of 
nature or in this case, reality is also consequently in a state of flux. True knowledge results 
from scientific research applied to the datum of experience and the only purpose of scientific 
research is the determination of the structure of reality. Dewey suggested that metaphysics be 
abandoned because metaphysics, the quest of immutable reality, is a waste since there is no 
such thing as an immutable reality.  
Peirce and James’s philosophy that has been categorised as pragmatism, and is grounded in 
experimentation and verification. In other words, according to James’ and Peirce’s pragmatism, 
ideas of reality can only be formed if those ideas lead to measurable and observable actions. 
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Dewey’s pragmatism, on the other hand, believes that reality is always in a constant state of 
flux and new realities are constantly created based on human actions. Dewey’s pragmatism 
incorporates experimentation and verification but develops this by incorporating psychology 
and logic, where measurable and observable data is a consequence of experience and it is only 
such data that should be used in determining the structure of reality.  
Pragmatism is proposed to be the best paradigm for justifying the use of mixed methods 
research (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2003; Rallis and Rossman, 
2003), and this philosophy considers that the research question is more important than either 
the method used or the paradigm that underlies the method (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; 
Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2003).  
To summarise, Saunders (2009) outlines pragmatism as a separate philosophy, seen in terms 
of ontology, epistemology and methodology. For an ontology of pragmatism, the reality is 
external multiple; the view was chosen to best enable answering of research questions. 
Regarding the epistemology, both observable phenomena and subjective meaning can prove 
acceptable knowledge dependent upon the research question. In terms of methodology, it uses 
mixed or multiple method designs, qualitative and quantitative.  
 
In pragmatism the research question is the most important consideration when determining the 
research philosophy because it has the provision to work within both interpretivist and 
positivist (Saunders et al., 2009). It has the ability to practically integrate various perspectives 
to support data collection and interpretation. Therefore, pragmatism guides the studying of 
different in-depth phenomena which are difficult to understand using only a qualitative or 
quantitative approach (Venkatesh, et al., 2013). It worth noting that the quantitative approach 
is mainly based on deduction while the qualitative approach is dependent on induction. 
However, a pragmatic approach is reliant on abduction reasoning that employs both induction 
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and deduction. In other word, it uses the qualitative and quantitative approach in the same 
research inquiry (Howe, 1988; Maxcy, 2003). 
3.4 Research approaches 
 
This study adopts two phase abductive approacha qualitative phase for inductive reasoning and 
a quantitative phase for deductive reasoning. The main reason for using two phases for this 
study is that the findings of the qualitative phase are essential for a quantitative phase to identify 
the requirements of sustainable National Federations to act as benchmarks of sustainability in 
NFs. Hence, the study collects quantitative data from the NFs in order to investigate the 
Egyptian NFs based on the benchmarks generated from the qualitative phase.  
 
There are two approaches that can be utilised by researchers for carrying out their research: 
quantitative and qualitative. It is believed that these methods can contribute highly to 
management research. Also, they may be used either separately or together generating the 
“Mixed method research” (Creswell, 2009). The table below determines the differences 
between quantitative and qualitative in summarised points.  









Generating hypotheses, Discovery 
Structure  
 
Research procedures specified in 
advance 
Flexible procedures evolve as pieces of data 
are gathered 
Ontology Researcher assume that a single, 
objective word exists 
The researcher assumes that multiple, 
subjectively derived realities can coexist. 
Epistemology  Positivism Interpretivism 
Setting for data gathering Office, agency or via mail or the internet Natural environment of research participants 
Research approach Deductive Inductive 
Sample size Larger Smaller 
Sample type Random, probabilistic sample Purposeful, key informants 
Most likely timing in 
investigating phenomena 
Later, after familiarity with phenomenon 
has been established 
Early, to gain familiarity with phenomenon 
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Emphasise on objectivity or 
subjectivity 
Objectivity Subjectivity 
Nature of date Number Words 
Depth and generalizable of 
findings 
More superficial, but more generalizable  Deeper, but less generalizable 
Richness of detail and context Less contextual detail Rich description with more contextual detail 
Nature of data gathering 
methods emphasised 
Various, but highly structured Lengthier and less structured observations 
and interview 




Single-case designs, Surveys 
Ethnography - Case studies  
- Life history - Focus groups  
- Participatory action research  
- Ground theory  
Data-gathering instruments 
emphasised 
Closed-ended items in questionnaires 
and scales  
 
Open-ended items and non-standardised 
interviews with probes  
 
Labour intensiveness of data 
collection and analysis for 
researcher 
Less time-consuming  
 
More time-consuming  
 
Data analysis process Statistical analysis  
 
Pattern and content analysis non-numerical 
data such as categorising data  




More difficult  
 
Relationship between 
researcher and subject 
Distant/ outsider  
 
Close/ insider  
 
 
Table 3.2: Qualitative and Quantitative approach. Rubin and Babbie, (2012)  
 
This study adopts a mix between qualitative and quantitative methods in order to address the 
research questions. Generally speaking, mixed methods seen as a type of research strategy 
combine philosophies, qualitative and quantitative approaches, data collection techniques and 
analysis (Creswell, 2009; Gratton & Jones, 2004; Plano Clark & Creswell, 2008; Plowright, 
2011)  
 
Adopting a mixed methods approach has the following advantages. Firstly, it is used for 
multiple- purposes, providing solid evidence findings (Saunders & Lewis, 2012; Gratton & 
Jones, 2014). Secondly, it is helpful in answering a research questions for which quantitative 
or qualitative approaches are not enough to answer the question (Plano, Clark & Creswell, 
2008). Thirdly, it helps to generalise the results. It also enables the researcher to conduct 
research with flexibility and integrity (Harrison & Reilly, 2011). Finally, it combines both 
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qualitative and quantitative, which helps to understand the phenomenon comprehensively 
(Creswell, 2009; Plowright, 2011).  
To sum up, this study adopts the philosophy of pragmatism using a mixed methods approach 
with both qualitative and quantitative research. 
3.5 Research design  
As has been mentioned in an earlier section, the way of finding answers to research questions 
is influenced by the research philosophy and approach. The research questions will 
subsequently inform the choice of research strategy, choices of data collection techniques and 
analysis procedures and the time horizon in which the research study is undertaken (Saunders 
et al., 2009). There is a plan for a research study to examine and find out answers to research 
questions, which is known as research design (Rousseau and Fried, 2001). The purpose of 
research design is to provide a plan that permits accurate assessment of the subject being 
investigated and determine the scope of the study. 
 
The research design of this study is presented in Figure 3-1, below, as a four stage process. The 
orange coloured boxes denote research activities in the conceptual stage (Stage 1), the green 
colour boxes denote research activities related to the qualitative phase (Stage 2), the purple 
colour boxes denote research activities related to the quantitative phase (Stage 3) and the 
yellow colour boxes denote activities in the conclusion stage (Stage 4). In Stage 1, a general 
literature review was carried out to frame specific research questions and research objectives. 






Figure 3-1 Research Design 
                                  Stage 1: Conceptual stage 
 












                                                                                                      Stage 3: Quantitative phase (second phase) 
 
    




                                                                                     Stage 4: Conclusion stage 
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Stage 2 comprises the research activities of the qualitative phase. Semi-structured interviews 
were used to collect data and create the benchmark of a sustainable National Federation based 
on thematic analysis outcomes.  
The questionnaire survey Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) was used for data collection in 
Stage 3 of the study. It then shows how the findings of the quantitative phase provide more 
meaning to the findings of the qualitative phase. 
The Stage 4 or the final stage discusses the findings. It provides theoretical and practical 
contributions and implications along with further research suggestions.      
3.6 Research Strategies 
A mixed methods approach helps to integrate different perspectives in the subject being 
investigated using two or more research strategies so that different aspects of the investigation 
can be merged (Bryman, 2007).  
 
Venkatesh et al. (2013) argue that there are three main strengths in mixed methods research. 
Firstly, it addresses confirmatory and exploratory research questions at the same time, 
qualitatively and quantitatively. Secondly, it can provide stronger inferences than a single 
method. Thirdly, it gives an opportunity for a greater variety of different and/or complementary 
views.  
According to Chris and Gratton (2004), there is a lack of mixed methods research in the sports 
field. Therefore, conducting this research using a mixed methods strategy is considered one of 





Complementarity Mixed methods are used in order to gain complementary views about the same phenomena 
or relationships. 
Completeness Mixed methods designs are used to make sure a complete picture of a phenomenon is 
obtained. 
Developmental Questions for one strand emerge from the inferences of a previous one (sequential mixed 
methods), or one strand provides hypotheses to be tested in the next one. 
Expansion Mixed methods are used in order to explain or expand upon the understanding obtained in 
a previous strand of a study. 
Corroboration/ 
Confirmation 
Mixed methods are used in order to assess the credibility of inferences obtained from one 
approach (strand). 
Compensation Mixed methods enable compensation for the weaknesses of one approach by using the 
other. 
Diversity Mixed methods are used with the hope of obtaining divergent views of the same 
phenomenon. 
 
Table 3.3: Purposes of mixed methods. (Source: Venkatesh et al. 2013) 
 
The mixed methods approach is used in this research in order to find theoretically acceptable 
answers to research questions and achieve research objectives. The main idea behind using a 
mixed methods strategy is to expand upon the outcomes obtained through a qualitative phase 
of the study.  
According to Creswell (2009) and Plano, Clark & Creswell (2008), there are six types of mixed 
methods studies, namely: concurrent, embedded, transformative, multi-phase, sequential 
exploratory and sequential explanatory. The most common types are a sequential exploratory 
and a sequential explanatory. A sequential exploratory strategy starts by collecting the 
qualitative data followed by the quantitative data, and this type is used for this study. On the 
other hand, a sequential explanatory strategy starts with the collection the quantitative data and 





3.7 Data  
Researchers may use primary data and secondary data. Primary data is collected for a specific 
issue. It can be analysed either: qualitatively, using methods such as interviews, semi-structured 
or unstructured, focus groups, observations, and case studies; or quantitatively, using 
questionnaires and structured interviews. Secondary data is available to any researcher to 
obtain what is required, and consequently it is not created for specific topics. Secondary data 
embraces raw data and published summaries (Saunders & Lewis, 2012). Based on the research 
questions and objectives, this study employs primary data. 
3.8 Research methods 
It is important to choose the suitable research methods for conducting research (Morse, 2003). 
The nature of the research questions and objectives demand the use of specific research 
methods for qualitative and quantitative phases of this study. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the 
research instruments used in both qualitative and quantitative phases. 
 
Figure: 3-2 Research methods adopted 
The qualitative data were collected using semi-structured interviews. The semi-structured 
interview method was suitable for this study over alternative data collection methods such as 
observations, focus-group discussions and Delphi technique since this has some advantages to 
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the qualitative phase of this study. Firstly, Semi-structured interviews were helpful in 
confirming what was already known and reveal new themes by allowing interviewees the 
freedom to express their views in their own terms (Flick, 2009). Secondly, having a one-to-one 
interview provides the ability to obtain in-depth details. Finally, a semi-structured interview 
encourages two-way communication (Creswell, 2009). Thematic analysis is used to analyse 
qualitative data collected through semi-structured interviews by NVivo 11 Pro.  
The Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT), developed by Robinson and Minikin (2011), is used 
to produce a questionnaire which is used to collect data for the quantitative phase of this study. 
RAT is used in this study for a number of reasons. Firstly, it measures all the main pillars of 
organisational activity(Robinson & Minikin, 2011). Secondly, the pillars contain 
organisational elements that help the assessment process become more coherent and 
comprehensive. Thirdly, it runs against predetermined benchmarks.  
 
The following section discusses the research methods used in this study in detail. It starts with 
an interview because it answers the first research questions of the characteristics of sustainable 
National Federations. It then considers the RAT questionnaire in the quantitative stage of this 
study, which is used to address the second research question of the extent to which Egyptian 




An interview can be defined as a conservation between people, one of them acting as a 
researcher (Gray, 2009).  The main purpose of conducting an interview is to collect primary 




In a sports context, Gratton & Jones (2004) classify interviews into four categories: structured, 
semi-structured, unstructured, and group interview or focus group. For the structured interview, 
there is a standard structure and a determined set of questions. A semi-structured interview uses 
a standard set of questions as well, but it has more flexibility in terms of the sequence of the 
questions. The respondent leads an unstructured interview as the researcher has only a general 
idea about the issues that have to be covered. It is worth noting that this type of interview has 
a lack of focus, which affects its reliability and validity. Focus groups are conducted with a 
group of people who interact and share thoughts and perspectives. It is worth noting that the 
focus group is usually semi-structured.  
 
According to the interaction between the interviewee and respondent, Saunders et al. (2009) 
classify interviews into the main different methods, namely: one-to-one and one-to-many. One-
to-one interviews are conducted in three possible ways: first, meeting the interviewees face-to-
face, which gives the researcher the opportunity to understand, repeat and clarify the questions 
(Bryman, 2008); second, telephone interviews; and third, online interviews. For the telephone 
and online interview, it helps the researcher to carry out a number of interviews from different 
geographic areas and is cheaper (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). Regarding, one-to-many 
interviews, these are also known as focus groups. In focus group, the researcher acts as a 
facilitator who guides and manages the group and the group shares feelings, experiences and 
thoughts. In this study, the researcher used the semi-structured using telephone and online 
interviews to collect the data for the qualitative stage. 
3.8.1.1 Semi-structured interviews 
 
Different types of interviews are used in qualitative research (Robson, 2002). The semi-
structured interview technique has been selected for qualitative data collection over the other 
alternative techniques available, as justified earlier. Semi-structured, in-depth interviews were 
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regarded by the researcher as being the most appropriate tool for creating the benchmark of 
sustainability in Egyptian NFs. In-depth interviews were considered as enabling the researcher 
to capture the reality as experienced by the individuals engaged in day-to-day and strategic 
activities and thus were deemed appropriate to inform the present study. In addition, in-depth 
interviews were regarded as offering the opportunity for the researcher to fully understand an 
organisational sustainability in a sports context where there is little or no empirical-based 
literature. The main reason for adopting semi-structured interviews was that this particular 
methodological tool has the capacity to elicit detailed information on the needs for NFs to 
achieve sustainability or survive, while at the same time it allows the researcher to maintain a 
degree of control over the line of questioning (Minichiello, Aroni, & Hays, 2008).  
 
Semi-structured interviews allow the respondents to answer on their own terms, while at the 
same time provide a better structure for comparability. Similarly, Marshall & Rosman (2011) 
refer to this method as the topical approach, which involves the researcher using an interview 
guide providing a list of topics or questions for discussion. According to Marshall & Rossman 
(2014), this type of interview is the most common in qualitative studies, and one of the strengths 
of this method is that the researcher uses those topics to help uncover the views of the 
participants, but at the same time the researcher should respect the way the respondent develops 
and structures the responses. The use of an interview protocol when conducting an interview, 
however, was also proposed by Creswell (2013), who suggested that researchers should 
develop some open-ended questions which are a narrowing of the central question and sub-
questions in the research study, with such questions being regarded as the core of the interview 
protocol. The interview can be found in Appendix 2 
The literature review assisted in designing the interview template to cover different aspects 
included in the conceptual framework.  A set of questions was developed for semi-structure 
interviews and gave the opportunity for participants to tell their own experience and 
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perceptions. The interview focuses on investigating organisational sustainability and its 
components in NFs. 16 questions were designed to cover the topics of organisational 
sustainability and its importance, characteristics of sustainable NF, resources and capabilities 
needed for sustainability. 
3.8.1.2 Translating an interview  
 
It is necessary for researchers, who apply their studies to a different language context, to 
translate the original interview questions into the target language. They can employ back-
translation as a technique to obtain a target interview questions (Saunders et al., 2009).  
 
In the current study, the interview questions needed to be translated into Arabic. The researcher 
has adopted the back-to-back translating process. In reality, the questions of the interview have 
been first translated into an Arabic version, and then the new Arabic version was sent to the 
translator to translate it back into English. Once these steps were completed, an independent 
translator and the researcher, who is fluent in English and native speaker in Arabic, compared 
the two versions and modified them accordingly. 
3.8.1.3 Sampling technique 
 
Sampling techniques can be divided into two types: probability or representative sampling; and 
non-probability or judgemental sampling, which are used to answer different forms of research 
questions. Non-probability or non-random sampling offers a variety of techniques that enable 
researchers to select their samples based on their subjective judgement (Saunders et al., 2009). 
Quantitative sampling tends to select randomly from the study population, but a qualitative 
sample seeks to select a specific sample of participants that would assist in obtaining in-depth 
information to help in answering the research questions (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Jones 
and Gratton (2004) state that qualitative research aims to explore issues in-depth rather than 
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generalising results, and therefore using a random sampling technique in qualitative research 
would be inappropriate. 
In the exploratory stages of research, a non-probability sample is the most practical technique. 
The choice of sampling technique depends mainly on the research questions, objectives and 
choice of relevant research strategy, as the sample should provide researchers with an 
information-rich study that can enable them to explore research questions and gain theoretical 
insights (Saunders et al., 2009). 
 
There is no specific guide regarding the number of respondents needed in the sample. Yin 
(2003) states that researchers usually reach saturation after interviewing 8 participants. 
However, Guest et al. (2006) state that for research where the aim is to understand 
commonalities within a fairly homogenous group, 12 in-depth interviews should be sufficient, 
although they also note that 12 interviews are unlikely to be sufficient where the sample is 
drawn from a heterogeneous population or the focus of the research question is wide ranging. 
Saunders et al. (2009) suggest to continuingly collect qualitative data such as by conducting 
additional interviews until data saturation is reached; in other words, until the additional data 
collected provides few, if any, new insights. Moreover, Luborsky and Rubinstein (1995) state 
that in a qualitative study, it is unnecessary to determine the sampling size and techniques in 
advance, as they are to be discovered throughout conducting the fieldwork. 
This study adopted a purposive sampling technique over other techniques available under non-
probability sampling methods. Purposive sampling occurs when the researcher selects cases 
that are particularly informative; it allows the researcher to use judgement in selecting cases 
that will best enable the research questions to be answered and the research objectives to be 







Likelihood of sample 
being representative 
Types of research in which 
useful 
Relative costs Control over 
sample contents 
Quota Reasonable to high, 
although dependent on 
selection of quota 
variables 
Where costs constrained or 
data needed very quickly so an 






Purposive Low, although dependent 






Where working with very 
small samples 
focus: unusual or special 
focus: key themes focus: in-
depth 




Snowball Low, but cases will have 
Characteristics desired 
Where difficulties in 
identifying cases 
Reasonable Quite low 
Self-selection Low, but cases self-
selected 
Where exploratory research 
needed 
Low Low 




Table 3.4: Sampling techniques. (Source: Saunders et al. 2009)     
 
As in purposive sampling technique, the suitable interview participants were identified through 
NFs contacts. They were contacted over the phone and by email, and the research topic, 
research questions, objectives and purpose of the interviews were explained, in order to obtain 
their informed consent to participate in the interviews. Out of 18 semi-structured interviews 
carried out, interviews were conducted using the phone and online means such as Skype. All 




















Table 3.5: Interviewees in this study 
 
3.8.1.4 Interview analysis  
 
All the interviews were recorded after having gained permission from the interviewees. This 
procedure was necessary to facilitate both the process of translation and transcription of their 
responses for the data analysis. All interviewees were assured confidentiality and were told that 
their names would not be identified in the transcripts of the interviews. A small number of 
interviews were conducted in English, but the rest were carried out using an Arabic language, 
then the responses provided by the interviewees were translated into English. For the data 
analysis, NVivo 11 Pro software was used.  Nvivo 11 Pro helps in the process of structure, 
coding and analysing the data (Mackey and Gass, 2012). As noted by Dembkowski & Hanmer-
Lloyd (1995), using analysis software can assist in importing transcripts, storing and coding 
the data, searching and retrieving text segments, and building a relationship with the data. This 
will be discussed in detail in the qualitative analysis chapter. 
 
No Designation of the interviews participant 
1 President of Handball NF 
2 President of Pentathlon NF 
3 President of Triathlon NF 
4 Sec General of Triathlon NF 
5 President Clubs Committee in Football NF  
6 Weightlifting District President  
7 Boxing district president  
8 Handball district board member 
9 Expert 
10 Consultant (Football NF) 
11 Consultant  









3.8.2 Questionnaire Survey with (RAT)  
 
A questionnaire is deemed the central tool in collecting data and it is the most widely used tool 
in social sciences research (Lancaster, 2005). Simply, the survey is a method associated with 
the deductive approach and it helps to collect a huge amount of data (Saunders & Lewis, 2012). 
It is more suitable for descriptive or explanatory research and in some cases is appropriate to 
exploratory research, especially when it seeks to explore rather than to assess causality 
(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2007).  
 
There are two main kinds of survey: descriptive and analytical. The descriptive survey is 
created to measure the characteristics of a particular population and identify and find out 
something new. This type of survey can be analysed quantitatively and qualitatively depending 
on the research questions. On the other hand, an analytical survey seeks to test a theory and to 
discover a relationship between variables. This type of survey should be analysed quantitatively 
(Gray, 2009; Jones, 2004). For the purpose of the study, it seeks to find out the extent to which 
Egyptian NFs can create organisational sustainability.  
 
There are two methods of administering a questionnaire survey. The self-administered 
questionnaire means that the researcher can deliver and collect the questionnaires by using 
either the Internet-mediated questionnaires or intranet-mediated questionnaires, or by postal or 
mail questionnaires, or by hand-delivery and collection questionnaires. With interviewer-
administered surveying, on the other hand, the interviewer meets each respondent and records 
the interview. An interviewer can contact the respondents by telephone or meet them face-to-
face (Jones, 2004; Saunders & Lewis, 2012). In this study, data were collected from Egyptian 




3.8.2.1 Designing the Questionnaire (RAT) 
  
Gratton and Jones (2004) and Brace (2004) stated that a questionnaire is considered to be a 
communication tool which controls the dialogue between the researcher and the respondent. 
To obtain high-quality and correct data, the researcher needs to manage and design the 
questionnaire in a proper way. To answer the research question and the Readiness Assessment 
Tool (RAT) is employed to collect the data. The RAT was developed by L. Robinson & 
Minikin (2011) and adopted as a questionnaire for evaluating the resources and capabilities of 
The Egyptian National Federations (NFs).  The questionnaire was designed, in accordance with 
RAT, to assist sports administrators in assessing what elements a sports organisation has in 
place across eight pillars, identified as being typical of sports organisations. The tool provides 
an objective assessment that leads to recommendations for use in developing strategic plans 
for sports organisations while prioritising the application of resources by national and regional 
sports organisations and National Olympic Committees.  
 
The purpose of this study is to understand the extent to which Egyptian NFs can create 
organisational sustainability. This is done by reviewing the capabilities and resources they have 
in place. RAT audits Egyptian NFs across organisational development levels; 0= No 
development; 1= Basic development; 2= Moderate development; 3= High development; 4= 
professionalised development.  
  
The twenty-two Egyptian National Olympic Federations included in this research are 
recognised by the Egyptian National Olympic Committee and all of them send their teams to 
the Olympic Games. RAT has been translated into Arabic, which was verified by a bilingual 
specialist and completed by executive directors with one or two board members in most of the 
NFs included in this study. The data were collected using a paper-based version of the 
questionnaire. The results of this analysis by each NF have been averaged to give an overall 
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picture of Egyptian National Olympic Committee (NOC), and the results were then compared 
against the benchmark of sustainability, which was created by the first phase of the research. 
RAT was used in this study for a number of reasons. Firstly, it measures all the main pillars of 
organisational activity, according to L. Robinson & Minikin (2011). Secondly, the pillars 
contain organisational elements that help the assessment process to be more coherent and 
comprehensive. Thirdly, it runs against predetermined benchmarks. Lastly, it identifies the 
gaps between actual levels of development and what is required for NFs to deliver services and 
activities.  
 
The Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) is an online tool, originally presented in the English 
language. In addition, in order to be suitable and applicable for a management board and 
managers in the Egyptian NFs, it has been translated into the Arabic language with more 
updating and refinements based on the special nature of the Egyptian sports system and the 
Egyptian environment. Therefore, in order to develop a questionnaire, some points should be 
considered, such as the appearance of the questionnaire, questions order, cover letter and the 
layout of the questionnaire. 
Appearance  
- The questionnaire (RAT) is printed as a booklet.  
- Appropriate font size is used.  
- The questionnaire is printed on good quality white paper.  
Covering letter  
 
- It includes information related to the research objectives.  
- It explains the aim of research, which is to find out to what extent Egyptian NFs can 
create organisational sustainability. 
- It explains the respondent’s key role in ensuring the success of the study.  
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- It reassures that the respondent’s information would be kept strictly confidential.  
- It emphasises that the respondents’ participation was voluntary and appreciated. 
Both the Mansoura University logo and Plymouth University is used on the front page to create 
a positive image and to emphasise the academic nature of this survey. In addition, in order to 
enhance the study’s credibility, the cover page includes the researcher’s name and contact 
details for further inquiries.  
3.8.2.2 Layout of RAT 
 
RAT is divided into eight sections. Below are the eight pillars included in the survey, as 
follows:  
Governance – including rules and regulations, policies and strategic planning. 
Management – including organisational structure, role development. 
Sports activity – including competition or preparing for completion, development programmes, 
training. 
Communication – including methods used, responsiveness and technology available. 
Finance – including record keeping, marketing and planning.  
Physical resources – including equipment (sport and administrative), access to facilities and 
availability. 
Human resources – including type and diversity as well as planning and management practices. 
Values – cultural, attitudinal and behavioural values that are most essential at any given point 
of development. 
Firstly, Section 1 aims to discover issues related to the components of the governance. There 
are ten questions for assessing governance. These questions aim to obtain information about 
the extent to which Egyptian NFs have good governance, which assists in creating 
organisational sustainability (ten questions). Secondly, Section 2 expresses how the day-to-day 
activities are managed and carried out in Egyptian NFs (nine questions). Thirdly, Section 3 
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seeks to get information about sports activity such as competitions and sports programs 
provided to athletes (nine questions). Fourthly, Section 4 refers to the technology used and 
methods of communication internally and externally (ten questions). Fifthly, Section 5 
identifies the sources of funding NFs included in the study (ten questions). Sixthly, Section 6 
finds out the physical resources that NFs have in place (ten questions). Seventhly, Section 7 
explores the situation of human resources and the training programmes provided (nine 
questions). Finally, Section 8 aims to identify the prevalent and dominant values within 
Egyptian NFs (eight questions) – see RAT in Appendix 4 
3.8.2.3 RAT benchmark of sustainability  
 
Generally, the RAT benchmark emerged from a long study carried out by an expert panel made 
up of individuals from Olympic and Commonwealth Games organisations (e.g. the Australian 
Olympic Committee, the British Olympic Association; the Commonwealth Games, Scotland), 
those who support NFs financially (e.g. Olympic Solidarity, Oceania NOCs, Sports England, 
Sports Scotland) and those who manage NFs across a number of nations (L. Robinson & 
Minikin, 2012). The Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) was developed specially to evaluate 
the levels of resources and capabilities of NFs and other sports organisations, and has been 
used extensively to assist with the planning and development of sports organisations. It is worth 
noting that Robinson & Minikin (2011, 2012) have described the evolution, development and 
refinement of the RAT.  
 
The Egyptian National Federations (NFs) included in this study were evaluated against a matrix 
that sets out dimensions and their associated constituent elements across the five levels of 
organisational development. They are audited against what is perceived necessary for success 
at a particular activity or a benchmark. For this study, the NFs were evaluated against a 
benchmark of what it is perceived necessary for a sport to have in place in order to be a 
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sustainable organisation. This benchmark came from a long study conducted with NOC 
members, NFs presidents, NFs districts, experts and NFs consultants. Eighteen interviews 
generated the benchmark of sustainability based on the RAT pillars and associated elements. 
The interviewees were asked to identify the requirements that they perceived an NF needed to 
create a system leading to sustainability. The interviews were analysed generating a number of 
main requirements and associated features.  
 
The interviews aimed to build benchmarks of sustainability in order to run the RAT. It is worth 
noting that while RAT has many benchmarks, they do not include those relating to 
sustainability, therefore, the interviews were very essential. The interviews and literature were 
able to generate some themes and associated items. The themes and items were carefully and 
accurately rephrased and shaped and in order to use for RAT, each element was given a degree 
or a level based on RAT scale from 0-4 with assistance with RAT developers. Eventually, a 
matrix of themes and associated items across of five levels of RAT is produced. This 
represented the benchmarks that were used to assess the Egyptian NFs. The responses from 
Egyptian NFs were compared against these benchmarks to find a gap.  
3.8.2.4 Validity of RAT 
  
Sekaran & Bougie, (2013) noted that testing a questionnaire before delivering to respondents 
helps the researcher to find out the extent to which the questionnaire is understandable and the 
time it takes to be filled out. According to Collis & Hussey (2009), validity means the extent 
to which the research results reflect accurately the topic of study. In addition, Saunders et al. 
(2009) noted that the resurvey questions should be understandable by the participants, and the 
answers provided by the participants should be understandable by the researcher. Saunders et 
al., (2009) suggested three major ways to validate a questionnaire, namely: content validity, 
construct validity, and external validity. For the content validity, Sekaran & Bougie (2013) 
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stated that it explains how well the variables and associated elements have been outlined. 
Moreover, it can be conducted by asking experts and experienced or specialised people to judge 
the dimensions and their elements. The construct validity is concerned with finding out the 
extent to which the items associated reflect latent constructs (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 
2010). Finally, external validity relates to the research results, which means the possibility of 
generalisation of the data across populations (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). For this study, the 
content validity was used in validating the questionnaire (RAT).  
 
In order to carry out the content validity of the study, the questionnaire (RAT) was emailed to 
some lecturers/senior lecturers/professors in Plymouth University, Mansoura University and 
Alexandria University. Most of the feedback received from them confirmed that the items 
related to their constructs, and some recommendations were received relating to the need to 
rephrase items in order to be clearer and more understandable.  
 
3.8.2.5 RAT translation Validity 
 
The researcher needs to pay full attention to the process of questionnaire translation into 
another language in terms of grammar, idiomatic and experiential (Saunders et al., 2009).  
It is worth noting that there are four techniques that can be used for translation, namely: direct 
translation, back-translation, parallel translation, and mixed technique. Direct translation refers 
to translating the questionnaire directly without assistance; therefore, it may contain some 
mistakes. With a back-translation technique, the questionnaire is translated to a target language 
and then translated back again by an independent translator into the original language. This 
step is followed by a comparison between two versions of a questionnaire to make up the final 
version. Regarding parallel translation, two independent translators translate the questionnaire 
at the same time, then a comparison between the two versions is created. Finally, a mixed 
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technique refers to the use of back translation carried out by two or more translators, after 
which a comparison is made between them to produce the final version.  For this study, the 
back-translation technique is employed for translating its RAT questionnaire in the above 
order.  
 
3.8.2.6 NFs in this study  
 
There are 27 National Federations in Egypt. All federations were asked to answer the 
questionnaire, and 22 completed it. Table 3.6 below shows the NFs that answered the RAT.  
 
No. NF 
1 Football Federation 
2 Judo Federation 
3 Pentathlon Federation 
4 Cycling Federation 
5 Taekwondo Federation 
6 Golf Federation 
7 Rowing Federation 
8 Gymnastics Federation 
9 Badminton Federation 
10 Shooting Federation 
11 Triathlon Federation 
12 Table Tennis Federation 
13 Archery Federation 
14 Fencing Federation 
15 Athletics Federation 
16 Swimming Federation 
17 Volleyball Federation 
18 Handball Federation 
19 Basketball Federation 
20 Hockey Federation 
21 Boxing Federation 
22 Wrestling Federation 
 
Table 3.6: NFs investigated in this study 
3.9 Summary  
As seen in Figure 3.3, research methodology denotes the theory of how research should be 
undertaken in order to discover new knowledge (Saunders et al., 2009). This study follows the 
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pragmatism philosophy with the connection of both inductive and deductive (abductive 
reasoning) in order to answer the research questions and achieve the research objectives. The 
research strategy adopted for this study is a sequential exploratory mixed methods strategy. 
The qualitative phase of the study is comprised of qualitative data collection (semi-structured 
interviews) and data analysis, and the quantitative phase of the study consists of quantitative 
data collection (RAT questionnaire) and data analysis.  
 
Figure: 3-3: Research Methodology Adopted 
 
The chapter concludes by discussing the research methods used in this study. An interview was 
used to address the first research question to identify the characteristics of a sustainable 
National Federation. The characteristics were used as benchmarks to investigate resources, 
capabilities and the structure of NFs in order to address the second research question of the 
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4 CHAPTER FOUR: QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the findings of semi-structured interviews that sought to identify the 
characteristics and perceptions of the organisational sustainability in the Egyptian National 
Federation. This chapter presents the themes that emerged using NVivo Pro 11 software to 
analyse the interviews.  This type of analysis quantifies the use of keywords that relate to what 
sustainable NFs look like as perceived by some of ENOC board members, NFs presidents, NFs 
board members, consultants, and districts board members of NFs. These keywords of themes 
are aggregated to provide the requirements and characteristics needed to create a clear 
understanding of the organisational sustainability in Egyptian NFs.  
4.2 Development of interview questions  
The literature review has helped in constructing the interview template to cover different 
aspects of the conceptual framework stated in previous chapter. A set of questions has been 
designed and developed to help in providing the structure for the semi-structured interviews 
through generating initial discussion points.  
The interview template was designed to answer the first research question and to accomplish 
first research objective as stated in chapter one. It focuses on investigating the organisational 
sustainability and its creation in NFs. Therefore, the interview template comprised 16 questions 
covering four main aspects (organisational sustainability and its importance, creation of 
organisational sustainability in NFs, resources and capabilities, limitations of sustainability). 
The questions covered the four aspects and each question aims to explore, discover or generate 
thoughts on the organisational sustainability in NFs. For example, the first question is “what 
does organisation sustainability mean to you?” and it focuses on obtaining participant’s 
answers on definitions of sustainability in organisation. 
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Similarly, the rest of the questions cover the area of what does the organisation need to survive? 
This question opened a deep discussion leading to the creation of sustainability in NFs. Then 
the questions related to resources and capabilities came after. Finally, the questions related to 
limitations of creation sustainability in NFs. It is worth noting that the interview questions were 
reviewed by three academics.  
To sum up, sixteen interview questions have been formulated based on the relevant literature, 
then a discussion with the supervisors. Some interview questions covered the organisational 
sustainability and its significance in national federations. In addition, some deal with the 
requirements needed to create the organisational sustainability in NF and finally some 
questions discovered the obstacles to its creation within NFs.  
4.3 Analysis methods 
Thematic analysis is used in order to analyse qualitative data collected through semi-structured 
interviews with some NFs board members, NFs districts member and experts. The themes were 
identified through coded data and categorised using thematic analysis. This chapter explains 
how the thematic analysis method was used to analyse empirical data to identify the key factors 
needed to create organisational sustainability in NFs.  
Thematic analysis is one of the approaches in analysing qualitative data; it concentrates on the 
themes or subjects and patterns, emphasising, pinpointing, examining, and recording patterns 
within the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis is normally concerned with 
experience focused methodology. Throughout the analysis, the researcher identified a number 
of themes by considering the following three stages highlighted by King & Horrocks (2010): 
4.3.1 Descriptive coding (first-order codes) 
The researcher identifies those parts of the transcript data that address the research questions 




4.3.2 Interpretative coding (second-order themes) 
The researcher groups together descriptive codes that seem to share some common meaning 
and create an interpretative code that captures this. 
 
4.3.3 Defining overarching themes (aggregate dimensions) 
The researcher identifies a number of overarching themes that characterise key concepts in the 
analysis and this will be presented in the empirical evidence section.  
 
Based on the categorisation and theme analysis techniques suggested by Miles and Huberman 
(1994), the researcher read each interview transcript several times and coded each one 
separately on the basis of terms or phrases used by the participants. 
 
Braun & Clarke (2006) mention that there are six sequential stages in order to conduct the 
qualitative thematic analysis. These stages start with familiarisation with the data, then a 
generation of initial codes, thirdly, the stage of searching for themes, after that, the researcher 
reviews the themes, then defines and names themes and lastly, the production of a report as 
presented in the figure below. 
 
















This chapter follows this order presenting an analysis of 18 semi-structured interviews 
included in this study.  
4.4 Stage 1: Familiarisation with the Data 
It is important for the researcher to become familiar with the collected data. In other words, the 
researcher should immerse themselves in the data to become familiar with the depth and 
breadth of the content (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In order to get familiarity and immersion, 
researchers need actively and frequently to read the data for meanings and patterns. This stage 
concerns reading and re-reading  the data. While this seems to be a time-consuming process, it 
provides the researcher with the general picture of the analysis and the findings. Moreover, 
Braun and Clarke (2006) clarified that this phase (Familiarisation with data) requires taking 
notes and developing ideas in order for them to be employed in later steps. In the current study, 
the researcher became familiar with the data through data processing, transcription, and 
translation as explained in the following section.  
4.4.1 Data Processing, Transcription and Translation 
There are no changes or modifications made in the main interviews and the questions used in 
the pilot interview because of approvals from the initial participant.  Some of the participants 
in the interviews used formal language and others used colloquialisms.  In fact, Saunders et al. 
(2012), cautioned that using a recorder or note recorder during the interviews might make the 
participants to use very formal language or restrain some of their responses. Therefore, the key 
questions on the characteristics of a sustainable organisation were asked to participants from 
time to time using different phrases to improve the reliability of responses and remove any 
inhibitions caused by recording.  
Moreover, the data collected verbally and recorded should be transcribed into written form in 
order to be translated into English as most of the interviewees used their mother language 
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(Arabic). This allowed, the researcher  to analyse the interview using NVivo 11 Pro. Thus, in 
the current study, 4 interviews directly transcribed, 14 interviews transcribed and translated by 
the researcher and independent translators. During the process of transcription, initial thoughts 
and ideas were noted down and transcribed data was read and re-read many times. The 
continuous and repeated reading and re-reading made the researcher familiar with the data. In 
order to analyse the data, the transcripts have been prepared, handled before importing into 
NVivo 11 Pro.  
4.5 Stage 2: Generation of Initial Codes 
The second stage of analysis is concerned with the production of initial codes from the data. 
Braun and Clarke (2006) state that the analyst is fundamentally interested in the codes, also 
(Boyatzis, 1998:63) considers them “the most basic segment, elements, raw data or information 
that can be assessed in a meaningful way regarding a phenomenon”. Additionally, Strauss 
(1987) mentions that the excellence of research rests in a large part on the excellence of coding. 
In the current study, the transcripts were read and re-read with the intent of tagging and naming 
extracts of text within NVivo 11 Pro as followed in the qualitative research. The lateral coding 
process is explained in the following section.  
 
Figure 4-2: Process of Coding 








A careful and rigorous application of the above stage followed in order to present the initial 
codes which emanated from the transcripts as described below in detail.   
4.5.1 Re-reading of the Transcripts 
In order to strengthen the closeness and familiarity between the researcher and the data, it is 
important to re-read and review and re-review the data. To do that, the researcher ought to read 
line-by-line of the transcripts stored in the NVivo 11 Pro. This is done to make sure that initial 
thoughts raised first were correct and to identify attributes of the data by tagging. In the current 
study, the re-reviewed data confirmed on the accuracy of initial thoughts taken. Hence, it is 
possible to commence the coding-identifying and naming the attributes.  
4.5.2 Identifying and Naming Attributes 
4.5.2.1 Re-organising the data 
After reading and re-reading the transcripts individually, the data should be organised and 
handled to be ready for coding using NVivo 11 Pro. In order to re-organise the data, the 
researcher made Auto coding based on the interview questions in order to make the coding 
process easier. This helps the researcher to aggregate the interviewee’s responses to each 
interview question in once place instead of moving from transcript to another for coding. The 
researcher could create 10 big initial nodes based on the interview questions. The figure below 
shows the outcome of auto coding the data before the main coding process.  
 
Figure 4-3: Auto Coding Process Based on Interview Questions 
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In order to understand more more about how participants responded to the interview questions, 
the kind of words or phrase used in responding the questions were analysed. The researcher 
found the most frequent words in the responses by using NVivo 11 Pro. The below figure 
presents the top 10 words frequently used by the interviewees included in the study.  
Word Length Count Weighted Percentage% 
Federation 10 611 3.56 
Sustainability  14 440 2.57 
Resources 9 324 1.89 
Federations 11 249 1.45 
Researcher 10 217 1.27 
Financial  9 174 1.01 
Sports 6 166 0.97 
Egyptian 8 151 0.88 
Board 5 143 0.83 
Human 5 142 0.83 
Table 4-1: Top ten words used by interviewees 
More importantly, the researcher found out that the interviewees used these words many times. 
One of the features on NVivo 11 Pro is to provide what is called (Word Cloud) which helps in 
exploring the words used in the interviews. The following figure shows the word frequency in 
the transcripts using Word Cloud. So many figures will be included in Appendices.  
 
Figure 4-4: Word frequency of the interviews 
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The first stage of the coding process, as described earlier, is the identification and naming of 
the attributes and the codes which are features of the data that researcher sees relevant to the 
research question of the study. The researcher re-read and re-re-viewed the data once more in 
order identify the main attributes and frequent patterns. Therefore, after a careful effort by the 
researcher, the number of extracted codes is (34) in the NVivo 11 Pro. The researcher during 
the coding process makes sure that the whole data extracts have been coded completely 
(Bryman, 2001). The following table shows the codes which emerged from the data.  
Code Name Description of Attribute 
1- Organisational Sustainability The perceptions of interviewees about the 
organisational sustainability and how they 
can define it. 
2- NF’s needs to have Organisational 
Sustainability 
The requirements needed to create 
organisational sustainability in NFs. In other 
words, what sustainable NF looks like.  
3- Human Resource The extent to which the people can make 
their NF sustainable.  
4- Athletes The need of athletes and through their 
training to ensure the sustainability to NF.   
5- Coaches The experience and qualification of coaches, 
and its effect on the sustainability of NF. 
6- Technical officials The extent to which the technical staff can 
help to create organisational sustainability in 
NF.  
7- Human Resource Management The extent to which the interviewees 
indicated that HRM is required for 
sustainable NF.  
8- Training and Education  The range of training and education courses 
provided to Human Resource and its impact 
on the organisational sustainability of NF. 
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9- Financial Resources The extent to which the financial resources 
help to create a sustainable NF. 
10- Sponsorship The extent to which NF needs to sponsorship 
to achieve sustainability.  
11- Financial Management The perceptions of interviewees about 
Financial Management and its impact to 
make NF sustainable. 
12- Broadcasting The extent to which NF needs  Broadcasting 
to get sustainability. 
13- Ticket sales The interviewees' views about the need for 
Ticket sales to create organisational 
sustainability in NF.  
14- Membership Fees The extent to which sustainability of NF 
depends on membership fees.  
15- Commercialisation activities The range of commercialisation activities 
needed to make the NF sustainable. 
16- Funding from Government The need to the fund coming from 
government to ensure the sustainability in 
NF.  
17- Capabilities The extent to which NF needs people with 
high abilities to make use of the available 
resources to make it sustainable.  
18- Management the interviewees' thoughts about the impact 
of management on creating sustainability in 
NF 
19- Programmes The range and the quality of programmes 
provided and its importance for NF 
sustainability.  
20- Governance The extent to which the governance is 
required to make the NF sustainable. 
21- NF Board The views of respondents about the 




22- Strategic Planning How important is the strategic planning for 
NF sustainability?  
23- Law and Regulations The need to laws and regulations for NF 
sustainability.  
24- Monitoring and Evaluation The range of Monitoring and Evaluation 
activities and its importance for NF 
sustainability.  
25- Physical Resources The extent to which physical resources are 
important for Sustainability in NF. 
26- Equipment The necessity of equipment for make the NF 
sustainable. 
27- Office The importance of an office for NF 
sustainability. 
28- Training Venues The extent to which the training venues are 
important for the sustainability of NF. 
29- Competition Venues The extent to which the competition venues 
are important for the sustainability of NF. 
30- Sports Activity and Participation The participation base, sports activity levels, 
and its importance to NF sustainability. 
31- Communications  The factors related to technology affecting 
the organisational sustainability in NF. 
32- Culture The awareness of people and their attitudes 
towards NF.  
33- Government Funding To know the extent to which the fund comes 
from the government is enough for sustain 
the NF.  
34- Sustainability Limitations The factors can prevent creation 
organisational sustainability in NFs.  
Table 4-2: Code Names and Attributes 
It is worth noting that some codes in the current thematic analysis were more saturated than 
others based on interviewees’ responses and this may happen in qualitative analysis. 
Consequently, the sub-section below shows the process of matching data in the saturated and 
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less saturated codes to densify emerging patterns around the three research questions on what 
the sustainable NF looks like.  
4.5.3 Matching Data Extracts 
Braun and Clarke (2006) state that data matching concerns aggregation of data with identical 
attributes into a code for more analysis. Furthermore, the process of gathering the matching 
data extracts to be included into a code should be continuous until no new information from 
the data set can be added. Therefore, using the NVivo 11 Pro makes it possible and more 
accurate for the researchers because it populates the codes digitally and demonstrates the 
saturations of the codes by presenting the total number of text as shown in ‘References’ column 
in the NVivo 11 Pro. Despite certain codes being noticeably more saturated than others, it is 
not advisable to gather all under-saturated codes into identical and more saturated codes 
because, as Braun and Clarke (2006) advise, the importance of a data extract cannot be based 
wholly on quantifiable measures but also on the importance of what it captures vis-à-vis the 
main research question. Therefore, in the current study, the figure below shows the matching 
data extracts in this tree map generated in the NVivo11 Pro that compares the volume of data 
referenced in all (34) codes.  
 
Figure 4-5: tree map of codes compared by number of data extracts coded 
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The tree map presents the volume of data extracts that have been matched in all 34 codes. The 
larger rectangles show a higher number of coded data extracts and the colour scheme separates 
the more saturated codes from less saturated ones. In addition to using a tree map to compare 
the volume of coded data, the NVivo 11 Pro generated some other figures, which are included 
in appendices.  
4.5.4 Collating Data Extracts 
Collating data extracts is the final stage in the coding process. It means presenting the codes 
extracts with the number of transcripts tagged with each code. This collation was generated in 
the NVivo 11 Pro and is demonstrated in the table below based on codes order based on the 
main\parent codes.  




Organisational Sustainability 48 18 
NF’s need to have Organisational Sustainability 504 18 
Human Resource with all child nodes 134 18 
Financial Resources 85 18 
Capabilities 190 18 
Physical Resources 56 18 
Communication 15 11 
Sports Activity and Participation 14 8 
Culture 6 8 
Government Funding 64 17 
Sustainability Limitations 121 17 
Table 4-3: Collated Data Extracts 
In the table, the first column contains the codes in the data set. Next, the second column 
includes the number of data extracts contained in the contiguous codes. Finally, the third 
column presents the number of transcripts from which extracts for the codes in the first column 
have been sourced. Importantly, the key codes related to the human resources, capabilities and 
financial resources emerged as the most saturated codes during the collation process and 
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roughly constituted the top three codes in the table above per number of coded data extracts. 
Now, it is timely to proceed to stage 3 of the thematic analysis process – the search for themes. 
4.6 Stage 3: Searching for Themes 
This stage of the search for themes starts after the whole data has been coded and aggregated a 
list of codes has been recognised across the data set. It is concerned with refocusing the analysis 
at the broader level of themes instead of codes. Braun and Clarke, (2006) state that this phase 
involves ‘sorting the different codes into potential themes and collating all the relevant coded 
extracts within the identified themes’. The role of the researcher in this stage is to analyse and 
combine the codes in order to create an overarching theme. Braun and Clarke (2016:20) 
mentioned that ‘some initial codes may go on to form main themes; whereas others may form 
sub-themes and others still may be discarded’. This stage is done by gathering the themes and 
sub-themes along with their data extracts. The researcher at this point begins to focus on the 
significance of individual themes. Nothing is ignored at this stage because ‘without looking at 
all the extracts in detail in the next phase it is uncertain whether the themes hold as they are, or 
whether some need to be combined, refined, separated, or discarded’. Finally, the searching for 
themes can be presented in a thematic map as will be shown down. 
In the current study, the search for themes is carrying out by opening and reading all 34 codes 
stored in the NVivo 11 Pro and generating a thematic map of the main and sub-themes that 
emanating from this reading. At this point, it is important for the researcher to maintain a focus 
on the specific objectives and research questions of the study around the characteristics of 
sustainable NF. Initial trends from reviewing all 34 codes in the search for themes have been 










































Figure 4-8: The sub-themes generated from the Financial Resources 
 































Figure 4-10: The sub-themes generated from the Capabilities 
 
Figure 4-11: The sub-themes generated from the sustainability Limitations 
 
From the figures above, and based on the main research question, which is what does the NF 
need to have the organisational sustainability; the themes which emerged are; financial 
resource, human resource, physical resource, capabilities, participation and sports activity, 


















been generated and presented alongside the trends that best represent the data extracts that have 
been coded in relation to them. Then data extracts have been stored within codes in the NVivo 
11 Pro and they define the themes for the onward review and analysis carried out in the 
following stage, which is reviewing themes. 
4.7 Stage 4: Reviewing Themes 
Reviewing themes is the fourth stage in the thematic analysis. Braun and Clarke (2006) state 
that this stage is concerned with the refinement of themes, merging the related themes into 
others, or breaking them down. The data extracts that comprise themes should be homogenous 
internally and heterogeneous externally for the sake of consistency and exclusivity (Patton, 
1990). As stated by Braun and Clarke (2006), the data within themes should meaningfully 
cohere together, while there should be a clear and identifiable distinction between themes. 
Therefore, this phase will have two stages of reviewing. The first stage is concerned with 
refining the coded data extracts then the second stage, which aims to review the entire data set. 
The following section illustrates the two level of reviewing undertaken in the current study.  
4.7.1 Reviewing Coded Data extracts 
In this stage, researchers review themes through coded data extracts, in order to do that, they 
are required to read all the collected data extracts for each theme and make sure they appear to 
comprise a coherent theme (Braun and Clarke 2006). The formation of coherent patterns 






Figure 4-12: Developed thematic map: Requirements for Sustainable NF 
 
Thus, from the developed thematic map above, the patterns identified in the data extract for the 
four themes address the research question. Some themes are already developed and will be 
discussed in an empirical evidence section. The main four themes are summarised below; 
4.7.1.1 Developed Theme 1: Resources 
Based on the data extracts, sustainable NF needs: human resources; financial resource; and 
physical resource. The human resources needed can be classified as follows; athletes, coaches, 
technical staff, training and education and HRM. For the financial resource, sustainable NF 
needs government funding, sponsorship, broadcasting, membership fees, financial 
management, and ticket sales. Regarding the physical resource, it needs equipment, office 
competition venues, training venues and communications and technology. 
4.7.1.2 Developed Themes 2: Capabilities 
Secondly, and based on the data, the interviewees identified the capabilities, competences as a 

















interviewees such as; management, governance which includes board, strategic planning, laws 
and regulations and monitoring and evaluation.  
4.7.1.3 Developed Themes 3: Sports activities and Participation 
Thirdly, the respondents referred to participation and sports activity which relates to grassroots, 
juniors, teams, and competitions.  
4.7.1.4 Developed Themes 4: Culture 
Finally, according to the data, the interviewees identified the importance of awareness of 
people working in NF of sustainability and of values related to respect and loyalty.  
To sum up, the review of the coded data extracts establishes clear patterns of classification in 
developed themes 1, and 2. For the outstanding developed themes 3 and 4 (namely: sports 
activity & participation and culture), the emerging trends are too heterogeneous to be classified 
into subjects but homogenous enough to ‘capture the contours’ of the themes (Braun and 
Clarke, 2006:21). In the following section, as suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), a review 
of the entire data set is embarked on.  
4.7.2 Reviewing the data set 
Reviewing the data set as the second stage in this analysis is concerned with focusing on 
individual themes in relation to the data set in order to confirm whether the thematic map 
reflects the meanings that are evident in the entire data set (Braun and Clarke, 2006). In this 
phase of reviewing, researchers re-read the entire data set for two purposes. Firstly, to confirm 
that themes relate to the data set. Secondly, to make code to any data within themes have been 
missed in the main coding. In the current study, the data set re-read through NVivo 11 Pro and 
is assessed by the researcher. In this stage, no additional data was coded. Hence, the themes 
developed above generates an overall story of the entire data. Next stage of analysis is the 
definition and naming of themes.    
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4.8 Stage 5: Defining and Naming Themes 
The fifth stage of analysis is to define and name themes. It is concerned with the further analysis 
the themes and their relevant data (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This stage of analysis helps the 
researcher to further “produce clear definition and names for each theme; it is followed by 
identifying the essence of what each theme is about and what aspect of the data each theme 
captures” (Braun and Clarke, 2006: 22). This stage is undertaken by re-reviewing the data 
extracts for each theme and re-organising them into narrative way coherently and consistently. 
According to Wang and Park (2016), the finding section in the studies addressed qualitatively 
should report all trends across respondents and how their narratives answer the research 
questions.  This stage is considered as the results section of qualitative analysis and articulating 
the peculiarity of the findings of each theme is the core or the essence of this stage. The current 
study identifies the story that each theme tells by presenting data extracts that demonstrate a 
demarcation between the themes. Braun and Clarke (2006) stimulate researchers to make sure 
that there is not much overlap between themes. Most importantly, collating data extracts for 
each theme and organising them into the coherent and consistent narrative, the next sub-
sections will demonstrate the importance of three main themes in this study.  
4.9 Findings 1: Organisational Sustainability and its importance for NF 
This theme captures the definitions and perceptions of the interviewees about sustainability 
and how they see this concept to their NFs. The following tree map generated by NVivo 11 Pro 
shows the nodes identified based on the definitions of organisational sustainability mentioned 
by the respondents. These definitions have been classified into two codes, namely, continuous 
organisational development, and triple bottom line. For the importance of sustainability, it 




Figure 4-13: Tree map of the first node (Sustainability) 
 
4.9.1 Continuous Development using resources 
 
The continuous organisational development as a node is the dominant definition of 
sustainability according to repondents’ answers. This definition has been coded more than the 
‘triple bottom line’ node. It means that most of the interviewees see the organisational 
sustainability as a continuous development using the resources available in the federation. For 
example, participant R sees the organisational sustainability as follow; 
“The organisational sustainability from my point of view is what extent the organisations have 
resources and they are doing their jobs or functions properly so they have a resource, human 
resource, physical resources and they have a budget to run the organisation for long term” 
District member.  
Participant R explained that the functions and the tasks in the federation need resources to keep 
the programmes and activities running. While some participants defined organisational 
sustainability in terms of financial resources only. Participant P clarified as follow, 
“organisational sustainability means to me, we have sources of income, we can maintain all 
our programmes or our needs without the need to go to the government or go to anyone asking 
for money so we have our own income that running the activities in continuous basis” NF 
President.  
It is worth noting that the majority of participants see organisational sustainability as a 
continuous development of their federations using the resources to keep their programmes and 
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activities running and to achieve the goals of their federation in terms of increasing the 
participation base through the country, compete in the world stage events and achieve the 
international results. This is obvious in the answer from participant C. 
“For me, it means development and improvement of the managerial work within the federation 
to maintain the continuous development with the same level and get the aims of federations 
come true inside Egypt and internationally” NFs consultant.  
Finally, the responses of the majority of the interviewees included in this study supported the 
definition of organisational sustainability suggested by Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), 
Swerissen & Crisp (2004) and Sarriot et al. (2015), that the sustainability of an organisation is 
associated with the concept of organisational development which emanates from the resources 
and capabilities the organisation has at its disposal.  
4.9.2 Triple bottom line 
The second theme generated which is related to sustainability is the triple bottom line. Only 
three participants defined the sustainability in light of triple bottom line (Social, Environmental 
and Economic), highlighting that national federation needs to consider these aspects of 
sustainability. Participant B stated that sustainability in federation means,  
“Long-term economic, environmental, and social planning to put these all in our strategy for 
the future NF” NF Sec general. 
However, Participant M focused on the environmental aspect and added a dimension of sports 
participation,    
“The organisational sustainability of the Egyptian federations is related to environmental 
accumulated effects, which also means sports participation for all society with all ages” NF 
consultant.  
Finally, one of the participants highlighted the sporting dimension alongside the social and 
economic aspects. He said that, 
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“This dimension is very important. We have considered the sporting dimension only in the 
definition of sustainable development. There is a social dimension through what is known as 
the Federation's corporate social responsibility towards organizations and other institutions. 
Economically, it is linked to the role of Federation in increasing the national income of the 
state, and servicing and supporting athletes commensurate with the state budget” NF board 
member. 
To summarise, the researcher considered responses from all participants. All regarded 
organisational sustainability as a continuous development of NF using the resources, however, 
only three respondents pointed at the triple bottom line and simultaneously supported the main 
definition, which is related to a continuous development of NF.   
4.9.3 Importance of sustainability in NF 
There is a consensus amongst participants that sustainability is important. The participants 
supported the idea of adopting this concept in their federations. Participant M reported that,  
“Yes, it is very important and such concepts are very significant for the development of  the 
social  and financial aspects of the sport because the sport without adopting the sustainability 
won’t be able to continue” NF consultant.  
On the other hand, participant C added that this concept does not exist in the Egyptian 
federation and he said “I think it is very important and it is missing from all the Egyptian Sports 
Federations”. The following table presents empirical evidence of sustainability and its 
importance. The empirical evidence shows the first order-codes and the second-order codes 
and the parent or main code. The following table clarified the frequency of coded extracts based 
on second-order codes. 
Scale Symbol Frequency of coding 
Second-order coded *  
Not coded [blank] Zero 
Coded once  1  
Coded twice  2  
Coded more than 2  More than or equal 3  
Table 4-4: Scales used for empirical evidence table 
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First-order codes Second-order codes for 
sustainability 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
 “Organisational sustainability means to me, 
we have sources of income, we can maintain 
all our programmes or our needs without the 
need to go to the government or go to anyone 
asking for money so we have our own income 
that running the activities in continuous 
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Its importance in 
NFs 
“long term economic, environmental, and 
social to put these all in our strategy for the 
future” NF Sec-General 
Triple bottom line 
 
 	          	 	 	   	  
 
“I think it is very essential and it is supposed 
that the federation adopts this concept” NF 
President 
 










































The column one of the table above shows descriptive coding (first-order codes) as the 
researcher identifies those parts of the transcript data and allocates descriptive codes 
throughout the whole transcript. The second column refers to an interpretative coding (second-
order themes) as the researcher groups together descriptive codes that seem to share some 
common meaning and create an interpretative code that captures this. For the fourth column, it 
points to defining overarching theme as the researcher identifies as sustainability and its 
importance as an overarching theme.  
4.10 Findings 2: NF’s needs to be sustainable organisation 
Participants in this study suggested that national federation needs to have some items in order 
to obtain organisational sustainability. It is worth noting that these items mentioned by 
interviewees included in this study are related to resources and capabilities as Shediac-
Rizkallah & Bone (1998), Swerissen & Crisp (2004) and Sarriot et al. (2015) stated that 
organisational sustainability needs two main components namely, resources and capabilities. 
The participants; NF Presidents, NOC board members, Districts Presidents, Consultant and 
Experts agreed that NF is seeking organisational sustainability, it should have these items; 
resources (Financial, Human, Physical), capabilities (Governance, Management), sports 
participation, communications and culture. The researcher considers these items in the analysis 
as themes and definitely some of these themes are coded more than others based on its 
significance giving by the interviewees. Before presenting the analysis of these items in detail, 
the following tree map explained the themes related to NF’s needs to have organisational 




Figure 4-14: Tree map of the second node (NF’s needs to be sustainable) 
 
The tree map presents the themes with frequency data coded in the transcriptions. As seen, 
some themes have been coded more than others and it is apparent in the size of the theme 
above. The empirical evidence section will present that in detail. The second node giving high 
priority and considerable significance as it addresses the main research question of the current 
study. Using Nvivo 11 Pro generated the following figure identifying the requirements or the 





Figure 4-15: NF’s requirements for organisational sustainability 
As seen in the above figure, the NF should have the main themes highlighted and its sub-themes 
to be a sustainable organisation. It is worth noting that, these requirements come from the 
interviewees' responses included in this study. The next section will present these requirements 
in detail.  
4.10.1 Human resources 
All participants included in this study highlight the significance of human resource in 
generation organisational sustainability in the national federation. Human resources consider 
the vital resource of the organisation (Leonardsen, 2007). Furthermore, Bayle & Madella, 
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(2002) identified the human resource as one of the key success factors in a sport organisation. 
Also, Vail (1986) highlighted that human resources is the central dimension of performance in 
NFs. Participant C confirmed that saying, 
“The human resource is the brain that thinks and the hands that work in the federation. 
Working on developing the human resource will affect the sports success and results”. NF 
consultant.  
This also supported by Participant I, who said the following. 
“Let me say, sustainability as an idea is based on the human resources, I mean success is 
mainly reliant on the human resources and I think it is important to work on developing them 
by providing enough training on regular basis and it not right if we stopped the training for 
specific point so we need to work on the development the HR continuously” NF consultant. 
According to the participants, the following themes have been generated based on data coded,  
- Training and Education 
- Athletes 
- Human Resources Management 
- Coaches 
- Technical officials 
The themes above have been ordered based on the frequency of codes in all transcriptions. It 
is worth noting that all these themes are required to achieve organisational sustainability for 
the NF. However, some of these themes have been coded more than other, and this will be 
presented in an empirical evidence table. The section below shows the requirements needed for 
organisational sustainability in terms of human resource.  
4.10.1.1 Training and Education  
This theme has been coded frequently in all transcriptions; therefore, the participants included 
in the current study see it as is an important factor leading to the sustainable national federation. 
Participant H mentioned that, 
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“We need resources like human resources and should be trained and qualified provided by the 
training sessions and programmes. All of these departments need to get some training to 
develop their thoughts. Yes, the human resources help to establish the sustainability in 
federations. Unfortunately, there is a lack of the training and education, years pass after year 
without getting any kind of training or education. and if it happened I am sure it is just for 
saying we have done training without the real and actual benefit from it”. District member.  
Participant I confirmed this by saying,  
“Actually, we need very long-time plans for training sessions, workshops, and a new culture 
to be honest apart from some federations who already have sports management academic 
people.”NF consultant.  
On the other hand, one of NF presidents added the following,  
 
“The process of developing our employees and converting them to people working with the 
digital and electronic system, this will take a long time and different ways because their 
capabilities are not good. For example, I have been the president of one of federations for 4 
years and I try to change and develop, yes we develop in some areas but some employees do 
not have the willing to be developed because their levels and capabilities are limited so they 
need a long time of training. Honestly, no training and education is giving to our human 
resources because there is a lack of the culture of to know the new or training. It does not 
happen even at the ministry when it organises a workshop or development sessions for the 
executive director, I am the president cannot monitor if he attended this session or not” NF 
President. 
To sum up, the participants in the study suggested that a sustainable national federation needs 
to have a framework for training and education of human resources by providing them regular 
sessions and workshops.    
4.10.1.2 Athletes 
The second theme generated in terms of human resource is ‘athletes’, as it has been coded more 
than the rest of themes identified by the interviewees. Robinson and Minikin (2012) stated that 
without athletes, the sports organisation will not exist. The participants confirm this. For 
instance, participant C clearly mentioned that,  
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“The athletes are very important for sustainability, so they need to train on a regular basis 
with highly-qualified coaches” NF consultant. Furthermore, Participant A supported this 
saying, “Athletes are basic elements in the sustainability of any federation” District President. 
Moreover, Participant C also confirmed that in his statement “The athletes are very important 
for sustainability, so they need to train on a regular basis with high qualified coaches”. In 
addition to this participant, B repeated that is this sentence “In order to get sustainability, our 
athletes need to get good training and practice continuously” NF Sec-Gen.  
In short, participants proposed that sustainable NF needs to have good athletes selected 
objectively and they need to get professional training by qualified coaches. An empirical 
evidence table will show this.  
4.10.1.3 Human Resources Management 
Human resource management is the third theme coded after training and education. Participants 
indicate that it is significant for organisational sustainability including participant I, who stated  
“I see the HR manager as a position which should be in the second position after the president 
of the federation due to the significance of HR in federation for sustainability”. Participants 
suggest that Human resource management is important for the sustainable federation, for 
example, participant K said, “Human resources management is linked to or concerned with the 
development of employees through the development of training programmes and training plans 
for employees based on training needs” District member. 
Generally, the interviewees recommended that sustainable national federation is in need of 
human resources management.  
4.10.1.4 Coaches 
Having qualified coaches is one of the suggestions for organisational sustainability in the 
national federation. Participants see having qualified coaches is an important factor to make 
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national federation sustainable. They indicate that coaches should be carefully selected, based 
on their experience and qualifications. As seen in statement said by participant N,    
“The coaches must be chosen carefully, and should have experience, and be prepared and 
trained continuously through the federation and through long-term programmes, whether 
internally or externally” NF district member 
Coaches as a theme has been coded as required for organisational sustainability and they should 
be experiences, qualified and selected based on specific criteria.  
4.10.1.5 Technical officials 
The referee is considered to be one of the important indicators by which to judge the sports 
organisation. Based on the participants' responses, referees should be well prepared and highly 
qualified. Participant N mentioned, “If there were no good referees, that will greatly affect the 
sustainability of the system and activity of the federation”. NF district member. Furthermore, he 
added the following; 
“The Egyptian federation organizes annually two or three courses for referees and coaches to 
refine their capabilities and to increase the number of qualified referees and coaches. But at 
the moment training has been reduced,, although there was actually a final course for referees 
than five months and the course for coaches, and there was also the referees course a year ago, 
a good number of referees and coaches have been retrained for both the initial and the second 
star. But the question will remain: Are referees and coaches who qualify are the most efficient 
or the closest to the board!” 
Participants suggest that technical officials should be selected on specific criteria and promoted 




Figure 4-16: Human resource Map in sustainable NF 
4.10.2 Financial resources 
In the current study, participants highlight financial resource as a very important factor 
affecting organisational sustainability in their national federations. For example, participant R 
mentioned that, 
“You know money is everything; if you have budget and money in your bank account you can 
do everything. You can hire good coaches, you can hire high-qualified staff, and you can hire 
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good players. You have to have money to do a good job, if not you will have a shortage in your 
organisation. The bottom line is money is everything, the life of the organisation be survived, 
you have to have a good budget” NF district member.  
 
According to the responses of interviewees, the following themes have been generated in terms 
of financial resources, they have been ordered based on the frequency of coding. These themes 
are as follows, Fund from government, sponsorship, broadcasting, commercialisation activities, 
financial management, members fees and ticket sales. The identified themes as regarded as the 
factors required for organisational sustainability emanated from the response given by the 
interviewees included in this study.  
 
Funding from Government: The most coded theme in the financial resources is the 
government funding. Participants reported that their NFs get some funding from the ministry 
of sport. This funding provided by the government is not enough to even support community 
activities or for elite athletes. Participant M stated that,  
“The Egyptian federation is mainly dependant on the funding coming from the Egyptian 
government because the management boards are not able to find other resource to fund the 
activities and programmes, and All the Egyptian national federations are reliant on the 
government except the Egyptian national football federation.” 
Some of the participants reported that their federations mainly depend on the funding which 
comes from the ministry of sport, for example participant D,  
“The federation right now gets 90% of income from the ministry of sport. What should be, and 
is working all over the world, is you have to have some kind of sustainable model to have big 
sponsors and media of TV should be main revenue maker of any federation but unfortunately 
none of the federations can get enough media coverage or money expect football federation to 
cover the cost of event organising”.
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Sponsorship: One of strongest financial resource nowadays in sports industry is sponsorship 
which means the match between a sponsored entity and a sponsor. The sponsored entity could 
be a sports organisation, team, athlete or event, whilst the sponsor could be a brand, 
organisation or product (Robinson and Camy, 2007). The sponsorship as a theme generated is 
a significant factor to build the organisational sustainability in the national federation. 
Participants suggest that the national federations need to build a partnership with economic 
organisations and this will help NF to be sustainable. Participant R mentioned that,  
“The need for strong sponsors of the federation who can sponsor of players in individual 
sports, or organizing championships organized by the federation, such as team 
championships.” 
The following themes were generated during the coding process, but they have been coded less 
than themes above. Broadcasting, commercialisation activities, membership fees, ticket sales 
and financial management are needed for organisational sustainability. For broadcasting, 
participants stated that 
 “The TV broadcasting rights present a satisfying percentage for the federation when its 
matches are broadcasted such as the Egyptian public league, The Egyptian Cup championship, 
the super cup championship, the friendly championship of the first national team, national 
team, the formal and friendly championships of the Olympic national team and youth team. 
For football, the federation obtains 15% of the T.V broadcasting value when the public league 
championship is broadcasted, where as other clubs receive 35% (18 clubs in the excellent 
league, and 56 clubs in the second part league)” NF member.  
The football federation is exceptional for two reasons, firstly, it has popularity in Egypt and 
secondly, it has its own resource that makes it able to run its activities and programs without 
the need to fund from the ministry of youth and sport. Based on some participants, they see the 
sustainable NF needs to broadcast its events.  
Regarding the financial management theme, some participants suggest that a sustainable 
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federation should have financial management, for instance, participant reported that,  
“We need financial management, for instance, they need to know how they can deal financially, 
budgets, marketing, and accounting and every part of those should be supported by the 
programmes to make the people aware.”  
This is supported by Wilson and Joyce (2007) as they stated that sport and leisure managers 
need to understand the financial side of the industry in order to offer the most cost-effective 
facilities and to make sound business decisions. 
On the other hand, some participants recommend that sustainable NF needs to organise some 
events to generate some income from ticket sales and commercialising activities. Moreover, 
other participants suggest that membership fees needed for getting organisational sustainability 
in NF.  
The empirical evidence section will present more details about these above themes. The 
following map generated by NVivo 11 Pro shows the characteristics of sustainable NF in terms 






Figure 4-17: Map of themes related to financial resources 
4.10.3 Physical Resources  
In national federations, physical resources comprise training and competition facilities, office 
building, technology, sports equipment and uniforms. These resources play a great role in 
improving the performance in NFs. Simply, NF or any sports organisation needs support 
services, sophisticated equipment and facilities to run programs and activities and achieve 
international results (SPLISS, 2006). Participants reported that sustainable NF needs physical 
resource, for instance, participant C stated that  
“The sustainability needs the physical resources, it is considered one of the most important 
and influential factors of development and achieving the success. It helps to organise the events 
and competitions”.  
There are some themes have been generated in terms of physical resources outlined in the 
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below tree map produced by NVivo 11 Pro.  
 
Figure 4-18: Hierarchy chart of the themes related to Physical resources 
Participants included in the current study repeatedly mention these themes with varied 
frequency. Participant H said,   
“Let me repeat again, for the sustainable federation, we need to have infrastructures, fields, 
playgrounds and facilities or equipment”. 
As seen above, training venues have been coded more than the other three themes because, 
based on the responses provided by the interviewees, sustainable NF needs training venue to 
prepare the athletes. Participant I said,  
“Of course, the Egyptian federations without the physical resources in terms of training places, 
competition venues affect greatly on the sustainability”.  
However, some participants clearly said that there is a weakness in physical resources in the 
Egyptian federation generally with exception of football federation. Participant G said,  
“Yes, but federations, except the Football Association, do not own their playgrounds so they 
depend on governmental institutions like stadiums built by the government recently”.  
Participant I explained this by saying  
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“Clearly, we have a deficiency in the physical resource here in federation and the reason 
behind it is the lack of the financial resource. The financial performance of the federations is 
very modest so they are unable to buy the things which meet their needs or the facilities” 
For the competition venues, most of the participant confirmed that sustainable federation needs 
to have their own venues but they mentioned that competition venues are provided by the 
government though the ministry of sport, for example Participant A clearly said,  
“As a matter of fact, the physical resources are available in military organisations, Ismailia 
Institution, Huckstep camp, and Minya. The armed forces play a vital role in weightlifting; it 
is the only organisation which can support the sports districts” District President 
For the equipment, participants stated that NF needs to have appropriate equipment because 
that helps the athletes to get good training and achieve international results. Participant B said, 
“transportation of the bikes and buying the bikes is very much expensive, we cannot afford it 
as federation even we have a plan for youth Olympic games or Tokyo Olympic games, that will 
affect the training of our athletes because they are using the old bikes not as many professional 
bikes so that reduce capability to participate or complete in the events. Sure, it is affecting” NF 
Sec-General.  
Finally, for the office, participants highlight its importance to building sustainable federation 
because the NF needs to have its own headquarter but the headquarters of all federation owned 
by the government. One of participant said,  
“The federation looks like small flat and I don’t know they can manage and work there” 





Figure 4-19: Themes map of Physical resources 
4.10.4 Capabilities 
 
Capabilities mean an ability to use the available resources effectively and to find new resources 
for the organisation. According to literature, the capability is related to governance and 
management. Governance is the system and processes for ensuring accountability, probity and 
openness in the conduct of an organisation. These processes may be as board selection, 
monitoring and evaluation, the capability of board or committee to effectively implement 
proper policies, board motivations, board structures and performance. Management refers to 
the day-to-day activities undertaken by operating staff. Based on an analysis, two main themes 
have been emanated from this parent theme namely; management and governance and have 
been coded more than other themes.  Participants in the current study confirmed that sustainable 
national federation needs both governance and internal managerial systems.  NVivo 11 Pro 





Figure 4-20: Three map of themes related to capabilities 
For the first theme (Board), Participants suggest that sustainable NF need to have good board 
so as to be able to manage the resources, for example participant A said,  
“The federation needs to have a board elected by the wise general assembly and each member 
has to have his specific tasks to avoid conflicts. General Assembly is very important they have 
awareness and they should meet in regular basis”. District President 
Moreover, Participant I confirmed this saying,  
“Of course, there is the important influence of the board structure on sustainability so I advise 
that nomination requirements should include something related to the necessity to have some 
training sessions in sports management or management boards should be qualified in terms of 
sports organisation management” NF consultant. 
To sum up, the participant sees that sustainable NF should have an elected board where each 
member has his certain tasks. In addition, General Assembly should meet in a regular basis. 
Furthermore, board members to get some course related to management as a requirement for 
election.  
Regarding monitoring and evaluation, the participants identify this theme and have been coded 
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frequently as a requirement for sustainability in NF. As IOC (2007) mentioned that control and 
evaluation are central to the management of every organisation and is a key responsibility of 
the Board of any Olympic Sports Organisation (OSO). Strategic evaluation is the final step in 
the strategic management process and involves comparing objectives with the actual results, 
which should be done by the Executive Board. Participant A confirms this saying,  
“Yes, in a sustainable model, the federation I think has to have a framework for evaluation, as 
evaluation is the first point in the success, you will know what is wrong, what is good. For the 
methods of monitor and supervision are applied now done by the Ministry of youth and sports” 
District president.  
This also supported by participant L as he said,  
“Yes, there is nothing to do without supervision. There must be evaluation and monitoring, and 
people should welcome this system, because it reflects transparency” NF President 
Concerning the strategic planning theme, participants suggest that sustainable NF needs to have 
strategic planning highlight vision, mission and objectives. As confirmed by a participant in 
this study, the strategic plan is the most important factor affecting sustainability in NF. It can 
be defined as a plan for achieving long-term goals and objectives and allocating resources 
necessary for carrying out these goals. For example, participant A stated that,  
“There should be a long-term strategic plan for the Egyptian weightlifting Association to 
achieve the goals, and this plan should be announced clearly” District President.  
Furthermore, participant I clearly mentioned the following statement, 
“We need comprehensive strategic plans for these organisations in order for them to be 
sustainable. The sustainability is mainly depending on the strategic planning, if you have a 
strategic plan for the development in terms of financial, sports aspect, this means you will have 
the ability to create sustainability but unfortunately, the Egyptian federation does not have 
strategic planning”. 
Finally, based on above, sustainable NF needs to have a comprehensive strategic plan and 
announced clearly in annual congress meeting.  
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Lastly, for the laws and regulations as a theme related to governance, most of the participant 
support that organisational sustainability in NF needs to some laws and regulations in order to 
organise the work within the federation. Participant A mentioned that,  
“The board should establish constitution and regulations, this constitution must recognise by 
the international federation otherwise, we live in different planet”.  
The constitution in NF sets out the purpose and rules. In addition, it means the basic document 
that helps to ensure the smooth and proper running of activities (Olympic Charter, 2007). An 
important point raised by Participant A,  
“For the people in the federation, they should be controlled by the code of conduct showing 
what they should do and what they shouldn’t”.  
According to all mentioned and suggested above, the following map generated by NVivo 11 




Figure 4-21: Themes map of capabilities in sustainable NF 
4.10.5 Communications 
According to Fielding (2006), all organisations consider communications as an essential for 
survival. Without communication, a business would not exist. Organisations are concerned with a 
wide range of communication activities. Firstly, communication within the organisation has to be 
as effective as possible. Organisations also have to communicate with other organisations and 
suppliers, since good relationships with them are essential. The most important activity of all is 
communication with customers, without them no organisation would exist. The communication 
as a theme comes after resources and capabilities in terms of frequency codes. Participants in this 
study suggest that sustainable NF needs to have communications with other federations and other 
related organisations. For example, Participant E said,  
“As you know, the federation should communicate with other federations, so I think that 
technology plays a good role in this and will help in sustaining the federation because all the 
international federations using electronic communications” NF member.  
Finally, sustainable NF needs to have the technology, a good website, internal electronic 
network, and social network. The following map shows the needs of sustainable NF in terms 




Figure 4-22: Map of communication theme 
4.10.6 Participation and Sport Activity 
This theme refers to sports aspects like athlete’s preparation, competitions, and organising 
events. Participants suggest that sustainable NF needs to prepare grassroots and youth for 
competitions and increase their numbers. Also, they need professional people to establish 
teams. Furthermore, it needs to create a product. Participant L mentions,  
“Federation needs to have a product offering; this product is not just for sport. This product 
is championships and athletes, reputation and value, and can attract the masses and the 
federation should participate in regional, continental and international championships” ” NF 
President 
Based on the suggestions raised about this theme, sustainable NF needs to increase the 
participation base, prepare athletes and teams, support national teams, compete in all level of 
competitions and organise championships as a product. The following map presents the needs 




Figure 4-23: Map of Sports Activity and Participation theme 
4.10.7 Culture (Values)  
The last theme generated through coding process is culture. Some participants suggest that a 
national federation needs a culture in order to be sustainable. This theme has been coded 
fewer times than others mentioned above, because of the focus given to resource and 
capabilities. However, some participants point to culture, awareness and values. Participant G 
mentions,  
“The federations need to build system able to increase the sports awareness and preference as 
a public aim rather than for personal benefit. For example, Alahly fans or Zamalek fans do not  
attend the squad matches; they claim that we support our team only” NF President.  
Furthermore, participant E adds,  
“We need in our federation some values like respect, love the sport and love our federation” 
NF member.  
Moreover, participant F mentions, 
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Yes, that matter depends on the size of information the more the culture is , the better the results 
are. 
Also, participant G sees,  
I think for the development of the handball federation and other federations, we need to change 
the culture of the people towards the sport generally and try to increase their awareness. It is 
important. And he adds we have a lack of culture and awareness, so we need to increase the 
awareness of the people involved the General assembly. 
Participant D says  
It is difficult because you are in dire need to change the culture of people involved. You need 
to develop the people working for these federations and this will take very long time. I see that 
we need to make the society of sport aware the value of the sport and they need to change their 
view towards the sport. 
 
The following map shows the themes related to values raised by some participants 
 
Figure 4-24: Map of culture theme 
 
The following section presents the empirical evidence of the requirements needed for 






Scale Symbol Frequency of coding 
Second-order coded *  
Not coded [blank] Zero 
Coded once  1  
Coded twice  2  
Coded more than 2  More than or equal 3  
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“We need resources like human 
resources and should be trained and 
qualified provided by the training 




















































































“In order to get sustainability, our 
athletes need to get good training and 


















































“If I did not have good coaches, there 
will not be a champion or a good athlete 
can compete in the championship or can 
break the record, whether individually 
or in teams in different sports in general, 































































“Human resources management is 
linked to or concerned with the 
development of employees through the 



























“As well as referees and administrators 
both are as important as the coaches, so 
referee plays a great role in sports 
production, if there was not a qualified 
referee , he will waste the rights of a lot 
of players and lost the right of the clubs 
in tournaments. The referee who is not 














“I think the financial resources, which 
come from the sponsorship, and 
marketing for example, the Egyptian 
Football Federation has done better 
than the rest because it is most beige 

















































“TV broadcasting activities; federation, 
which owns the championship has the 
right to broadcast, and then is strong 




























“We need financial management, for 
instance, they need to know how they 
can deal financially, budgets, 
marketing, and the programs to make 
the people aware should support 
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“We also need to get income from tickets 
sales”8 
Ticket sales  
	 	
“There are many factors for the sources 
of funding of federations such as 
membership”11 
Membership Fees * * * * * * 
	 	 
* * * 
	 
“The federation also owns the 
commercial rights concerning the 
international team T-shirts, the sponsors 
whose logos are displayed on papers, 
fences, the playground ads. And even the 
name of the championship, marketing 
the logo of the federation and relating it 
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“The Egyptian federation are mainly 
depending on the fund coming from 
Egyptian government because the 
management boards are not able to find 
out another resource to fund the 
activities and programs”13 
 
 
Fund from Government 





















“Of course, the physical resources affect 
directly on the sustainability of the 
national federations like training 




   












“Of course, the Egyptian federations 
without the physical resources in terms 
of training, competition venues affect 
greatly on the sustainability”.9  
 















“The need for a strong technical 










































“The federation looks like small flat and 
I don’t know they can manage and work 
there”4 
Office   
 	  	 	 
“To be honest, we need to have 
specialised people to do the programs 
















































“The federation needs to have a board 
elected by the wise general assembly 
and each member has to have his 


































































“Sure, the planning is the main role of 
management board in the federation, 
which helps it to be sustainable for a 
 









long time. Absence of strategic planning 
in federation reflects that there is not 

































   
Management and 
Governance 
“Yes, in sustainable model, the 
federation I think it has to have 
framework for evaluation as evaluation 
is the first point in the success, you will 
know what is wrong, what is good”. 1 
Monitoring and 




















“The board should establish 
constitution and regulations, this 
constitution must recognise by the 
international federation otherwise, we 
live in different planet”.1 
Laws and Regulations  
	 
	 












 “The federation needs to rely on 

















“If they did not increase the grassroots 
and participation I think they will have 
problems in the future”4. 
 
Sports activity and 
Participation  
	  	 
	 









Sports activity and 
Participation 
“We need in our federation some 
values like respect, love sport and love 
our federation”5 
Culture and Values 
	 	 	 	 	 	 




*These 7 main themes have been coded as a sustainable NF requirements (Human Resource, Financial Resources, Physical Resources, Capabilities, Communication, Sports 
Participation, and Culture)  
Coded three or more - ✓✓✓, coded twice - ✓✓, coded once - ✓, no evidence – [blank]. 
 




The column one of the table above shows descriptive coding (first-order codes) as the 
researcher identifies those parts of the transcript data and allocates descriptive codes 
throughout the whole transcript. The second column refers to an interpretative coding 
(second-order themes) as the researcher groups together descriptive codes that seem to 
share some common meaning and create an interpretative code that captures this. For 
the fourth column, it points to defining overarching theme as the researcher identifies 
as NF’s needs for sustainability as the main theme related to the research question. 
4.11 Findings 3: Government Funding 
 
This theme has been generated in order to understand to what extent the funding coming 
from the government is enough to sustain the activities and programmes in NF. The 
majority of participants confirmed that government funding is not sufficient to make 
NF sustainable, which means that the board has to find alternative resources to fund the 
activities. For example, participant said, 
“No. it is not enough. If the Egyptian government stopped to fund the federation, the 
activity of the federation will be stopped completely”13.  
Participants mentioned that in the case of government stopping the funding of the 
federation, the activity of the federation would collapse. One of participants said,  
“If the Egyptian government stopped supporting federations, Egyptian sport will 
fail”17 
On the other hand, the football federation confirmed that there will be no impact if 
government funding stopped. For example, participant said, 






4.12 Findings 4: Sustainability Limitations 
Finally, the last theme has been generated based on the responses of interviewees is the 
limitations of creating organisational sustainability.  Participants confirm that 
organisational sustainability is mainly reliant on resources and capabilities. It is worth 
noting that this result supported by Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), Swerissen & 
Crisp (2004) and Sarriot et al. (2015). They argued that the sustainability of an 
organisation is associated with the concept of organisational development which 
emanates from the resources and capabilities the organisation has. More importantly, 
participants see that if the NF has insufficient resource or good capabilities, it will 
definitely find it difficult to survive. For example, Participant 14 said,  
“There are many obstacles, whether the obstacles that related to the laws, in addition 
to the weakness of the financial resources, which is the main factor, and lack of 
capabilities may be a major obstacle in the sustainability of the federation. In addition, 
laws and regulations may hinder the sustainability of the activity”14 
To summarise, the sustainable NF should possess enough resources and good 
capabilities and definitely without them, the NF will be unable to survive.  
4.13 Summary  
This chapter answered one of the research question, which related to what does the 
National Federation need to have in terms of organisational sustainability. It also shows 
the main factors leading to organisational sustainability in NF. This chapter discusses 
seven main themes have been identified using data extracts. The final stage of thematic 
analysis will be discussed in the first section of the discussion chapter. Furthermore, 
this chapter demonstrates the necessity of resources (human, physical, financial) and 
capabilities to create the organisational sustainability in sport national federation. The 
outcome of this chapter is the benchmarks of sustainable for NFs  (Appendix 7). The 
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discussion chapter creates arguments in relation to the research question and explains 





5 CHAPTER FIVE: RAT ANALYSIS 
 
5.1 Introduction  
Based on the benchmarks generated by the interviews that have been analysed in the 
previous chapter, an internal environment analysis of the Egyptian National Federations 
(NFs) is presented in this chapter. The chapter therefore presents the actual assessments 
of Egyptian NFs which are responsible for the overall performance of ENOC. The aim 
of this chapter is to give a general picture of the findings of Readiness Assessment Tool 
(RAT) which identifies the gaps between what the NFs have in place and what they 
should have to be sustainable sports organisations. In addition, the chapter will interpret 
the RAT pillars and organisational elements. The chapter will be organised as follows: 
firstly, presenting the results of the assessment of NFs generated by RAT. Secondly, 
discussing the results of the assessment in detail for every single pillar then finally, 
identifying the actions needed for improvements.  
5.2 Overall findings of Egyptian NFs assessment  
The twenty-two Egyptian NFs included in this study recognised by ENOC and all of 
them send their teams to the Olympic Games. The data required to complete the RAT 
has been collected using a paper-based version of the questionnaire, then entered into 
the RAT. It is worth noting that, the results of this analysis for each NF has been 
averaged to give an overall picture of NFs within Egypt. The results are then compared 
against the benchmark of sustainability to indicates whether the NFs in Egypt have 




Figure 5-1 shows that there a gap between the actual assessment of NFs investigated in 
this study and the benchmark of sustainability in many of the organisational pillars 
assessed by the RAT. The readiness assessment shows that when compared to a 
benchmark developed by experts, for sustainable national federations, the NFs 
investigated in this study are not sufficiently developed to create strong system enables 
them to be sustainable organisations. This is due to poor resources (physical resources, 
and financial resource) and low levels of capabilities (governance, management and 
communications). The only pillar where NFs, overall, meet the benchmark for 
sustainability is human resources, albeit, there are some elements of this pillar that need 
additional work. It is also worth noting that the assessment showed that the finance 
pillar was the least developed, with low levels of financial resources and capabilities. 
This means that Egyptian NFs are not developed enough to be sustainable 
organisations, and this will be discussed below.  
The following section sets out and discusses the findings in more detail. 
 
 
































The discussion below considers, in detail, the organisational pillars and their associated 
organisational elements. 
 
The benchmarks of sustainability were developed by a variety of interviews consisting 
of ENOC members, NFs board members, NFs districts members, NFs consultants and 
experts in the field. It is worth noting that RAT is approved by the International 
Olympic Committee and is widely accepted as a basis for assessing the capabilities and 
resources in most, if not all federations around the world.  
5.2.1 Findings of Governance  
The first pillar assessed by the RAT is governance, which means process and ensures 
transparency and accountability in the sports organisations. The assessment shows a 
gap between the current level of development and what is required for sustainability 
based on an average total score in many elements. However, as set out in Figure (5-2), 
there are organisational elements that meet or exceed the benchmark which has been 
developed to indicate a sustainable organisation. These are; the way meetings are run, 
constitutional arrangements, an affiliation of membership, organisational networking, 
the presence of a code of conduct, and strategic leadership. Affiliation of memberships 
and strategic leadership are of particular note, since such membership generates 
financial resources for an NF, but these cannot be fully realised unless members are 
affiliated. Without strategic leadership, the NF is unlikely to be able to deliver its 
objectives and develop as an organisation. That these two elements are strengths of 






Figure 5-2: A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of Governance in Egyptian NOC against the Benchmark 
sustainability 
However, there are a number of elements that the readiness assessment shows need to 
be addressed. First, Egyptian NFs need to improve the structure of their management 
board to focus on the development of portfolios for board members. Portfolio-based 
boards ensure that key areas of the organisation have representation on the board and 
that board members take responsibility for aspects of the organisations. The need for 
portfolio-based boards is supported by the Australian Sports Commission (2003) which 
commented that poor governance has a variety of causes, including director 
inexperience, conflicts of interest, failure to manage risk, poor internal business systems 
and reporting.  
NFs should be governed by a board of management on which each person is either 
elected or appointed to perform or oversee a specific function of the organisation. Each 
board member should be assigned specific portfolio or area of responsibility. Shilbury 
and Ferkins (2011) reported that it is in the interests of board members to have a clear 
understanding of their legal duties, responsibilities and liabilities, and a good working 









































improved in order to manage and reduce risk in their daily operations and decision-
making.  
 
Second, the research shows that strategic plans of NFs are not at a level required for 
organisational sustainability and that work needs to be done in order to ensure that 
written strategic plans are developed, with associated simple key performance 
indicators (KPIs), for at least the next 24 months. NFs also need to focus on developing 
their organisational networks by attending regional and international meetings and 
conferences as well as international activities and competitions. Furthermore, they need 
to be actively involved in regional and international meetings and should aim to have 
somebody on the Board of the regional or international federation. Finally, as identified 
by the IOC (2007), control and evaluation are central to the management of every 
organisation and a key responsibility of the board of any Olympic sports organisation. 
Shilbury and Ferkins, (2011) considered this as one of the most important elements in 
governance because it is intrinsically linked to the accountability and transparency in 
organisation. This research shows that there is a gap between the actual practices of the 
NFs included in this study and the RAT benchmark. This is due to a lack of KPIs for 
more than 50% of activities and programmes conducted. NFs need additional work to 
overcome this in order to meet the benchmark of sustainability.  
5.2.2 Findings of Management  
 
Management is the second pillar included in RAT. It refers to day-to-day activities 
undertaken by operating staff. Similarly, the assessment reveals a gap between the 
current level of development and what is necessary for sustainability. However, as set 
out in Figure (5-3), there exists some organisational elements that fulfil the basic 




risk management, meeting management and operating procedures. It is worth noting 
that without operating procedures, the NF is unlikely to be able to deliver its objectives 
and develop as an organisation. Generally, the four elements of meeting management 
and operating procedures, risk management and management of programs are qualities 
the Egyptian NFs possess to facilitate further development of organisational 
sustainability. 
 
Figure 5-3: A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of management in Egyptian NOC against the Benchmark 
for Sustainability 
However, there are a number of elements discovered by the readiness assessment that 
require improvement. First, Egyptian NFs need a balanced written Operations Manual 
that documents all the procedures and protocol undertaken. In addition, a formal 
meeting or AGM must pass this Operation Manual.  
 
Second, the research shows that event management of the NFs is not at a development 
level required for organisational sustainability and that work needs to be done in order 
to ensure a competition committee responsible for the events according to a planned 
strategy as reflected in the strategic plan. In addition to the need to special committees 
to hold special events as required.   
































Thirdly, NFs also need to focus on developing their reporting by producing reports that 
are formalised and set out in a standard way for at least 75% of activities and 
programmes. Furthermore, these reports need to be presented at committee meetings 
and at least noted at AGM. 
Fourthly, this research shows that management of the NFs needs additional work to 
meet the benchmark of sustainability. In order to do that, NF boards need to delegate 
some tasks to non-elected volunteers or employees but monitor these with members of 
the elected committee. Furthermore, the elected committee needs to share the burden 
of the tasks required in the organisation and that may be reflected in the assignments of 
specific roles to each member of the board.  
Finally, NFs also need to focus on developing their record keeping by establishing a 
system able to keep and file the records and meetings systematically. In addition, they 
need to establish a repository to keep full records of competitions results and statistics 
that are maintained online or in a formal filing system that enables easy recall of 
information on demand. The South African sports commission (2012) reports the 
significance of the documentation and maintains the records for sports organisation.  
5.2.3 Finding of Sport Activity  
 
Sports activity is the third pillar included in RAT. This pillar refers to the overall 
sporting performance of the organisation in terms of the athlete’s preparation, 
competitions levels and staging events implemented within the organisation. According 
to the assessment, there is a gap between the current level of development and that 
which is required level for sustainability, as suggested by the average total score in 
many elements. Nevertheless, as set out in Figure (5-4), some organisational elements 




These are a general competition, involvement of regional and international activities, 
sport for all and recognition and incentives provided for human resource in NFs. 
Arguably, the absence of these elements, especially national and international 
competition, makes NF unable to deliver its objectives and develop as an organisation. 
These elements can be seen as strengths of Egyptian NFs creating a foundation to 
improve organisational sustainability. 
 
Figure 5-4: A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of Sports Activity in Egyptian NOC against the Benchmark 
for sustainability 
	
However, it is apparent that a number of elements analysed by the readiness assessment 
needs addressing. First, Egyptian NFs need to implement or facilitate regular and 
frequent training for athletes at least for the major part of the year and the national squad 
needs to prepare for a regular regional event. Moreover, NFs need qualified coaches to 
supervise the training. Second, the research shows that junior competition of the NFs is 
not at a development level required for organisational sustainability and that work needs 
to be done in order to ensure establishing junior groupings, which are graded by 
standard and ability. Furthermore, NFs need to hold the junior competitions that lead to 








































































Thirdly, NFs also need to focus on developing their competitions and activities through  
competitions and activities carried out all year around and conducted according to 
international rules and procedures. Fourthly, the research shows that NFs need to have 
national squads for most of the year. In addition, the national squad needs to be picked 
from players involved in high-level competition and prepared for at least 6 weeks prior 
to competition.  Lastly, the research shows that staging events of the NFs are not at a 
development level required for organisational sustainability and they are in need to host 
national tournaments and the occasional regional event. Furthermore, hosting regular 
national events like as national championship is required for sustainable NFs. 
 
5.2.4 Findings of Communications  
 
The fourth pillar in RAT is communications. According to Fielding (2006) all 
organisations consider the communications as essential for survival and without 
communication a business would not exist. Organisations are concerned with a wide 
range of communication activities. Firstly, communication within the organisation has 
to be as effective as possible. Secondly, organisations also have to communicate with 
other organisations and suppliers, since good relationships with them are essential. The 
most important activity of all is communication with members and customers, without 
them no organisation would exist. 
 
The assessment shows a gap between the current level of development and what is 
required for sustainability based on an average total score in most of the elements. 
However, as set out in Figure (5-5), two organisational elements exceed the benchmark 
that has been developed to indicate a sustainable organisation. These are printed 




elements are important for NF to develop and deliver its aims as an organisation. Both 
elements are advantages of Egyptian NFs in providing the beginning for developing 
organisational sustainability. 
 
Figure 5-5:  A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of Communications in Egyptian NOC against the 
Benchmark for Sustainability.	
 
However, the readiness assessment shows that the majority of elements included need 
addressing. First, Egyptian NFs currently use phone and fax as preferred method of 
communication; however, NFs need to establish an E-mail network. Furthermore, they 
need to distribute notifications via a web site or social network site as a primary source 
of information to improve the level of sustainability.  
The research shows that format of notice of the NFs are not at a development level 
required for organisational sustainability and that work needs to be done in order to 
ensure distributing more than 80% of the notices by electronic means, either e-mail, 
web site or texting.  
Thirdly, NFs also need to focus on developing their social networking through initiating 
a social network for their members, but using an existing platform which is accessible 
by non-members.  
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Fourthly, the research shows that NFs need to invest in a dedicated internet provider 
and brand the organisational with a URL that represents the organisation. Furthermore, 
they need to establish an organisational intranet to enhance communication between 
members within the organisation.  
Fifthly, the research reveals that information management of the NFs are not at a 
development level required for organisational sustainability and they need to implement 
communications and disseminations of information in line with strategic plan. In 
addition, communications should be supervised directly by volunteers and paid staff 
who reports to the secretary or designated board member. 
Sixthly, NFs appear to be underdeveloped in the element of website sophistication 
compared to the level required for organisational sustainability. Therefore, NFs need to 
establish an organisational web platform that provides the basis of all the organisation's 
communications. Also, they need to establish an organisation web site with a unique 
URL and should be internally managed.  In addition, NFs also need to focus on 
developing their written reports by ensuring that a formal report format is agreed upon 
and written reports on all activities must be tabled by AGM.  
Finally, NFs are in need to work on developing their using of TV by ensuring that TV 
habitually covers organisation events and competitions. Also, by ensuring that some 
income benefit from TV coverage is achieved.  
 
 
5.2.5 Findings of Finance  
The fifth pillar in RAT is Finance. In fact, there has been a long established relationship 
between sports organisations and funding from the very first ancient Olympic Games.  




mobilised. These resources can be obtained through plans which aim to attract sponsors 
and some financial activities. Funding in sports organisations is inevitable sports 
clothing goods, equipment, transport, staff, (Andreff and Nys, 1997; Andreff and 
Weber, 1995). 
A gap has been shown between the present level of development and what is required 
for sustainability based on an average total score in most of the elements. However, as 
set out in Figure (5-6), one organisational element exceeds and another meets the 
benchmark level that indicates a sustainable organisation. These are funding from 
government and the way money is managed. It is notable that, the two elements are 
essential to develop NF and deliver its objectives.  
 
Figure 5-6:  A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of Finance in Egyptian NOC against the Benchmark for 
the elite and professional organisation. 
 
However, the assessment shows a majority of the elements need to be developed 
further. First, Egyptian NFs need to work on developing elements like income from 
membership fees, and from events by diversifying member income from other sources 
such as merchandising, social club activities, supporter club activities and any other 

























































































































































Furthermore, by deriving some income from spectators at events, sponsors of events 
that help them at least break-even on running the event and TV rights.  
 
Second, the research shows that elements of fundraising, merchandising and 
sponsorship of the NFs are not at a development level required for organisational 
sustainability and that work needs to be done in order to ensure establishing formal 
fundraising activities at and around events through a marketing committee according to 
the organisation’s marketing plan.  In addition, NFs need to establish a specific brand 
that identifies the organisation by a logo and providing and distributing a 
comprehensive range of branded merchandise available for sale. Furthermore, NFs 
need to secure a commercial contract based on rights to the organisation brand and 
securing a sponsorship support for major events contracted for a minimum of 5 years 
done by specific people.  
NFs also need to focus on developing their funding from International Federation (IF) 
and Olympic Solidarity (OS) by securing royalties for participation in major events 
such as the World Cup and securing funding from the IF in return for national team 
involvement in specific events.  In addition, they need to secure participation by 
qualified athletes in the Olympic Games.  
Lastly, this research shows that there is a gap between the actual financial practices of 
the NFs included in this study and the RAT benchmark. This is due to a lack of auditing 
process of finances that should be carried out annually. NFs need to produce specific 
financial reports for all programmes and projects for which money has been provided 




5.2.6 Findings of Physical Resources  
The sixth pillar in Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) is Physical Resources. It is worth 
noting that the implementation of strategies in sports organisations in the operational 
plan is reliant on the availability of physical resources particularly space and equipment. 
Space, whether indoor or outdoor is needed for both training and competition purposes. 
On the other hand, equipment means tools and supplies which the athletes need in 
training and competition. FIFA mentions in Club Licence Regulations 2004 that a 
sports organisation should take into consideration its infrastructures and suitable 
training facilities for their players to help them improve their technical skills.    
The assessment reveals a gap between the current level of development and what is 
necessary for sustainability. However, as set out in Figure (5-7), only one organisational 
element exceeds the benchmark that has been developed to indicate a sustainable 
organisation. This is an element of team uniforms. The level of this element represents 
















































However, there are a number of elements discovered by the readiness assessment that 
needs improvements. First, Egyptian NFs need to work on developing elements like 
equipment and physical assets by providing equipment that meets IF requirements for 
training and competition. In addition, providing access to training and playing areas 
that meet the standard dimensions and requirements of the international Federation. 
Furthermore, NFs need to lease or own simple facilities for training and competition.  
Second, the research shows that elements of office facility and office equipment and 
technology of the NFs are not at a development level required for organisational 
sustainability and that work needs to be done in order to lease or own a facility can be 
called headquarters for housing staff and catering for meetings and all administrative 
functions. Furthermore, NFs need to own full range of state of art office equipment and 
furniture.  
On the other hand, NFs also need to focus on developing training and competition 
venues by leasing or hiring a dedicated home base for training and competition. In 
addition, by hiring or leasing a home ground or facility an NF can ensure that the facility 
meets minimum standards and dimensions for international competitions.  
Finally, this research shows that there is a gap between the actual assessment of 
elements (communications assets and transport assets) in the NFs included in this study 
and the RAT benchmark. As a result of that, NFs need to own a computer and internet 
connection and establish a LAN or wireless network within the office. Furthermore, 
they need to lease or hire dedicated transport as required.  
 





The International Olympic Committee (2007) mentioned that individual members of an 
Olympic Sports Organisation (OSO) should consider the vital resources of the 
organisation. This importance of human resources are that they are essential for the 
efficient operation of the organisation. In addition, human resources management 
(HRM) is therefore the means of optimising the activities of the members, or human 
resources, of an OSO so that it can achieve its mission and goals under optimal 
conditions. Moreover, it is a way of using members for the benefit of the organisation. 
HRM is an important component of general management, and as such, it needs to serve 
the mission and objectives of the OSO.  
Generally, the human resources pillar is the only one that meets the sustainability 
benchmark in the total average even though some organisational elements need be 
developed. As set out Figure (5-8), two organisational elements meet and one exceeds 
the benchmark that has been developed to indicate a sustainable organisation. These are 
elements of athletes, gender equality and volunteers. These elements are important for 





Figure 5-8:  A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of Human Resources in Egyptian NOC against the 
Benchmark for Sustainability 




























However, there are a number of elements that the readiness assessment shows need 
addressing. First, Egyptian NFs need to ensure members are grouped into teams/clubs 
that take part in the organised competition and elected representative from the clubs to 
attend NF meetings. Furthermore, they need to employ an Administrative Officer(s) 
either part time or full time as part of a separation of governance and management. 
Second, the research shows that coaching staff and technical officials of the NFs are 
not at a development level required for organisational sustainability and that work needs 
to be done in order to ensure the establishment of a coach education programme that 
trains specialised, graded coaches. In addition, they need to deploy specialist technical 
officials who have some formal training.  
Finally, NFs also need to focus on working on establishing a policy for Human 
Resource Management (HRM) and educational support through establishing an 
education and support framework to provide in-house training up to a level that prepares 
members for further education provided by IF and other bodies. Furthermore, they need 
to establish graded education programmes for coaches and officials provided by NFs 
for beginning and community level volunteers.  
5.2.8 Findings of Values  
 
The last pillar in RAT is values that relate to cultural, attitudinal and behavioural values 
within the organisation. A gap has been shown between the present level of 
development and what is required for sustainability based on an average total score in 
most of the elements. Nevertheless, as set out Figure (5-9), there are organisational 
elements that meet or exceed the benchmark which has been developed to indicate a 
sustainable organisation. These are the level of respect, allegiance priority, attitude 




these values, the NF is unlikely to be able to deliver its objectives and develop as an 
organisation.  
 
Figure 5-9:  A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores of Values in Egyptian NOC against the Benchmark for 
sustainability 
 
However, there are a number of elements discovered by the readiness assessment that 
needs improvement. First, Egyptian NFs need to include in the code of conduct 
provision respect for officials and the decision they make both on and off the field. 
Furthermore, members need to be dedicated to the sport, NF, or to a common goal that 
galvanises and binds the NF to strive for success. Finally, NFs needs to develop the 











































5.3 Assessments of Individual NFs  
 
Figure 5-10: Egyptian NFs average scores 
 
 The table (5-1) and figure above focus on the NFs investigated in this study 
individually. In addition, compare the results of the twenty-two national federations. 
 As seen in figure (5-10) shooting federation appears to be at the most advanced level 
of development, followed by Football federation then Pentathlon, Gymnastics and 
Taekwondo come after. What these national federations have in common is good 
capacities (governance, management and communication) with sustainable resources 


















































However, as shown in figure (5-10), federation like Badminton, Rowing, Golf, Cycling, 
Handball, Hockey, Basketball, Swimming, Judo, Volley, Athletics, Fencing and 
Wrestling are performing at the high level of development, with some strong foundation 
of resource or capabilities on which to grow and develop.  
It is notable that level of development for Triathlon, Table Tennis and Archery are 
relatively weak due to lack of resources and capabilities. It is worth noting that, the low 
level of these four federations is the main reason behind dragging the overall level 













Assessments       Governance       Management       Sport Activity          Communication      Finance   Physical 
    Resources 
       Human 
       Resources 
   Values     Average 
Football  3.2 2.7 3.2 3.0 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2 
Judo  3.6 3.6 2.9 1.4 1.7 2.2 2.2 1.6 2.4 
Pentathlon  3.1 2.9 3.1 2.8 2.2 3.1 3.0 3.5 3.0 
Cycling  2.7 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.2 2.4 3.2 3.4 2.8 
Taekwondo  3.0 3.1 3.1 3.2 2.2 2.4 3.0 3.6 3.0 
Golf  2.8 2.9 2.9 2.7 2.3 2.8 2.7 3.5 2.8 
Rowing  2.9 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.3 2.7 2.8 3.5 2.9 
Gymnastics  2.9 2.7 2.7 3.1 2.4 3.3 3.3 3.6 3.0 
Badminton  2.9 2.9 2.9 3.3 2.3 2.7 2.7 3.8 2.9 
Shooting  3.3 3.3 3.7 3.5 3.8 3.4 3.2 3.6 3.5 
Triathlon  1.5 2.2 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.2 1.8 2.1 2.0 
Table tennis  2.2 2.0 2.2 1.6 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 
Archery  3.1 1.3 1.6 0.9 0.9 1.9 2.6 2.3 1.8 
Fencing  2.9 1.9 2.0 1.4 1.6 2.4 2.4 2.9 2.2 
Athletics  3.0 2.2 2.3 2.1 0.9 1.7 2.8 2.4 2.2 
Swimming  3.3 3.0 3.0 1.9 1.5 1.8 2.8 2.6 2.5 
Volleyball  2.9 2.4 2.7 2.3 1.7 2.3 2.7 2.5 2.4 
Handball  3.2 2.6 3.4 2.4 1.9 2.7 3.0 2.5 2.7 
Basketball  2.9 2.6 2.9 2.3 1.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.6 
Hockey  3.3 2.7 3.1 2.2 1.7 2.4 2.9 2.8 2.6 
Boxing  2.8 1.7 2.2 1.2 1.0 1.9 2.8 2.1 2.0 
Wrestling  2.8 1.9 2.3 2.0 1.8 1.4 2.6 2.3 2.1 
Benchmark 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.6 3.0 3.1 2.7 2.9  








Figure 5-11: Results of all Egyptian NFs 
The results of all NFs revealed that Financial Resources was the weakest pillar across 
all NFs mainly due to the lack of resources from events, sponsorship, broadcasting and 
fundraising activities and this reflects a low level of capabilities of NFs as do not 
possess a plan to improve these resources. In addition, Most National Federations do 
not own their facility as the government owns them.  Lack of financial resources is also 
an issue affecting the sustainability of most NFs, except that Football and Shooting 
appear to be self-sufficient due to their sponsorship and commercialisations activities 
and definitely this supports to sustain their activities.  
As seen in Figure (5-11) federations like Football and Shooting are well developed and 
meet the benchmarks of sustainability across all the RAT pillars. For Judo NF, it meets 
and even exceeds the benchmarks in terms of governance, management and sports 
activity. However, pillars like communication, HR and value need addressing. 
Regarding Cycling and Taekwondo NF, they meet and exceed the benchmark set out 
in all RAT pillars with the exception of finance and physical resources are in need to 
be improved. Pentathlon NF apparently, meets the benchmark of sustainability in all 
pillars expect finance.  
For Golf and Rowing, pillars like governance, finance and physical resource need 
addressing while the rest of pillars appears to be sufficient for the sustainable level. 
Finance, sports activity and governance in Gymnastics NF are in need to develop to 
meet the benchmark, however, the rest of pillars are developed enough (see figure 5-
11). Badminton NF appears developed in all pillars with exception of governance, 
finance and physical resource need addressing.  
Archery NF appears to be undeveloped in all pillars except governance. Likewise, 




Volleyball also appears unable to meet the benchmark across all pillars expect HR. For 
Athletics NF, all pillars are in need of improvement; however, governance and human 
resource seem developed enough.  
For Swimming NF, it meets the benchmark of pillars governance, management, sports 
activity and values while it is apparent that pillars like communication, finance, 
physical and human resource are not developed enough. Hockey has four pillars 
develop (governance, management, sports activity and human resource) and four pillars 
need addressing (communication, finance, physical resource and values). Governance, 
sports activity and human resource in Handball appear developed while the rest of 
pillars seen under the required level.  
Basketball NF appears to be undeveloped in all pillars except sports activity and human 
resources. Last but least, Boxing seems to be under the required level in all pillars with 
exception of human resource and values. Finally, Triathlon, Table tennis and Wrestling 
is seen as undeveloped in all pillars.  
5.4 Summary   
The assessment of Egyptian NFs using RAT shows that there is a gap between current 
practice and the required level leading to organisational sustainability. In other words, 
the NFs reviewed in the study do not meet the requirements of the RAT benchmark 
with the exceptional of the pillar of human resources in the total average score while 
some organisational elements included are not developed enough. This is due to low 
level of organisational capabilities and poor resources. The overall findings will be 






6 CHAPTER SIX: CHAPTER OF DISCUSSION 
 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a discussion of the empirical research and the findings contained 
within the thesis. The Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT) reviewed each National 
Federation included in this study in order to identify the development level and the gap 
between the current practice and the benchmarks of sustainability, as well as to 
understand the extent to which Egyptian NFs can create a system leading to 
organisational sustainability. Following this, the findings from each NF are combined 
and synthesised to explore the overall findings of the NFs that make up of Egyptian 
National Olympic Committee (ENOC).  
 
In this chapter, the main findings of the research will be discussed and interpreted with 
reference to prior literature and the related theories. The structure of this chapter will 
be as follows: the first section outlines the overall findings. The second section 
discusses the creation of organisational sustainability in Egyptian NFs. Results related 
to resources and capabilities are discussed in the third section. The chapter will 
conclude with a summary identifying the main contributions of the study.  
 
Within the literature (Neely, 2005) and in practice, organisational development has 
been used as a broad term to describe many different facets of an organisation’s 
performance. The literature review within this thesis has shown it can be used as a 
measure of organisational sustainability. For the purposes of this study, organisational 
development is defined by the identification of eight perspectives that are central to the 
overall effective performance of NFs. These perspectives are the pillars used to measure 




Before commencing with a discussion of the findings, the following lines demonstrate 
how those findings came about. The Egyptian National Federations (NFs) included in 
this study were evaluated against a matrix that sets out these dimensions and their 
associated constituent elements across the five levels of organisational development. 
They are then audited against what is perceived necessary for success at a particular 
activity or a benchmark. For this study, the NFs were evaluated against a benchmark of 
what it is perceived necessary for a sport to have in place in order to possess sustainable 
organisations. This benchmark came from a long study conducted with NOC members, 
NF presidents, NF districts, experts and NF consultants. Eighteen interviews generated 
the benchmark of sustainability based on the RAT pillars and associated elements. The 
interviewees were asked to identify the requirements that they perceived an NF needed 
to have in order to create a system leading to sustainability. The interviews were 
analysed, generating a number of main requirements and associated features. Then the 
benchmark of a sustainable National Federation was created based on the organisational 
development levels set out in the RAT.  
6.2 The main findings 
Participants in this first stage of the study suggested that a National Federation needs 
to have certain elements in order to obtain organisational sustainability. It is worth 
noting that these items mentioned by interviewees are related to resources and 
capabilities, as Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), Swerissen & Crisp (2004) and 
Sarriot et al. (2015) stated that organisational sustainability needs two main 
components, namely: resources and capabilities. The participants (NF presidents, NOC 
board members, district presidents, consultants and experts) agreed that an NF seeking 
to have organisational sustainability should have these items: resources (financial, 




communications and culture. Nvivo 11 Pro generated Figure 4-15 in Chapter Four 
identifying the requirements or the needs required for sustainability in NFs.  
 
It has been argued that a sustainable NF needs resources and capabilities, and both 
components have some associated elements needed to obtain sustainability. The main 
results are supported by Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998), Swerissen & Crisp (2004) 
and Sarriot et al. (2015). Sustainability in NFs requires financial, human and physical 
resources and, as stated by Robinson and Minkin (2010), NFs need resources, 
developed infrastructure and a strong competitive structure to have a strong sports 
systems enabling them to provide their services continuously. Additionally, NFs require 
capabilities like governance, management and communication to be sustainable. The 
outcomes of interviews created benchmarks of sustainability that the RAT could be run 
against (see Appendix 7).  
 
The research reveals that there are low levels of organisational development in Egyptian 
NFs and thus the key resources and capabilities of the Egyptian NOC under 
investigation are not developed enough to create organisational sustainability.  Figure 
6-1 shows that, overall, the NFs affiliated to ENOC are not developed enough because 
of the gap between their current level of development and the RAT benchmark for 
sustainability across all pillars of the RAT, except the human resources pillar. However, 
some of its associated elements need to improve their level of development in order to 





Figure 6-1: A Comparison of Average Assessment Scores in ENOC against the Benchmark of Sustainability 
 
As the ENOC has attended 22 Olympic Games out of 28 and won a total 7 gold medals, 
it could be expected that its members (NFs) would demonstrate higher levels of 
development than the current level. Most importantly, the levels of development in 
terms of governance, management, sports activity, communication, physical resources 
and values reflect the need for improvement, and a large and particular concern is the 
levels of development for finance as the lowest against the eight pillars of RAT. 
Apparently, the human resources pillar is, overall, sufficiently developed, based on the 
average assessment, but many of the organisational elements included need additional 
work for improvement. As seen in the above figure, the gaps between levels of 
development and readiness for sustainability are large, and of particular concern are the 
levels of development for finance, physical resources and sports activity, as these 






























6.3 Organisational Sustainability in ENOC 
Sarriot et al. (2015), Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone (1998) and Swerissen & Crisp (2004) 
stated that organisational sustainability arises from two main components: capability 
and viability. In this vein, capacity or capability relates to the ability of the organisation 
to maintain service delivery, while viability refers to the financial and other forms of 
resources or support required to do so. In addition, Kikulis, Slack, & Hinings (1995) 
presented evidence to suggest that as an organisation delivers more services over a 
greater period of time it becomes increasingly more complex or developed, primarily 
as a result of developing resources and core capabilities in particular activities. 
The research showed that Egyptian NFs have no road map for achieving organisational 
sustainability. This is due to poor physical and financial resources and low levels of 
capabilities, governance, management and communication. RAT assessments revealed 
low levels of organisational development, hence, the Egyptian NOC is not developed 
enough to create organisational sustainability. In Figure 6.1, the RAT showed the gaps 
between the current organisational level of the ENOC and what is required for a 
sustainable organisation.  
 
It is apparent that many of the resources and capabilities associated are underdeveloped 
in many of the NFs included in the study. Thus the elements identified by Shediac-
Rizkallah & Bone (1998) and Swerissen & Crisp (2004) as being necessary for the 
creation of sustainable success appears unattainable for many NFs at this point. The 22 
National Federations within the Egyptian sports environment were audited using the 
RAT (Robinson & Minikin, 2011). This tool assesses the resources and capabilities that 





It is notable that there is significant weakness in the resources and capabilities of the 
NFs in Egypt. However, it is important to note that some of the NFs have some strong 
aspects and are well developed in terms of certain elements, as shown in the following 
section discussing the RAT pillars.  There are a number of weaknesses within the NFs 
that fundamentally affect their ability to operate effectively as sports organisations and 
thus create the organisational sustainability required for success in competitions.  In 
general, weaknesses are apparent in both the resources that the NFs have, and in the 
procedures and systems they use to create organisational sustainability.  
 
The research reveals that the NFs reviewed in this study need to develop further in order 
to create organisational sustainability. This is necessary to meet their objectives. In 
other words, Egyptian NFs need more improvements to meet the benchmarks set out 
by the RAT that help them to be sustainable organisations. At their current levels of 
development, they do not show the necessary and sufficient characteristics that must be 
simultaneously held for the sustainable organisations. The NFs included in the research 
are certainly not organisationally sustainable, as they do not possess the required 
organisational development level across the eight pillars included in the RAT. 
Arguably, the internal environmental context and the level of organisational capabilities 
of the Egyptian NOC demonstrated by these NFs are not sufficient to be financially 
independent.  
Egyptian NFs are not developed enough to create organisational sustainability. 
Consequently, they do not have the solid managerial system that leads to sustainable 
international sporting success. Robinson & Minikin (2012) support these overall results 
in their study on understanding the competitive advantage in some National Olympic 




found a gap between their current level of development within the three NOCs and what 
is required to benefit from attendance at the Olympic Games. This is due to a lack of 
resources and weaknesses in the organisational capabilities in the NOCs included in 
their study. 
At the NF level, opportunities for significant organisational development are low 
(Grant, 2008) because of the low levels of resources. Thus, in the first instance, the NFs 
will need to identify which elements from the RAT can be developed with relative ease. 
This will further the development of the organisation, create greater capabilities and 
increase the potential for organisational sustainability to be developed. In addition, if 
these NFs concentrate their resources on one or two clearly defined and consistent 
areas, such as a particular discipline, they will be able to enhance resources to these 
areas and focus their efforts in developing core capabilities to support these (Prahalad, 
& June, 1990). 
Overall, many of the organisational elements included in the RAT are missing from the 
NFs reviewed in this study, despite the fact that these are necessary for improving the 
overall performance levels that would ensure the required level of development. Many 
of the Egyptian NFs appear to lack not only the resources required to produce the 
system which is referred as organisational sustainability, which in turn leads to sporting 
success in regional and international sports events; they also do not seem to have 
developed the capabilities that might have allowed the organisation to develop to any 
extent in order to be in a position to create organisational sustainability (Goldstein, 
2007).  
 
The lack of organisational development, which arises from a low level of capabilities 




required for the systematic and sustained development of Egyptian NFs. More 
importantly, finance, physical resources, governance and sports activity represent the 
main pillars for creating organisational sustainability in sports organisations. NFs 
assessed in the study revealed a low level of development, because they did not have 
the financial systems in place to make efficient use of available money. In addition, 
they did not have the necessary sports activity and physical resources needed to improve 
their managerial system because of poor capabilities.  
 
As a result of the above findings, Egyptian NFs need to organisationally change in order 
to improve the capabilities and make use of their resources effectively to ensure their 
success. Chelladurai (2006) discussed this organisational change, noting that sports 
organisations move from a random pattern to an organised one or from informal to 
formal structures, managed by non-specialised volunteers and ultimately by more 
specialised professionals. It is worth noting that the progression that sports 
organisations might take towards professionalism is not necessarily linear, nor does it 
follow a consistent pattern or formula, common across all sports organisations. This 
implies that success in sport can be achieved with varying degrees of organisational 
development. However, it does not determine whether sustained success can be 
maintained without key organisational elements being in place.  
The following section discusses the resources and capabilities in the ENOC through the 
pillars included in the RAT, in connection with the literature.  
 
6.3.1 Resources in Egyptian NFs  
 
Generally, an organisation's resources encompass all input factors: tangible and 




that enter into the production of goods and services to satisfy human needs (Amit & 
Schoemaker, 1993). It is worth noting that resources in sports organisations include 
human resources, which can be described as the quantity and experience of people 
within the National Federation structure, such as athletes/participants; board members; 
administrators; coaches; technical officials; sports experts as well as gender equality. 
Physical resources refer to the fact that National Federations have to run their sport in 
training & competition facilities and office building facilities, using office equipment 
& technology and sports equipment & uniforms. Financial resources relate to 
expenditure and revenues within a sports organisation.  
 
The research shows a low level of organisational development in the resources of 
Egyptian NFs. The Readiness Assessment Tool identified the gap between what these 
organisations have in place and what is required to achieve organisational 
sustainability. Arguably, the current resources in NFs are unable to create sustainability. 
It is apparent that the NFs included in this research have not developed these pillars. 
This finding above is supported by Robinson and Minikin (2012); where their research 
found that NOCs were suffering from a lack of resources that would help them to 
benefit from attending the Olympic Games.  
 
Based on the RAT pillars, this section proceeds to discuss financial resources, physical 
resources, human resources and sports activity.  
6.3.1.1 Financial Resources 
 
For the finance pillar, it was observed that this is the weakest of the RAT pillars. The 
NFs reviewed in this study appear to urgently need to address their budgeting 




establish a basic financial reporting system, ensuring regular IF funding and 
sponsorship support to fulfil the benchmark set out by the RAT.   
It is notable that the lack of financial resources is an issue affecting the capacity of most 
sports organisations (Rapilla, 2008). On the other hand, some organisations reviewed 
by Rapilla (2009), like swimming and softball appeared to be self-sufficient due to their 
sponsorship and fundraising success. This support, generated by these resources makes 
sports organisations able to sustain its activities. Furthermore, Olympic Sports 
Organisations (OSO) with poor finances and weak incomes will encounter problems at 
different levels (Camy and Robinson, 2007).  
At the same time, Stewart (2007) highlighted some helpful actions for sports 
organisations to become financially solid, such as constructing financial plans, 
monitoring expenses and revenue, and keeping accurate financial plans. Brown (2005), 
Smith and Shen (1996) and Winand (2010) considered financial independence as a 
factor of strategic success. They simply defined it as the ability of the board of an NF 
to attract resources that lead to organisational effectiveness. In the NFs’ context, this is 
demonstrated mainly by independence from public funds provided by the government, 
because significant sponsorship resources are limited (Zintz, 2004). Moreover, Winand, 
Zintz, Bayle, & Robinson (2010) reported that many NFs are likely to be weak at self-
financing. NFs included in the study appear to be unable to be sustainable. Rapilla 
(2008), in the assessment of NFs in Papua New Guinea, mentioned that the 
development opportunities in NFs are limited, especially when financial resources are 
scarce; therefore, sports managers in these NFs need to deal with available resources in 
an effective way in order to obtain success.    
The research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop further in terms 




actions provided by the RAT (Robinson and Minikin, 2011) to increase the readiness 
of Egyptian NFs to have a solid financial system mentioned in the next chapter.   
6.3.1.2 Physical Resource  
 
There is a great and particular concern about physical resources, as these resources are 
fundamental to the development of sustainability in NFs. Obviously, physical resources 
in Egyptian NFs, according to the RAT analysis, are not developed enough, because 
there is a gap between what NFs have in place and what is required to achieve 
sustainability. It is notable that there is insufficient equipment and they do not own 
enough facilities; either the government or other organisations own existing facilities. 
Moreover, they largely hire the facilities such as stadia, training facilities, equipment, 
transportation and they lack communications assets. Rapilla, (2008) assessed the 
performance of National Federations in Papua New Guinea and found that physical 
resources are the weakest dimension in the NFs reviewed in the study, and thus 
recommended that NFs should put a sporting infrastructure in place for development at 
all levels. Robert DeCastella, a former director of the Australian Institute of Sport (AIS)  
gave strong support for this recommendation. As he put it: “passion alone is not enough 
anymore. You need to have the infrastructure, the support and the strategic approach 
at the national level to achieve results” (Gambardella, 2004, p.2). Robinson & Minikin 
(2012) confirmed that sustainable success obtained through well organised competition 
requires an integrated effort and consistency. It is evident that in order for athletes to 
succeed in sports competitions, they need to be supported by a professional and 
sophisticated infrastructure. Papilla (2008) highlighted the necessity of infrastructure 




“It would appear that successful performance in an Olympic sport is an outcome of a 
development system. Therefore, the challenge for all Olympic sports organisations is 
to get their infrastructure right to ensure an outcome of successful performance” 
(Rapilla, 2008, p. 9).  
Overall, many of the elements included in the physical resources pillar are missing from 
these NFs despite being necessary to achieving sustainability. Because of this, the RAT 
(Robinson and Minikin, 2011) provides some additional actions for sustainability 
shown in next chapter.  
6.3.1.3 Human Resources  
 
Leonardsen (2007) mentioned that individual members of an Olympic Sports 
Organisation (OSO) are considered to be the most vital resource of the organisation. 
This importance stems from the fact that human resources are essential for the efficient 
operation of the organisation and are needed to obtain other resources such as money.  
Based on an overall assessment of the RAT, the human resource pillar in the NFs 
included in this study is developed to create sustainability but there are some 
organisational elements that are not developed enough.  NFs have no human resource 
management framework and training support to underpin the system required for 
sustainability. Without HRM and training sessions provided to the HR, NFs are unable 
to be sustainable. The research also identified a weakness in the development of 
coaching staff and technical officials (Millar & Stevens, 2012; Chen et al., 2011; 
Robinson, 2008; Skinner, Stewart & Edwards, 1999). It is worth noting that well-skilled 
staff play an important role in improving the performance of sports organisations and 
in increasing the potential for sustainable success (Millar & Stevens, 2012; Skinner et 




study will need to establish human resource management policies, including 
recruitment and selection procedures. In addition, there is a need for a comprehensive 
education and development framework to support the paid and unpaid staff of NFs 
(Robinson and Minikin, 2011). In addition, it was indicated by Robinson and Minikin 
(2012) that the need for additional resources, a developed infrastructure, a strong 
competitive structure, and high-qualified human resources are indications of the need 
to get solid sports systems into which a well-developed a NF can deliver its services.  
As suggested by Robinson and Minikin (2012), NFs should be able to meet the 
necessary and sufficient characteristics for the resource to be considered a strategic 
asset. NFs have value in that they can create the industry’s key success factors through 
their talent identification programmes and athlete and coaching development; they 
provide the athletes, technical staff and officials who contribute to the human resources 
of an NOC and possess capabilities in terms of the knowledge of how best to develop 
their athletes in their sport. 
   
Per Arend & Levesque (2010), underpinning the Resource Based-View (RBV) is the 
concept that resources that lead to sustainable advantage must be: firstly, valuable in 
that they can help an organisation to take advantage of opportunities and/or minimise 
threats, allowing the organisation to improve its effectiveness; secondly, rare among 
current and potential competitors; thirdly, imperfectly imitable, in that competing 
organisations will face cost and/or quality disadvantages in duplicating the resource, or 
developing a substitute for it.  
Some additional actions for improving the weak organisational elements are presented 




As mentioned earlier, sports activity and its associated organisational elements is one 
of the fundamental pillars to the creation of sustainability in an NF. It is apparent that 
the NFs investigated in this study have not developed some of these elements. As the 
ENOC has attended the Olympic Games 22 times, which is a big number considering 
there has been a total of 28 Olympic Games, it could be expected that its NFs would 
demonstrate higher levels of development than they do, yet they show a low level of 
development.  
 
Clearly, the level of sports activity development is one of the primary concerns, as the 
NFs included have no competition structure to underpin the system required to create a 
system able to produce athletes who will be successful on the international stage. 
Obviously, without competitions, NFs are unable to carry out talent identification, 
athlete development or identify and develop world-class officials and coaches 
(Robinson & Minikin, 2012). In addition, there are no joiner competitions held on a 
regular basis in districts or on a national level. Moreover, the national team and squad 
players are not involved in high-level competitions and this prevents NFs from 
becoming sustainable. Finally, NFs do not host regional and international competitions 
due to the absence of resources and capabilities to organise such these events.   
Generally, many of the elements associated with the pillar of activity that are missing 
from NFs included in the study are essential for establishing a system that leads to 
sustainable organisations.  
Research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop further in terms of 
the sports activity pillar in order to improve their readiness for sustainability. There are 
some actions provided by the RAT (Robinson and Minikin, 2011) presented in next 




6.3.2 Capabilities in Egyptian NFs  
 
Robinson and Minikin (2011) considered that governance, management and 
communication represent the overall function and capacity of an NF. In addition, Grant 
(2008) adopted governance, management and procedures as the foundations of 
organisational capabilities. Moreover, Rapilla (2008) describes capabilities as the 
required competencies for administration and management of National Federations, 
including: constitution; elected officials and AGMs; membership; affiliation; 
communications; strategic & development plan; and risk management. The 
organisational capability could be seen as procedures or functions that can help the 
managers to manage the available resources effectively. This is supported by Simon 
Shilbi (2007), who reported that the sustainable success of an athlete or team depends 
entirely on the performance capacity of the national system and its effectiveness in 
using all relevant and available resources for the benefit of the sporting elite.  
The research shows a lack in organisational capabilities in NFs reviewed in this study, 
because of the gap between the level of development of governance, management, and 
communications and the RAT level for creating organisational sustainability.  
Generally, levels of capability are low, as indicated by the results of the assessment of 
the governance, management and communications pillar. This finding is supported by 
Robinson and Minikin (2012), whose research found that NOCs were suffering from a 
low level of the capabilities that would help them to benefit from attending the Olympic 
Games.  
 
An analysis of the gap between what the NFs have in place and what is required for 




of their organisations. By noting those elements that are not in place, sports managers 
will know what elements need to be addressed in order to create a strong organisational 
performance, which leads to organisational sustainability. The following section 
discusses governance, management, and communications.  
 
6.3.2.1 Governance  
 
The assessment shows a low level of governance, as some of the organisational 
elements associated appear not to have been developed as compared to the RAT 
benchmarks.  It is notable that the NFs included in the study have no proper strategic 
planning, and an absence of good monitoring and evaluation framework and board 
structure. Consequently, the low level of governance makes the ENOC unable to 
achieve sustainability. This result is supported by Ferkins et al. (2005), Hoye and 
Cuskelly (2003) and Shilbury (2001), who mention that the practices of governance in 
sports organisations are weak and need to have transparency and accountability. 
Moreover, the governance dimension was assessed and reviewed in Australian soccer 
(Australian Sports Commission, 2003); New Zealand Rugby Football Union (Boston 
Consulting Group, 2000), Taekwondo Australia (TAI, 2007) and Athletics Australia 
(Australian Sports Commission, 2004). It was found that there was ‘poor and 
ineffective governance as a result of no independent decision-making and no 
accountability’  
Most importantly, a weak board structure in NFs is concerning, as NFs appear to either 
lack the skills required to address these weaknesses or are not able to harness the skills 




For the monitoring and evaluation, these organisations need to monitor performance in 
order to be improved and developed. Skinner et al. (1999 p.175) proposed that 
“Organisations must attain and maintain a satisfactory fit with their environments and 
conduct some organisational change to ensure future success’’.  
Finally, the research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop further 
in terms of the governance pillar in order to improve the readiness for sustainability. 
There are some actions provided by the RAT (Robinson and Minikin, 2011) presented 
in the next chapter and supported by Robinson and Camy (2007), Robinson and 
Minikin, (2012) and others like Ferkins et al. (2005), Hoye and Cuskelly (2003) and 
Shilbury (2001).    
6.3.2.2 Management  
 
The level of management development is low compared to the RAT benchmark, as 
these NFs have no good level of operations, event management, reporting and record 
keeping to underpin the system required for sustainable sports organisations.  Robinson 
and Minikin (2012) revealed a lack of management in some NOCs in pacific nations. 
In addition, it was observed that the NOCs reviewed in the study need to establish and 
implement an operational plan. Arguably, many of the elements that are missing from 
NFs are necessary for achieving sustainability.  
 
Apparently, low level of management reflects low levels of capability, as indicated by 
the results of the assessment. This is further exacerbated by a low level of development 
in the governance of NFs. The results of the RAT analysis suggest that there is little 
chance that the ENOC will meet their objectives for sustainability without substantial 




Finally, the research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop further 
in terms of the governance pillar in order to improve the readiness for sustainability. 
There are some recommended actions provided by the RAT (Robinson and Minikin, 
2011) presented in the next chapter.   
For communications, the research shows low levels of communications in the NFs 
included in the study and thus the key capabilities of the ENOC is not developed enough 
to create sustainability. It is notable that most of the organisational elements are not 
developed enough, as NFs have no email network, electronic notifications, official 
social networks and website with URL representing the NF. Robinson and Minikin 
(2012), in their study of understanding the competitive advantage in ONCs, revealed 
that the establishment of e-mail contact and the implementation of regular media 
releases and press conferences as steps towards improving the responsiveness of 
members are required for professional development. On the other hand, Winand (2010) 
highlighted the importance of communications in National Sport Governing Bodies as 
the crucial role internally and externally to build the image of the organisation in 
society.  
Overall, the research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop further 
in terms of the communication pillar in order to improve the readiness for sustainability. 
There are some actions provided by the RAT (Robinson and Minikin, 2011) presented 
in the next chapter. These actions are supported by researchers like Papadimitriou & 
Taylor (2000), Shilbury & Moore (2006) and Vail (1986), who identified the role of 
communication in National Sport Governing Bodies (NSGBs) with their constituents, 
while Bayle (2000) identified the role of media coverage in increasing the awareness 




To sum up, a low level of communications reflects low levels of capability, as indicated 
by the results of the assessment. A low level of development in the governance and 
management of NFs further exacerbate this.  
The research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop further as 
organisations in order to improve the development level of pillars and associated 
elements to create sustainable NFs.  
 
From the discussion above, the Egyptian NOC has low levels of organisational 
capabilities. As a result of this, the RAT suggests some actions for improving the 
internal capabilities to make these organisations capable of creating organisational 
sustainability. Taylor (1998) also supports the suggested actions by the RAT in his 
proposal for a framework for organisational analysis when he reported that the driving 
force of an organisation is its internal capabilities and these must be developed as a 
source of superior performance. Robinson and Minikin (2012) provided evidence to 
support the actions proposed by the RAT; they stated that the sustainable delivery of 
programs and more effective use of funding require organisations that are developed 
enough in terms of their internal and external organisational environments. A sequence 
of understanding of the organisational process and procedures of NFs included in the 
study will help the sports manager to identify the development level of their 
organisation, and will reflect the level of organisational capability.  
 
The results given above back up the observations made by researchers such as Kikulis 
et al. (1995), Skinner et al. (1999) and Chelladurai & Madella (2006). Winand (2010) 
and Robinson (2012) who observed changes in the development and sophistication of 




“kitchen table” operations, to more diverse and sophisticated “boardroom” driven 
enterprises. It further supports the views of researchers such as Papadimitriou (2007) 
and Hernandez (2002) that sports organisations are made up of a number of operational 
areas of performance dimensions that need to be considered and developed in their 
overarching planning framework. In addition, they highlighted the need to audit and 
build organisational capabilities.  
 
A sports organisation needs to be assessed internally and externally on a periodic basis. 
As suggested by Robison and Minikin (2012), Olympic sports organisations need to 
carry out a thorough internal review to establish where exactly the strengths, 
weaknesses and capacity of the organisation lie. In an attempt to assist with this, an 
organisational assessment tool was recently developed for Papua New Guinea (Rapilla, 
2008). In an excellent review of literature, Rapilla (2008) evaluates the McKinsey Self-
Assessment Capacity Tool (McKinsey and Company 2001), the DeLoitte and Touche 
Model (Investing in Change, UK Sport Modernisation Programmes Report, 2003) and 
the Bayle Performance Framework (Chappelet and Bayle, 2004). It was observed how 
applications of capacity analysis have been applied by the International Volleyball 
Federation and the International Tennis Federation to assess their member NFs’ 
capacity at their stage of development. Recently, Robinson and Minikin (2012) 
developed the RAT to assess Olympic sports organisation in terms of resources, 
capabilities and structure.  
 
Adcroft and Teckman (2009), Finlay (2000) and Johnson et al. (2008) reported that 
organisational strategy should emerge from an assessment of the opportunities and 
challenges in the external environment and a diagnosis of the strengths and weaknesses 




implementation of the strategy is the concept of matching capabilities of the internal 
environment with the opportunities available in the external environment. This 
encourages organisations to follow strategies that are appropriate for the needs of their 
organisation and within its resources, to be competitive and to develop competencies 
for future development. However, the level of planning required for an Olympic sports 
organisation depends to some degree on the level of development that the sports 
organisation has attained. In addition, it might be suggested that the ability to plan and 
the extent to which planning is undertaken as a process also depends on the size and 
stage of development of the sports organisation (Robinson & Minikin, 2012).  
 
Finally, there are more opportunities to develop capabilities in NFs and to make use of 
available resources. The development of capabilities within NFs through a programme 
of ‘knowledge transfer’ allows those capabilities that have already been developed to 
be more widely spread. In addition, professional development events, held with those 
that work within NFs, will create new capabilities as well as provide the opportunity 
for knowledge transfer in non-games areas. This mining of experience (Grant, 2008) is 
a mechanism of developing capabilities for both the NFs and the NOC, as is the process 
benchmarking, which provides a framework for NOCs and NFs to understand how 
more successful NFs develop and manage their resources (Bohlke & Robinson, 2009).  
 
There are evident solutions recommended by the RAT to many of the above 
weaknesses. The review of the NFs led to recommendations in terms of resources and 
capabilities to create organisational sustainability. Initially, attention needs to be given 
to an internally-driven strategic planning process among NFs. In connection with best 
practice, this should be carried out by the board in consultation with other key 




indicators required for monitoring and evaluation (Chappelet, 2011). This process will 
help the NFs to develop plans to overcome the weaknesses within the organisation 
identified in the RAT report. Additionally, this planning process will move the NFs 
towards commercial viability. On the other hand, the research suggested that Egyptian 
NFs need to plan for developing and implementing a coherent and holistic competition 
structure, which will provide a framework for talent identification and talent 
development programs. Arguably, this will be a long term, incremental process, given 
the current level of resources and capabilities of many of the NFs. 
 
From a financial point of view, many NFs need to be more commercially active in order 
to generate the financial resources required to support an elite athletes’ system. The 
research showed that there is a need to increase an awareness of these organisations. In 
order to do so, attention should be given to merchandising and sponsorship and a 
considerable amount of attention has to be directed to the branding (logos), as the 
marketable value of these resources is weak. In order for NFs to do the above things, 
financial management should be established, including effective financial policies. In 
addition, a financial reporting system needs to be developed to ensure accountability 
and transparency.  
 
To sum up, the NFs need to further improve capabilities in planning, monitoring, risk 
management, public relations, commercialisation, governance, and financial 
management. Moreover, they need to support existing staff and volunteers by providing 
them with the appropriate programs, and develop capabilities for developing athletes, 
coaches and officials. If the NFs are not able to tackle the lack of capabilities, it is 
possible to argue that additional resources will be of little benefit, as they will not be 




study will not be able (at least in the near future) to establish successful sports systems 
if they are not able to deal with a lack of many of the resources and capabilities they 
require. Consequently, Egyptian NFs are not in a position to create sustainable success 
on the international stage. 
This research has provided an explanation as to why Egyptian NFs have been 
unsustainable by using the RAT for investigating their potential for creating 
sustainability. The research shows that the NFs have not developed the components of 
the system perceived to create organisational sustainability, as stated by Shediac-
Rizkallah & Bone (1998), Swerissen & Crisp (2004) and Sarriot et al. (2004).  
6.4 Summary 
The results and discussion presented above contributes to an understanding of the 
organisational capabilities and resources that establish organisational sustainability in 
Egyptian NFs. The low level of capabilities and poor resources in Egyptian NFs is due 
to the weak managerial system, which is based on the eight pillars of development, as 
stated by the Readiness Assessment Tool (RAT). This study also contributes to 
providing an understanding of the current organisational development of Egyptian NFs 
and the actions that must be done, as suggested by the RAT, in order to improve the 
development and increase the readiness of Egyptian NFs to become organisationally 
sustainable. A major contribution of the thesis is to create the benchmark of a 







7 CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION 
 
7.1  Introduction  
This chapter summarises the study. It starts by presenting the main findings of this 
research which are connected to the research questions developed chapter one. Then 
the chapter moves to demonstrate the contributions and research implications, which is 
split into theoretical and practical implications. Lastly, it concludes with the limitations 
of research and the suggested future works.  
7.2 Main conclusion  
The first stage of this study answers the research question developed which related to 
identifying the main characteristics of a sustainable national federation, in other words, 
what does a sustainable national federation look like? This research question has been 
addressed using (18) interviews with Egyptian NOC members, NFs board members, 
NFs districts member, experts and NFs consultants. The results generated by interviews 
were considered as a benchmark of a sustainable national federation. Once the 
benchmark was developed, the twenty-two NFs included in the study were audited by 
RAT in order to answer the second main research question, which is related to the extent 
to which ENOC, can create organisational sustainability. Organisational sustainability 
is an organisational state or a system which is reliant on good resources and strong 
capabilities and can ensure the sustainable success.  
The research shows that the NFs included in this study need to develop their resources 
and capabilities in order to improve the readiness for sustainability. At their current 
levels of development, they do not exhibit the necessary and sufficient characteristics 




the research are certainly a lack of resource and capabilities as they are the two 
components of organisational sustainability. 
 
The research reveals that there is a significant weakness in the resources and capabilities 
of the NFs in Egypt. However, it is important to note that while some of the NFs have 
some aspects of strength and some NFs were well developed. However, there are a 
number of deficiencies within the NFs that fundamentally affect their ability to create 
the organisational sustainability. In general, weaknesses are apparent in both the 
resources that the NFs have, and in the procedures and systems, they have that will 
allow them to use their resources to create organisational sustainability.   
 
Regarding the resources of Egyptian NFs, the research identified a gap between what 
these organisations have in place and what is required across a number of attributes. 
For example, most of the Egyptian NFs do not own the enough facilities as they are 
either owned by the government and other organisations. Moreover, they largely hire 
the facilities such as stadia, training facilities, equipment and transportation. 
Many of the Egyptian NFs appear to lack not only the resources needed but also the 
capabilities required for organisational sustainability. The research identified a gap 
between the current level of governance, management, and communication and the 
required level of a managerial system, which would allow these NFs sustainable 
success. The role of good governance in sustainable organisations has been discussed 
by Ferkins & Shilbury (2012) and Hoye & Cuskelly (2003).  
From the above findings, Egyptian NFs need to improve their capabilities and make 




et al., (1999 p.175) “organisations must attain and maintain a satisfactory fit with their 
environments and conduct some organisational change to ensure future success’’.  
 
To sum up, the NFs need to further improve capabilities in planning, monitoring, risk 
management, public relation, commercialisation, governance, and financial 
management. Moreover, they need to support existing staff and volunteers by providing 
them with the appropriate training programs; and develop capabilities for developing 
athletes, coaches and officials. If NFs do not address the lack of the capabilities, it is 
possible to argue that additional resources will be of little benefit as they will not be 
able to be used effectively. Consequently, Egyptian NFs are not sustainable sports 
organisations. 
7.3 Theoretical Contribution and implications 
This research has provided an explanation why the Egyptian NFs are unsustainable by 
using the RAT for investigating their potential for creating sustainability. The research 
shows that the NFs associated with Egyptian NOC have not developed the components 
either resources or capabilities of the system perceived to create organisational 
sustainability.  
 
Ø The major contribution of this thesis is that it is the first study, to the best of my 
knowledge, to provide a clear understanding of sustainability in NFs and to 
produce the characteristics of sustainable NF. It also provides a review of the 






Ø This research is a two-fold study. It first identifies the characteristics of the 
sustainable national federation and second explores the extent to which ENOC 
can be ready for sustainability based on the results of the first stage. As a result, 
the findings have implications for sports management literature.  
 
Ø The study contributes to the sports management literature in several ways. It 
provides a better understating of the concept of organisational sustainability in 
sports national federations.  
Ø The research produces the requirements needed for sustainable national 
federation.  
Ø The comprehensive approach employed in this research means that the three 
main type of resources (financial, physical and human) are audited at the same 
time and thus provides a full picture on the organisational sustainability in terms 
of resources.  
Ø The study provides an analysis of the capabilities in national federations based 
on governance, management and communication assessments.  
Ø The mixed-methods approach embraced in this study allowed congruence in 
findings to emerge in all stages of research. In addition, the detailed nature of 
the study allowed invaluable insight into the concept of sustainability and its 
components.  
7.3.1 Practical Implications  
 
The strength of the research lay in the fact that it not only identified the requirements 
need for sustainable national federations but goes on to investigate the ENOC to explore 
the extent to which their members NFs can create sustainable system leading to 




As previously acknowledged, these findings carry significant implications for NOC 
board, NFs board, experts and NFs consultants. The NFs will benefit from identifying 
which elements from the RAT can be developed with relative ease. This will further 
the development of the organisation, create greater capabilities and increase the 
potential for organisational sustainability to be developed. 
 
An analysis of the gap between what the NFs have in place and what is required for 
sustainable success will enable the sports managers to determine development level of 
their organisations. By noting those elements that are not in place, sports managers will 
know what elements need to be addressed in order to create strong organisational 
performance, which leads to organisational sustainability.  
7.4 Limitations of the study  
Even though this study makes substantial contributions of this study to the body of 
knowledge by providing a better understanding of the organisational sustainability in 
NFs; it has some limitations, and provides some suggestions for future research.  
For the sample, it was limited to the Egyptian NFs (22), and therefore the results cannot 
be generalised to other organisations. Geographically, the study was carried out in 
developing country (Egypt), Therefore; the possibility of generalisation of findings to 
other countries is weak.  
 
For the first stage of the study (qualitative phase), it was limited to the use of interviews 
for collecting the data. Despite this method was essential to identify the benchmark 
used for the next stage of research to investigate the NFs using RAT, using method like 





For the quantitative stage, RAT is a self-assessment tool and thus there is a possibility 
that the assessment may have been more positive than it should be. Furthermore, the 
NF assessment tool results have been averaged to give an overall mean for the Egyptian 
NOC in this research. It is worth noting that this process will hide individual NF scores 
at the extremes of development; however, it does allow an overview of the level of 
resources and capabilities available to the Egyptian NOC to be considered.  
7.5 Future research directions 
Throughout the research, some of recommendations for future research have been 
established. For instance, assessments of RAT could contribute significantly to the 
knowledge if compared to different countries.  This could produce new insights on the 
differences the resources, capacities between developed, and developing countries.   
 
Based on NFs (22) included in this study, substantial results have been achieved. 
However, using of larger number of NFs would produce more details allow for more 
invaluable analysis. In other words, if this study replicated with a large number of NFs 
with additional interviews and focus groups, significant contributions will be added.  
 
The important area of further research should be the development of studies about a 
triple bottom line, which is environmental, social and economic sustainability in a 
sports context. This will allow the researchers to gain further insight into the 
sustainability and expand the sports management literature.  Finally, the review of 
literature revealed that few number of studies on sustainability in sport and 
organisational sustainability, in particular, had been carried out. This encourages to 





The study has presented evidence on the need for resource and capabilities for 
sustainability from a developing country (Egypt) which is neglected in the sports 
management literature. Therefore, it is recommended to carry out more research in this 
area. It is worth noting that, conducting more studies in countries like Saudi Arabia, 
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School of Management      
Plymouth Business School 
University of Plymouth 
Plymouth  
United Kingdom  
 
Understanding the Organisational Sustainability in Egyptian National 
Olympic Committee 
Dear , 
My name is Fawzy Alawady and I am writing to you from the Management 
School at Plymouth University. 
I am currently embarked on a study to explore the organisational sustainability 
in Egyptian National Olympic Committee and your input to this research will be 
greatly valued. You have been selected because of your experience in dealing 
with the Egyptian NFs and aware of their all activities. We hope that you will 
be willing to partake in this study knowing that your organisation will benefit 
from its output. 
Your participation will be by means of a 30 minutes Skype interview or phone 
call as you prefer. If you are willing, kindly reply back with your chosen date.  
My Skype for business username is Fawzy Alawady, my Skype is drfawzy47 
and I will let you know the interview questions in advance.  
Your privacy will be guaranteed by an ethical approval from Plymouth University. 
Please be assured that the information provided within the interview will be 
treated as STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL and is bound to respect the 
University’s code of ethics. No individual data will be disclosed to any external 
party. In addition, this research will only be used for academic purposes. I will 
be very willing to send you a free copy of the summary of the research results if 
you wish.  
 




PhD Researcher  
Plymouth Graduate School of Management 
Plymouth University | Room 005 | Mast House | Plymouth | PL4 8AA 
fawzy.alawady@plymouth.ac.uk | Mobile:+447449982907  
 
Sport Management Dept., 







































													 																																																 																																											                                                                                                                  
School of Management             
Plymouth Business School    




Understanding the Organisational Sustainability in Egyptian National 
Olympic Committee 
This interview with the executive directors of Egyptian National Governing 
Bodies, it aims to have a better understanding about the organisational 
sustainability in Egyptian NFs. The data that collected from the interviewee will 
be used for scientific research only and no involvements of names of individuals 
or federations. 
 
- What does organisation sustainability mean to you? 
- Is it important? 
- What does your organisation need to survive? 
- What would cause the organisation not to survive? 
- Do you think that National Federations can be sustainable? If yes, why and 
how? If not, why not? 
- Why does a national federation need to be sustainable? Or characteristics of 
the sustainable NF? 
- What does your NF need to do to be sustainable? 
- How do human resources (Athletes, coaches, technical staff and officials) 
impact on the sustainability of your NF?  
- Do your human resources get the enough training and education? Can you 
please explain? 
- How do Physical resources impact on the sustainability of your NF?  
- How do financial resources impact on the sustainability of your NF?  
- What is the most important financial resources you think it is important for 
your NF for sustainability? 
- do you see the fund you get from the government is enough to run your NF’s 
activities and programs sustainably?  
- What would happen if the government stopped funding your NF? 
- Do you think factors like (board structure, monitoring and evaluation, strategic 
planning) help your NF to have sustainability? 




Teaching Assistant at Mansoura University, Egypt 































    																																																																							 																																																																																													 
ةیرصملا ةیبملوالا ةنجلل ةیمیظنتلا ةمادتسالا  
 ةینطولا تاداحتالل نییراشتسا ، ءاربخ ، ةرادالا سلجم ، نییذیفنتلا نیریدملا عم ةلباقم هذھ
 تاداحتالا يف ةیمیظنتلا ةمادتسالا نع حضاو مھف نیوكت يلا ةلباقملا هذھ فدھتو .ةیرصملا
 حاصفالا نودب يملعلا ثحبلا ضرغل طقف مدختست فوس ةلباقملا هذھ نأ ركذلاب ریدج ،ةیرصملا
  .اھب نیلماعلا تاداحتالا ءامسا وأ نیثدحتملا ءامسا نع
 
ىزوف يعابسلا ىزوف  
ةروصنملا ةعماج – دعاسم سردم  
ایناطیرب – ثومیلب ةعماج –هاروتكد ثحاب  
Fawzy.alawady@plymouth.ac.uk 
                                                      
 ؟مكرظن ةھجو نم ةمادتسملا ةیمنتلا ينعت اذام .1
  ؟ةمھم يھ لھ .2
 ؟ھتامدخو ھجمارب میدقت يف رمتسی يكل مكداحتا جاتحی اذام .3
  ؟ھتاطاشن رارمتسا يلع رداق ریغ يضایرلا داحتالا لعجی يذلا ام .4
 اذامل ،)معن(ب ةباجالا ةلاح يف ،ةمادتسم ةیمنت تاذ نوكت نا نكمی ةیضایرلا تاداحتالا نأ دقتعت لھ .5
  ؟ال اذامل ،)ال( ب ةباجالا ةلاح يفو ،فیكو
  ؟ةمادتسم ةیمنت وذ نوكیل يضایرلا داحتالا جاتحی اذامل .6
 ؟ةمادتسم ةیمنت وذ نوكی يكل يضایرلا داحتالا جاتحی اذام .7
 ؟داحتالا ةیرارمتسا يلع )... - نییرادا -ماكح -نیبردم -نییضایر( ةیرشبلا دراوملا رثؤت فیك .8
 ؟حیضوتلا نكمی لھ ؟يفاكلا بیردتلا مكداحتا يف ةیرشبلا دراوملا يقلتت لھ .9
  ؟داحتالا ةیرارمتسا يلع ةیداملا دراوملا رثؤت فیك .10
 ؟داحتالا ةیرارمتسا يلع ةیلاملا دراوملا رثؤت فیك .11
 ؟ةیرارمتسالا يلع داحتالا دعاست يتلا ةیلاملا رداصملا مھأ يھ ام .12
 ؟داحتالا ةیرارمتسا نامضل يفاك ةموكحلا نم داحتالا هاقلتی يذلا لیومتلا نأ دقتعت لھ .13
  ؟داحتالا معد نع ةموكحلا تفقوت اذا ثدحی نأ نكمی يذلا ام .14
 دعاست )يجیتارتسالا طیطختلا -ةعباتملاو ةبقارملا -ةرادالا سلجم لیكشت :لثم لماوع دقتعت لھ .15
  ؟داحتالا ةیرارمتسا يلع































































































































































The requirements of sustainable sports organisation 
 
Governance 
- NFs should be governed by a board of management on which each person is 
either elected or appointed to perform or oversee a specific function of the 
organisation. Each board member should be assigned specific portfolio or 
area of responsibility. 
- AGMs should be held with a formal agenda that is consistent from year to 
year. The agenda should be set to report on the operations of the organisation. 
Sub-committee meetings should be held regularly and these should be chaired 
by a board member. The executive Board needs to meet as and when required, 
but no less than once per month.   
- The organisation’s constitution should meet the standards set by the IF and 
has been accepted by it.  
- Individual members should be affiliated to the national body through clubs or 
teams. Representatives of clubs or teams should attend the AGM of the 
national body and be able to prove their right to so.  
- NFs should be attending regional and international meetings and conferences 
as well as international activities and competitions. 
- A code of conduct covering the expectations of office bearers is agreed upon 
should in place. This code must have the formal support of the members 
passed at the AGM.  
- Need to get actively involved in regional and international meetings and aim 
to establish somebody on the Board of the regional or international federation. 
- The need to written plans is in place that identifies specific strategies within 
identified areas of operation.  
- The plans should include simple key performance indicators (KPIs) for at 
least the next 24 months. Need key performance indicators (KPLs) for more 
than 50% of activities and programs conducted. 
- The Board should be delegation authority and responsibility for specific 
activities and encourage the establishment of many leaders who are 




numerous leaders within the organisation who take responsibility for specific 
area of the organisation.  
 
Management  
1 NFs should have balanced written Operations Manual that documents all 
of the procedures and protocol undertaken.  
2 Generic activity programs should be in place. This might be include 
school programs run by volunteers or after school and community activity 
programs. These programs ideally have coaches or managers in place that 
have undertaken some specific training programs.  
3 Risk management procedures should be in place for all activities 
undertaken and documented in simple form. Risk management should 
also extend to the planning process and include what if scenarios that deal 
with commonly occurring problems.  
4 A formal meeting or AGM must pass this Operation Manual 
5 NFs need to possess a competition committee to run the events according 
to a planned strategy as reflected in the strategic plan.  
6 Special committees to hold special events as required 
7 NFs need to produce reports that are formalised and set out in a standard 
way for at least 75% of activities and programs. These reports must be 
tabled at committee meetings and at least noted at AGM 
8 The board needs to delegate some tasks to non-elected volunteers or 
employees but monitor these with members of the elected committee. The 
elected committee should share the burden of the tasks required in the 
organisation and that may be reflected in the assignments of specific roles 
to each member of the board 
9 NFs need to establish a system able to keep and file the records and 
meetings systematically.  
10 There is need to establish a house to place full records of competitions 
results and statistics that are maintained online or in a formal filing 





1 There is need to implement or facilitate regular and frequent training for 
athletes at least for the majority part of a year and the national squad needs 
to prepare for a regular regional event.  
2 Need to have qualified coaches to supervise the training 
3 The organisations should establish junior groupings, which are graded by 
standard and ability.   junior competitions should be held that lead to 
reprehensive honours at district, state or even national level 
4 The organisation should take part in National Games and include teams 
from at least 75% of the participating districts or associations. There 
teams must be organised by the districts themselves and not by the 
national body.  
5 The organisation should attend regional games regularly and with some 
success. the organisation must attend regional events that lead to 
qualifying for major world events or result in gaining ranking points.  
6 NFs should hold competitions and activities all year around and 
conducted according to international rules and procedures. 
7 NFs should ensure that national squads are in place for most of the year. 
Alternatively, pick a national squad from players involved in high-level 
competition and prepared for at least 6 weeks prior to competition. 
8 Hosting national tournaments and the occasional regional event 
specifically for the sport.  
9 Hosting regular national events like as national championship. 
Communications 
1 E-mail network should be established.  
2 Establish a communications network driven from a central 
communications point or person.  
3 Distribute notifications via a website or social network site as a primary 
source of information. 
4 Distribute more than 80% of the notices by electronic means, either e-
mail, website or texting. 
5 Initiate a social network for the members, but using an existing platform, 




6 Invest in a dedicated internet provider and brand the organisational with 
a URL that represents the organisation.  
7 Need to establish an organisational intranet to enhance communication 
between members of the organisation. 
8 Implement communications and disseminations of information in line 
with strategic plan. 
9 Communications should be supervised directly by volunteers and paid 
staff who reports to the secretary or designated board member. 
10 NFs should establish organisational web platform that provides the basis 
of all the organisation's communications.  
11 Need to establish organisation website with a unique URL.  
12 Need to manage the content of website internally. 
13 Need to ensure that a formal report format is agreed upon and written 
reports on all activities must be tabled by AGM or at the Committee 
meeting. 
14 Need to ensure that TV habitually covers organisation events and 
competitions.  
15 Recoup the cost of TV coverage from sponsors or from rights holder 
royalties.  
16 Ensure that some income benefit from TV coverage is achieved. 
Finance  
1 NFs should diversify member income from other sources such as 
merchandising, social club activities, supporter club activities and any 
other initiatives that assist the organisation to derive needed funds from 
members.  
2 NFs should establish income from the membership that is not directly 
involved in the activities of the club. 
3 NFs should derive some income from spectators at events.  
4 Should derive income from sponsors of events that help them at least 
break even on running the event. 
5 Should diversify income streams from multiple sources such as TV rights, 
entry fees and sponsorship resulting in a profitable event that directly 




6 NFs should establish formal fundraising activities at and around events 
that generate significant income such as the sale of T-shirts, balloons etc.  
7 NFs should direct all fundraising activities through a marketing 
committee according to the organisation’s marketing plan. 
8 NFs should establish a specific brand that identifies the organisation by a 
logo. Furthermore, establishing a program of merchandising items that 
display the organisation brand. 
9 Providing and distributing a comprehensive range of branded 
merchandise available for sale. 
10 NFs should secure a commercial contract based on rights to the 
organisation brand.  
11 Securing a sponsorship support for major events contracted for a 
minimum of 5 years.  
12 Delegating specific people to the servicing of commercial sponsorship 
contracts. 
13 Securing royalties for participation in major events like World Cup and 
securing funding from the IF in return for national team involvement in 
specific events. 
14 NFs need to secure funding from Olympic Solidarity that is tied 
specifically to participation by qualified athletes in the Olympic Games. 
15 NFs should audit finances annually. Furthermore, specific financial 
reports must be produced for all programs and projects for which money 
has been provided by an external source. 
Physical Resources 
1 NFs need to provide equipment that meets IF requirements for training 
and competition. 
2 Providing access to training and playing areas that meet the standard 
dimensions and requirements of the International Federation. 
3 owning and supply playing and training equipment for the sport that meets 
IF standards 





5 NF should lease or own a facility can be called headquarters for housing 
staff and catering for meetings and all administrative functions. 
6 NFs should own full range of state of art office equipment and furniture 
7 NFs should lease or hire dedicated home base for training and 
competition. In addition, dedicated facility for additional training 
programs should be considered. 
8 NFs need to hire or lease a home ground or facility and ensure facility 
meets minimum standards and dimensions for international competitions 
9 NFs need to lease or long-term hire a member club facility and brand this 
facility to reflect the organisation itself. 
10 Owning a computer an internet connection and establishing a LAN or 
wireless network within the office. 




1 NFs need to ensure members are grouped into teams/clubs that take part 
in the organised competition and elected representative from the clubs to 
attend NF meetings. 
2 NFs need to employ an Administrative Officer(s) either part time or full 
time as part of a separation of governance and management. 
3 Need to establish a coach education program that trains specialised, 
graded coaches. Moreover, the education programs should be conducted 
internally by NFs. 
4 NFs are in need to deploy technical officials who are specialised and with 
some formal training. In addition, there is need to establish graded training 
for technical officials. 
5 Athletes train a minim of three times per week.  
6 Need to establish policy for human resource management as part of the 




7 There is need to establish an education and support framework to provide 
in-house training up to a level that prepares members for further education 
provided by IF and other bodies. 
8 There is need to establish graded education programs for coaches and 
officials provided by NFs for beginning and community level volunteers. 
9 Put paid people I place that carry out less than 50% of the tasks. Stimulate 
initial separation of governance from management with the engagement 
of specialised volunteers and remunerated staff.  
Values 
 
1 NFs should include in the code of conduct provision respect for officials 
and the decision thy make both on and off the field. 
2 Reward people who demonstrate a strong work ethic towards the 
organisation and the game that it represents.  
3 Place a high value on international rules and procedures by establishing 
competitions that are held according to international protocols and under 
the control of well qualified officials.  
4 Promote member loyalty to districts by establishing districts affiliating 
and competition between districts teams.  
5 Members are dedicated to the sport, NF or to a common goal that 
galvanises and binds the NF to strive for success. 
6 Develop a culture of striving for excellence that rewards effort put into 
preparing for competitions and in the conduct of events. 
7 Value and reward members who demonstrate consistency of effort in all 
aspects of the organisation activities.  
8 Actively integrate different group or individuals into the NF without the 



































                                                                        
School of Management 
Plymouth Business School 




Organisational Sustainability for Egyptian National 
Governing Bodies 
Dear board member, 
I am currently conducting a PhD research project titled “Organisational Sustainability for Egyptian 
National Governing Bodies”. I carry out an assessment of organisational performance for Egyptian 
national sports governing bodies (NSGBs) through evaluation the dimensions of the organisational 
performance. This assessment is undertaken to find out the current level of organisational development 
of Egyptian NFs on one hand. On the other hand, to determine the requirements needed to ensure the 
organisational sustainability.  
 
There are eight main dimensions included in the questionnaire. The first dimension is (Governance) 
focuses on rules and regulations, policies and strategic planning. The second dimension (Management) 
focuses on organizational structure, roles and practices. The third dimension of the questionnaire (Sport 
activity) includes competition, athlete preparation, development programs and training. The fourth 
dimension is (Communications) consists of the methods used and technology available. The fifth 
dimension (Finance) shows record keeping, accounting and planning. The sixth dimension (Human 
resources) comprises type, diversity, planning and management practices. Finally, the last dimension is 
(Physical resources) includes access to and availability of equipments and facilities. The last one is 
(Values) which relates to cultural, attitudinal and behavioural values within organisation.  
Notes: 
- Your opinions will be very influential in results of research.  
- The survey will not take more than 10 minutes and all questions require just 
tick-box answers.  
- There are no right or wrong answers. 
- This research is purely for academic use and all responses will be kept strictly 
confidential.  
The researcher looks forward to receiving your completed questionnaire. 
Many thanks for your assistance.  
Fawzy Alawady 
Teaching Assistant at Mansoura University, Egypt 




The first pillar (Governance) 
Governance means rules and regulations, policies and strategic planning. 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  















made up of 




based Board is 
formed 
 
A Board of 
Management is 
formed. 























































Affiliated to I.F. 
 
Affiliated to the 
NOC. 
 
Affiliated to other 
groups. 
 



















































None.  Output based.  Imposed 
externally.  
Evaluation 























The second pillar (Management) 
Management includes organisational structure, roles and practices. 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  
( 4 ) 
Operational 
Planning 








operational plan  
Comprehensive 
proactive plan  
Specific plans  
Management of 
programs 




Driven by interest 
or opportunity 
 















































published reports  
Program 
Management 
No guidelines Voluntary 
undertaken. 

























Record Keeping No records. Some notes taken. 
 
Notes are filed  Records 
maintained  
 
Formal archives  
Operating 
Procedures 
. No procedures . Informal 
operations. 










The third pillar (Sport activity) 
Sport activity includes competition, athlete preparation, development 




Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  





































Within District  
 





































Not recognised  Limited SFD  . Initiated by 
external agencies 
 
. Initiate SFD 
 


























national squad  
 
Full time national 
team. 
Staging events.  None  Informal 
activities 
 Stage local 
events. 
 











The fourth pillar (Communications) 
Communications comprises methods used and technology available 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  
( 4 ) 
Preferred method No method. 
 
 
Word of mouth 
 






No notices  
 














No network  
 
Non internet 
based network  
 
Member led 












No printed news. 
 
 
News sheet  Newsletter  Member 
publication. 
Magazine  

















































Media strategy. None  Community 
notices. 







Written reports  No reports   Ad-hoc and 
occasional 






Use of TV  No TV  Occasional TV 
items. 
 






The fifth pillar (Finance) 
Finance includes record keeping, accounting and planning 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  

















None  Irregular income  
 
 



































































































No Reports   Verbal 
Reporting 


















The sixth pillar (Physical resources) 
Access to and availability of equipment and facilities 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  
















Uniforms No standard  Own clothing  
 



















































State of the art 
 
 





































 Access to 
shared 
facilities. 




























The seventh pillar (Human Resources) 
Type, diversity, planning and management practices 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  






















CEO employed  
 
























































































The eighth pillar (Values) 
Values consist of Cultural, attitudinal and behavioral values. 
Element 
 
Nothing in Place 
 
 
( 0 ) 
Basic Level of 
Development 
 




( 2 ) 
 
High Level of 
Development in 
Place  
( 3 ) 
Specialized and 
Professional Level 
of Development  
( 4 ) 







 Work ethic  Self-sacrifice. 
Level of Respect Not interested Respect for 
others. 
 
Respect for the 
Rules. 
 


































the club or 
team 
Dedication to 






















The process of 
winning 






























of need.  
Acceptance  
 







Please if you would like to take part in future interview (Please tick that 
square)   
 
 
Many thanks for your time to complete this questionnaire. 
Your assistance in providing this information is very highly appreciated. 
Fawzy Alawady 
PhD student at Plymouth Business School. 








































   
 
 ةیرصملا ةینطولا ةیضایرلا تاداحتالا ىف ةیتاذلا ةمادتسإلل حرتقم جذومن
 




 ةیـضایرلا تاداحتالا ىف ةیتاذلا ةمادتـسإلل حرتقم جذومن " ناونعب ةـسارد ءارجإب ثحابلا موقی
 ةیضایرلا تاداحتإلل ىمیظنتلا ریوطتلا ىوتسم دیدحت ىلإ ةساردلا هذھ فدھتو "ةیرصملا ةینطولا
 تاـبلطتملا دـیدـحت يلا ةـفاــــضالاـب ءادألا داـعبأل اـًقفو ىمیظنتلا ءادألا ساـیق لالخ نم ةـیرــــصملا
 .ةیرصملا ةیضایرلا تاداحتالل ةیداصتقالا ةمادتسالا نامضل ةمزاللا
 
 :ىلاتلاك ىمیظنتلا ءادألل ةیسیئر داعبأ ةینامث ىلع نایبتسإلا ىوتحیو
 
 .ىجیتارتسالا طیطختلاو تاسایسلاو دعاوقلا :)ةمكوحلا( لوألا دعبلا
 .ةیرادإلا تابجاولاو ىمیظنتلا لكیھلا :)ةرادإلا( ىناثلا دعبلا
 .بیردتلا جمارب ریوطت ،نییضایرلا دادعإ ،تاقباسملا :)ىضایرلا طاشنلا( ثلاثلا دعبلا
  .ةحاتملا ایجولونكتلاو ةمدختسملا قرطلا :)تالاصتإلا( عبارلا دعبلا     
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 لك لماكتم ةرادإ سلجم لكـشتی
 ةددحم فئاظو ھل ھئاـــضعأ نم
 ةحئاللا ىف ةحضوم تایلوئسمو
 نوــــضوفیو داـحتإلل ةـیلخادـلا
 دارفا يلا تاــیلوئــــسملا ضعب
 .سلجملا جراخ
 نوكتیو ةرادإ سلجم دــجوی
 نیمأ – سیئر نم لـقالا يلع
 نوموقی ریتركـس – قودنـص
 .ةیرادالا ماھملا ةفاكب
 نم ھـنوكم ھـنجل دـجوی
 نیبختنملا دارفألا ضعب
 نوـموـقـی نـیـعوـطـتـمـلا
 .ةیرادالا تابجاولا ةفاكب
 نیدرف وا درف دجوی
 .ةطشنالا ةفاكب نوموقی
 








 ةـیونــــس ةـیمومع ةـیعمجدـجوی
 لامعأ لودـج ءوــــض ىف دـقعتو
 لـسری .ةمظنم ةقیرطب اًفلـس دعم
 لـبق ءاــــضعألل لاـمعألا لودـج
 30 ةــیمومعلا ةــیعمجلا داــقعنا
 .لقألا ىلع اًموی
 
 لكـشب ةیمومعلا ةیعمجلا دقعت
 لاـمعأ لودـج تاذ ىونــــس
 لـك ىذـیفنتلا سلجملا دـقعنیو
 .رھش
 ىونـس ماع عامتجإ دجوی
 ماـعلا ةـنزاوم طقف شقاـنی
 .لبقملا
 دـنع تاـعاـمتجإ دـجوت
 نودــب دــقعتو ةــجاــحلا
 .ةیمسر تاءارجإ
 تاعامتجإلا .تاعامتجإ دجوت ال
 
2.  
 نیناوقو حئاول مـضی نوناق دجوی
 لــثم اــماــمت داــحتإلل ةــمظنم
 عاــطقلا ىف ةــمظنملا دــعاوقلا
 .ىراجتلا
 فرتعم ةیـساـسأ ةحئال دجوی
 .يلودلا داحتالا نم اھب




 نـم ةــعوـمـجـم دــجوـت
 قفتملا ةطیــسبلا دعاوقلا
 ءاـــــضعألا نم اــھیلع
 .داحتالا لخاد









 ةلجــسم ةمظتنم ةیوــضع دجوت
 مـضت ةعـساو تانایب ةدعاق ىلع
 نیینوناـق نیلثمم اـھلو قطاـنملا
 ةــیعمجلا عاــمتجا ىف اــھلیثمتل
 .ةیمومعلا
 ةــمظتنم ةــیوــــضع دــجوت
 روــــضح قح اـھلو ةـیدـنألل
 .ماع لك ةیمومعلا ةیعمجلا
 ةلجــسم ةیوــضع دجوت
 تاــناــیـب ةدــعاــق ىـلـع
 .ةطیسب
 ریغ ةــیوــــضع دــجوت
 موـسر دادـس ىف ةمظتنم
 كــلذــكو ةــیوـــــضعـلا
 .ةطشنألا ىف كارتشإلا








 نم لــك اـًـیمیظنت داــحتالا عبتی
 ةنجللا ،ىمیلقإلا ،ىلودلا داـحتالا
 .ةینطولا ةیبملوألا
 ةـنجللا اًـیمیظنت داـحتالا عبتی
 رــــضحیو ةـینطولا ةـیبملوألا
 .اھتاعامتجا
 اًــیـمـیـظـنـت داــحـتالا عـبـتـی
 ةرـــشابم ىلودلا داحتالا
 .ىمیلقإلا داحتالا وأ
 ةــئـیـھ داــحـتإلا عـبـتـی
 .ةیعامتجا








 لمحت ةلماكتم ةیجیتارتـسا ططخ
 ةدمل تاعورــشملا نم ةعومجم
 لـیلدـك مدـختــــستو تاونــــس 8
 تاـیلمعلاو ةــطــــشنألا ریوطتل
 .ةیرادإلا
 ةــیجیتارتــــسا ططخ دــجوی
 تارـــشؤم مدختـــستو ةقثوم
 ددــحـت ىـتـلا )(KPIs ءادألا
 24 ىدم ىلع لـشفلاو حاجنلا
 .اًرھش
 ةــطیــــسب ططخ دــجوی
 نم اـھیلع قفتم ةـبوتكم
 هریـصق اھنكلو ءاـضعألا
 لجالا











 ىطغی ىمــــسر ىنوناــق میظنت
 عیمج مضیو كولسلا ھجوأ عیمج
 عقوم دـقاـعت ةروــــص ىف تاـئفلا
 لــكل مظنم ىمــــسر نوناــق
 داحتالا لخاد كولـسلا بناوج
 تاــئـفـلا عـیـمـج مـــــضیو
 – نـیـلـماــعـلا – نـیـعوـطـتـمـلا(
 طیـــسب ىـــساـــسأ نوناق
 ءاــضعألا كولــس مظنی
 .ھیلع قفتمو
 مظنت ةـبوتكم ریغ دـعاوق
 ىــف دارــفألا كوــلـــــس
 .ةطشنألا ةسرامم
 نـیـناوـق دــجوـت ال
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 اـھیلع صنی ةــــساـیــــسك ھـیلع
 .داحتالل ىساسألا نوناقلا
 
 )نییــــضاــیرلا – نیبردــملا





 دحأ نوك ةیوق تالاـــصتا دجوت
 سلجم وـضع ءاـضعألا ءاـضعأ
 داـحتالاو ىمیلقالا داـحتالا ةرادإ
 عـمةــیوـق تالاــــــصتا.ىـلودــلا
 ةموكحلا لثم حلاـصملا باحـصأ
 .صاخلا عاطقلا تاكرش وأ
 عم ةطـــشن تالاـــصتا دجوت
 نم ىمیلقإلاو ىلودـلا داـحتالا
 تاعاـمتجالا روــــضح لالخ
 ةـیملاـعلا ةـطــــشنألاو ةـیلودـلا
 .تارمتؤملاو
 
 ةیدنألاب تالاــصتا دجوت
 رــــشاـبت ىتلا قطاـنملاو
 روــضحو طاــشنلا سفن
 ةیدنألاو قطانملا عامتجا
 تارـــــمـــــتؤـــــمـــــلاو
 .تاشقانملاو
 لالـخ نـم تالاــــــصتا
 تاـقالعلاو ةــقادـــــصلا
 .ةیعامتجالا







 ةعباتملل ىمسر لماك راطإ دجوی
 لـكل رمتــــسم لـكــــشب میوقتلاو
 .ةمدقملا ةطشنألاو جماربلا
 لالــخ نــم ىــباــقر ماــظــن
 ةیـــسیئرلا ءادألا تارـــشؤم
)KPIs( 50 نـم رـثـكاال% 
 لالخ نم متیو ةطـــشنألا نم
 .ھسفن داحتالا
 %25 ىلع ىباـقر ماـظن
 دعاوقل اقفو ةطـشنألا نم
 ةـنجللا ،ىلودـلا داـحتالا
 .ةینطولا ةیبملوألا
 ةدودـحم ةـعباـتم دـجوت
 ةطــشنألا ةدوج نیــسحتل
 تـقولا حمــــسی اـمدـنع
 تاـجرخملا ىلع ءاــنبو
 .ةیئاھنلا









 سلجم لالخ نم داـحتالا رادـی
 ةـعباـتمو ءاـنب ىلع رداـق ةرادإ
 ةــمظنملل ةــلاـــــسرلاو ةــیؤرلا
 ىدــمــلا ىــلــع اــھــقــیــقــحــتو
 .ىجیتارتسالا
 سلجم لالخ نم داحتالا رادی
 ھـل ھـئاــــضعأ نم لـك ةرادإ
 سلجم موقیو ةددحم ةیلوئـسم
 ضــعــب ضــیوــفــتــب ةرادإلا
 تاـیلوئــــسملاو تاـطلــــسلا
 ةداــق دادــعإل دارفألا ضعبل
 .ددج
 لالخ نم داـحتالا رادـی
 دارـفألا نـم ةــعوـمـجـم
 ماــھملا ةــفاــكب نوموقی
 .داحتالا لخاد
 لالخ نم داـحتالا رادـی
 .ةطشنألا لكب موقی درف
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 طـــیـــطـــخـــتـــلا  .1
 ىلیغشتلا
 طــطــخ دــجوــی ال
 .ةیلیغشت
 
 ریغو ةبوتكم ریغ ططخ
 اًیھفـش اھیلع قفتم ةقثوم
 .ءاضعألا نیب
 
 ةطیـــسب ةیلیغـــشت ططخ
 طیــــسب لـكــــشب ھـبوتكم
 ةــطــــــشنألا ضــعــبــل
 .ةیرورضلا
 ىف اھیلع قفتم ةلماـــش ةطخ
 .ةیمومعلا ةیعمجلا
 نم ةـعباـن ةددـحم ةـیلیغــــشت ططخ
 .ةماعلا ةیجیتارتسالا ةطخلا
 لكـشب ةطـشنألا متت جماربلا ةرادإ  .2
 .ىوفع
 ةـمظنم ةــطخ دــجوت ال
 نم رادــتو ةــطــــشنألل
 ماــع جـماــنرـب دــجوـی
 طیــسب لكــشب ةطــشنألل
 ةــطـــــشنألاو جـمارـبـلا مـتـت
 نیــــصــــصختم ةـطــــساوب
 ىملع لكـشب ةطـشنألاو جماربلا متت
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 ةبغرلا مھیدل دارفأ لالخ
 .تقولاو
 نیصصختم ریغ ھب موقی
 جمارب لـثم نیعوطتم وأ
 ةدودحم ةطیـــسب بیردت
 .رمألا بلطتی امدنع
 جماربلا هذـھ رادـتو نیعوطتم
 .اًفلس ھل دعم مظتنم لكشب
 غلاــبـم ىـلـع نوـلــــصحـی نـیـفرـتـحـم
 میوقتو ةـعباـتم متیو كـلذ ریظن ةـیداـم
 متیو مظتنم لكــــشب ةطــــشنألا هذھ
 ةـطخلل اـًقفو جماربلا هذـھل طیطختلا
 .ةیجیتارتسالا






 ةرادإ دـــجوـــت ال
 .رطاخملل
 طاـــشنلا ىلوئـــسم موقی
 ةسرامملا قطانم صحفب
 اــھتمالــــس نم دــكأــتلل
 كلذو ةزھجألا ةمالـــسو
 .طقف ةسرامملا دنع
 لكـشب ةطیـسب تاءارجا
 .بوتكم
 رطاخملا ةرادإل ةطخ
 ةطشنألا لك لمشتو داحتالاب
 ضعب اھب موقیو جماربلاو
 مھتابجاو بناجب دارفألا
 .ةیساسألا
 اـھل رطاـخملل ةـلقتــــسم ةرادإ دـجوی
 ةـطخلا نم ةـقثبنمو ةددـحم فادـھأ
 موقیو داحتالل ةماعلا ةیجیتارتـــسإلا
 .نیصصختم دارفأ اھب
 ثادـــحألا ةرادإ  .4
 تاسفانملاو







 ریغ لكشب ةطشنألا رادت
 الو )يلكــــش( ىمــــسر
 نـیوـلوـئـــــسم دــجوـی
 هذھ میظنتل نوـصـصختم
 .ةطشنألا
 تاـقباــــسملل ةـنجل دـجوت
 ةــطــــشنألا میظنتب موقت
 طیـسب)يـساـسا( لكـشب
 .يفارتحا ریغ
 موقت تاــــسفاـنملل ةـنجل دـجوی
 ةـیــــضاـیرلا ثادـحألا میظنتب
 ةـیجیتارتــــسالا ةـطخلل اـًقفو
 .داحتالل ةماعلا
 ةرادإل ةــفرــتــحــم ةرادإ دــجوــی
 ىراجت لكـشب ثادحألاو تاـسفانملا
 لـباـقم ىلع ةرادإلا هذـھ لــــصحتو
 ثادــحألا تادارــیإ نــم ىداــم
 .ةمظنملا






 ةیھفـــش تاظحالم دجوت .ریراقت دجوت ال
 .ریراقت ىلإ ىقرت ال
 ةــبوتكم ریراــقت دــجوت
 جماربلا  نع طیسب لكشب
 .ةجاحلا دنع ةطشنألاو
 ةمظنم ریراقت داحتالا ردـصی
 جــمارــبــلا نــم %75 نــع
 هذــھ شقاــنتو ةــطــــشنألاو
 تاــعاــمـتـجا ىـف رـیراــقـتـلا
 .داحتالا
 لكـشب ةبوتكم ریراقت داحتالا ردـصی
 لــك ىطغت فرتحمو صــــصختم
 اـھب موقی ىتلا جماربلاو ةـطــــشنألا
 ىلع ریراـقتلا هذـھ ضرعتو داـحتالا
 ریرقت لكــــش ىف ةیمومعلا ةیعمجلا
 .لصفم ىونس
 ةـطــــشنألا ةرادإ  .6
 جماربلاو
 هاــجــتا دــجوــی ال
 .لمعلل حضاو








 لالخ نم ةطــشنألا رادت
 نیب مــــسقت ةرادإ سلجم
 اـًقفو ماـھملا هؤاـــــضعأ
 مھتاــماــمـتھاو مـھتارـبـخل
 نوـموـقـی )نـیدرـف ،درـف(
 .ماھملا لكب
 لالخ نم ةــطــــشنألا رادــت
 ضعبل ةرادإلا سلجم ضیوفت
 ضـعـبـب ماــیـقـلـل نـیـعوـطـتـمـلا
 ةرادإلا سلجم ماـیقو ماـھملا
 .ةبقارملاب
 ةطساوب داحتالا لخاد ةطشنألا رادت
 مـسقتو نیلھؤمو نیـصـصختم دارفأ
 مھتاـصـصخت ىلع ءانب مھنیب ماھملا
 .)ةرادإلا سلجم جراخ نم(




 اـمدـنع تاـعاـمتجا دـجوت
 .طقف رمألا بلطتی
 ةطیــسب تاعامتجا دجوت
 ریغ لاـمعأ لودـج تاذ
 .مظتنم
 تاذ ةـمظنم تاـعاـمتجا دـجوت
 لــــسری مظنم لاـمعأ لودـج
 لـیجــــست متیو ءاـــــضعألل
 .اھظفحو تاعامتجالا
 دـعاوق ىلع اًءاـنب تاـعاـمتجالا دـقعت
 لامعألا لودج لـسریو اًفلـس ةددحم
















 )عفترملا( ىلاعلا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
 )3( 











 تاـظحالملا ضعب دـجوت .تالجس دجوت ال




 ىف رـتاــفدــلا ضـعـب ىـف
 .طیسب ىرتفد ماظن
 ةـطــــشنألا تالجــــس ظفحت
 ىف تاــعاــمـتـجالا رـیراــقـتو
 .ھسرھفم رتافدو تافلم
 تاعامتجالاو ةطشنألا ریراقت ظفحت
 ةعرــسل ىنورتكلا لكــشب جماربلاو
 ماظن ىلإ ةفاـضإلاب .اھیلإ لوـصولا
 تالجـسلا ةفاك مـضی لماك ىفیـشرأ
 فنــــصمو مظنم لكــــشب تافلملاو
 .اًینمز اًبیترت ةبترمو





 تاءارـجا دــجوـت ال
 .ةعبتم
 تاـبجاولاو تاـیلمعلا متت





 تاـبجاولاو تاـیلمعلا متت
 قـفـتـم تاءارـجال اًــقـفو
 بوتكم ریغ لكشب اھیلع
 .قثوم وأ
 تاءارجاو تاـــسایـــس دجوت
 ماــھـمـلاو تاــیـلـمـعـلا ةرادإل
 ىف قثوم لكشب داحتالا لخاد
 لمعلا تاءارجاب صاخ بیتك
 .اھیلإ لوصولا لھس
 تاـسایـسلا مـضی لماـش ماظن دجوی
 تاــیـلـمـعـلا مـظـنـت ىـتـلا ةــیـمـیـظـنـتـلا
 ةـلــــصتمو داـحتالا لـخاد ماـھملاو
 .داحتالل ةیجیتارتسالا فادھألاب















 )عفترملا( ىلاعلا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
 )3( 
 )فرتحملا( زیمتملا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
) 4( 






 جــمارــب دــجوــت ال
 نییـــضایرلا دادعإل
 .قالطإلا ىلع
 دادـعإل جمارب دـجوت ال
 موقی لــب نییــــضاــیرلا
 ةـطــــشنأـب نییــــضاـیرلا
 نع اًدـیعب ھـیتاذ ةـیبیردـت
 .نیبردملا معد
 جـمارـبـلا ضـعـب دــجوـت
 متت نییـــضایرلا بیردتل
 )ىـساـسأ( طیـسب لكـشب
 نیبردـملا ضعب اـھب موقی
 .نیلھؤملا ریغ
 بــیردــتــل جــمارــب دــجوــت
 اھیلع فرــــشی نییــــضایرلا
 فاك لكـــشب نیلھؤم نیبردم
 ةیمــسوم جماربلا هذھ نوكتو
 ةـیــــضاـیرلا ثادـحألا لـبق
 .ةیمیلقإلا ،ةیلحملا
 دادــعإو بــیردــتـل جـمارـب دــجوـت
 ةـیملع ةـقیرطب ةدـعم نییــــضاـیرلا
 نیفرتحم نیبردـم اـھیلع فرــــشیو
 جماربلا هذھ فدھتو نیــصــصختم
 اًــقـفو ةددــحـم فادــھأ قـیـقـحـت ىـلإ
 .ةماعلا داحتالا ةیجیتارتسال






 تاـقباــــسم مظنت ال
 .نیئشانلل
 ریغ تاــقباـــــسم مظنت
 فارشإلا متی الو ةمظتنم
 .اھیلع
 مظنم ىـــساـــسأ جمانرب
 ةقباــسم مظنی ام دح ىلإ
 الو نیئدتبملا وأ نیئشانلا
 داحتالا نیب لاصتا دجوی
 .سرادملاو
 ىعارت ھـیعاـطق تاـقباــــسم 
 میظنت دـنع نیئــــشاـنلا راـمعأ
 تاقباــسملا معدیو ةطــشنألا
 .ةیسردملا
 ءانب نیئــشانلا فینــصتل ماظن دجوی
 دــجوی اــمك ةددــحم رییاــعم ىلع
 رـصانعلا زاربإل نیئـشانلل تاقباـسم
 .میلاقألاو قطانملا ىف ةزیمملا
 تاــقــباــــــسمــلا  -3
 ةینطولا
 ةـــیأ دـــجوـــت ال
 ىـلـع تاــقـباــــــسم
 .ىلحملا ىوتسملا
 ىف ةدحاو ةقباــسم دجوت
 اـھب دـجوی ىتلا ةـقطنملا
 .داحتالا
 ىـف ةــقـباــــــسم دــجوـی
 .داحتالل ةعباتلا قطانملا
 ةیونــس ةینطو ةقباــسم دجوی
 نـم %75 ىـلاوـح مـــــضت
 .قطانملا
 لـكــــشب مظنت ةـینطو تاـقباـــــسم
 نیب ىرود لـكــــشب دـقعتو ىفارتحا
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 ىراجت عباط تاذ اھنأب تاقباـــسملا
 مـیـظنـت فـیلاــكت ىـطـغت لــقألا ىـلع
 .تاقباسملا
 تاــقــباــــــسمــلا  -4
 ةیلودلا
 داحتالا كراــــشی مل
 ةــطــــــشنألا ىــف
 .ةیلودلا وا ةیمیلقإلا
 ىـف داــحـتالا كراــــــشی
 لكـشب ةیمیلقإلا ةطـشنألا
 .مظتنم ریغ
 ىـف داــحـتالا كراــــــشی
 نم ةـیلودـلا تاــــسفاـنملا
 امك )wild card( لالخ
 ةطـشنألا ىف كراـشی ھنأ
 .ةیمیلقإلا
 
 تاسفانملا ىف داحتالا كراـشی
 ققحیو مظتنم لكـشب ةیمیلقألا
 ھــلـھؤـت ىـتـلا جـئاــتـنـلا ضـعـب
 ثادــحألا ىف ةــكراــــــشملل
 .ةیلودلا
 تالوـطـبـلا ىـف داــحـتالا كراــــــشی
 نع ةــیبملوألا باــعلألاو ةــیلودــلا
 لــھأــتـلا ماــظـن لالـخ نـم ةرادــج
 .ةمدقتم جئاتن ققحیو ھب فرتعملا






 لكــشب تاقباــسملا مظنت
 )طـیــــسب( ىــــساــــــسأ
 .ةیلكش تاءارجاب
 لكــشب تاقباــسملا مظنت
 اًــقـفو مـظـتـنـم ىـمــــسر
 نم اـھب فرتعم دـعاوقل
 ةرادإ ســلــجــم لالــخ
 .داحتالا
 ةطـــشنألاو تاقباـــسملا مظنت
 تاءارجالل اًقفو مظنم لكــشب
 نم اــھب فرتعملا نیناوقلاو
 .ىلودلا داحتالا
 نم ىفارتحا لكـشب تاقباـسملا مظنت
 لالخ نم كلذب ةـصتخم ةنجل لالخ
 ةـطــــشنأ ،فادـھأ ھـل لـماـك راـطإ
 .ةددحم
 عیمجلل ةضایرلا  -6
 ةــیـلوـئـــــسمـلا(
 )ةیعامتجالا
 و عیمجلل ةــضایرلا
 ىھ عمتجملا ةــیمنت
 ىــساــسألا مامتھالا
 اــھـنـكـلو داــحـتالـل
 فرتعم ریغ لكـشب
 .ھب
 
 ةــــضایرلا ةـطــــشنأ متت
 طیــــسب لـكــــشب عیمجلل
 طاـشنلا لالخ نم ددحمو
 هریدـی ىذـلا ىــــضاـیرلا
 .داحتالا
 ةیمنت ىف داحتالا كراـشی
 ةطـشنألا ضعبب عمتجملا
 جراــخ نـم ةــلوـمـمـلا
 .داحتالا
 ةــیـمـنـت ىـف داــحـتالا مـھــــسی
 ةـطــــشنأ لالخ نم عمتجملا
 لماك لكـــشب ةلوممو ةمظنم
 .ةصاخلا داحتالا رداصم نم
 ةطـشنأل لماك جمانرب داحتالا كلتمی
 ةطـــشنألا نم ءزجك عمتجملا ةیمنت
 هذـھب موقیو اـھب موقی ىتلا ةـیراـجتلا
 .نیصصختم دارفأ ةطشنألا
 زئاوجلاو ریدـقتلا  -7
 )زفاوحلا(
 وأ زفاوح دــجوت ال




 زفاوحو تآـفاـكم دـجوت
 رـیــغو اًدــج ةدودــحــم
 .ةیمسر
 ھبــش لكــشب ریدقت دجوی
 نــیــلــماــعــلــل مــظــنــم
 .نییضایرلاو
 ىونــــس زفاوحلل ماـظن دـجوی
 .مظنم لكشب متی
 زفاوحلاو تآــفاــكملل ماــظن دــجوی
 ، ماــكـحـلاو ،نـیـلـماــعـلا ،نـیـبـعالـل
 تازاـجنإل تالجــــس يف لـجــــستو
 .داحتالا
 قرـــــــــفـــــــــلا  -8
 تاــبـخـتـنـمـلاو
 ةینطولا
 قــیرــف دــجوــی ال





 ىموقلا قیرفلا لـكــــشتی
 ىـف ةــلودــلا لــیـثـمـتـل
 دعاوق ىلع تاــــسفاـنملا
 طیطخت نودو ةـطیــــسب
 .قبسم
 ىموقلا قیرفلا لـكــــشتی
 3 ــــــــب تالوطبلا لـبق
 .روھش
 ىموق بـختنم وأ قیرف دـجوی
 نــیــبــعالــلا نــم نوــكــتــیو
 6 نوـبردــتـیو نـیزـیـمـتـمـلا
 .ةلوطبلا لبق عیباسأ
 ىـنـطو بــخـتـنـم وأ قـیرـف دــجوـی
 نوبردـتیو ماـعلا ةـیادـب نم فورعم
 .ماعلا لاوط اًعم
 میظنتو ةفاضتسا  -9
 ثادحألا
 .ثادحأ دجوی ال
 
 
 ضعب داحتالا فیـضتـسی
 ثادــحالاو ةــطــــشنألا
 .يمسر ریغ لكشب
 ضـعـب داــحـتالا مـظـنـی
 جورـت ىـتـلا ثادــحألا
 ىوتــسملا ىلع ھطاــشنل
 تالوـطـبـلا داــحـتالا مـظـنـی
 فـیـــــضتـــــسیو ةــیـنـطوـلا
 .ةیمیلقإلا تالوطبلا
 تالوـطـبـلا داــحـتالا فـیــــضتــــسی
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 هذـھ بـحاــــصی ىلحملا
 عمجل ةـطــــشنا ثادـحالا
   تاعربتلا
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 لكـــشب تالاـــصتالا متت
 .ىھفش
 لالخ نم تالاصتالا متت
 لكـــشب سكافلاو فتاھلا
 .ریبك
 لــكــــشب تالاــــــصتالا متت
 دــیرـبـلا لالـخ نـم ىـنورـتـكـلا
 رــــــشنــتو ىــنورــتــكــلالا
 عقوم لالخ نم تاــموـلـعـملا
 لــصاوت ةكبــش وأ ىنورتكلا
 .ىعامتجا
 ةكبش لالخ نم متت تالاصتالا ةفاك
 ،ةــلماــكتملا عقاوملا عم تــنرتنالا
 ،تانودم ،ىأرلا عالطتــسا ،ىدتنم
 مدــخـتــــستو ءاــــــضعألا ھــفـطـنـم
 .ىنیتور لكشب  Skypeداحتالا





 تاـمولعم دـجوت ال
 .رشنت
 تاــناــیــبــلا رــــــشنــت
 قرو ىلع تاـمولعملاوأ
 .دیلابو
 تاــناــیــبــلا رــــــشنــت
 ةـحول ىلع تاـمولعملاو
 ناــكـم ىـف تاــنالـعالا
 .بسانم
 تامولعملا نم %80 رـــشنت
 دــیرـب( ىـنورـتـكـلا لــكــــشب
 .)ىنورتكلا عقوم – ىنورتكلا
 عقوم لالخ نم تاـمولعملا رــــشنت
 لـعاـفتب حمــــسی لـماـكتم ىنورتكلا
 ،ىأرلا عالطتـــسا لثم ءاـــضعألا
 .تایدتنملاو ،تانودم




 ةــكـبــــش دــجوـت ال
 لـــــــصاوـــتـــلـــل
 .ىعامتجالا
 نم لـصاوت ةكبـش دجوت
 .ءاقدصألا لالخ
 لـــصاوتلل ةكبـــش دجوی
 ىـــــعاـــــمـــــتـــــجالا
)Facebook, 
twitter( لـبق نم ةرادـم 
 .ءاضعألا دحأ
 لـــــصاوتلل ةــكبــــش دــجوی
 نكمیو داـحتالاـب ىعاـمتجالا
 .اھب كارتشالا ءاضعألا ریغل
 ىعامتجالا لـــصاوتلل ةكبـــش دجوی
 لـعاـفت ىلع ةرــــصتقم داـحتالاـب
 .طقف ءاضعألا





 راــبــخأ دــجوــت ال
 ىـلـع ةــعوــبــطـم
 .قالطإلا
 تاـنالعإو راـبخأ دـجوت
 .ةجاحلا دنع ةعوبطم
 ةـیراـبخا ةرــــشن دـجوت
 .ةطیسب
 ىلع ةــیراــبخا ةــلجم دــجوی
 لكـشب ردـصت ةطیـسب دعاوق
 كارـتــــشا يـلـع موـقـت مـظـنـم
 .ءاضعالا
 ردــصت ةزیمتم ةیرابخا ةلجم دجوی
 اــھـیــلــع موــقــی ىرود لــكـــــشب
 نم ةیحبرلا ىلإ فدھت نیـصـصختم
 هاعرلا تانالعا وأ تانالعا لالخ









 تاحفـص داحتالا مدختـسی
 ءاـضعألا اھأـشنأ تنرتنا
 .ىمسر ریغ لكشب
 تنرتنا دوزم داحتالا مدختسی
 ىـنورـتـكـلا طـبار وأ صاــخ
 ةكبـش مدختـسیو ،داحتالا مـساب
 زـیزـعـتـل ةــیـلـخاد تــنرـتـنا
 تـنرتنا ةـكبــــش داـحتالا مدـختــــسی
 )ةــیـجراــخو ةــیـلـخاد( ةــلـماــكـتـم
















 )عفترملا( ىلاعلا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
 )3( 







 ءاـــضعألا نیب تالاـــصتالا
 .داحتالا لخاد
 تاـسـسؤملاو داحتالا نیبو ةمظنملا
 .ھل ةعباتلا







 لوئــــسم دــجوی ال
 نــــــع دــــــحاو
 .تامولعملا
 هرادا ھیلوئسم ىلوتی
تامولعملا  
 لــخاد صــخـــــش يأ 
 .داحتالا
 هرادا ھــیلوئــــسم ىلوتی
 صـخــــش تاــموـلـعـمـلا
 قیــــسنتلا نع لوئــــسم
 لـــخاد لاـــــــصتالاو
 .ةمظنملا
 يـف تاــموـلـعـمـلا هرادا مـتـت
 داحتالا ةیجیتارتـــسا ءوـــض
 وأ نیلماــع لالخ نم كــلذو
 مھل نیــصــصختم نیعوطتم
 ریتركــــسب ةرــــشاـبم ةـقالع
 .داحتالا
 نم تاــمولعملا رــــشنو هرادا متی
 ىتلا ةـماـعلا تاـقالعلا ةرادإ لالخ
 متیوداحتالل ىراجتلا بناجلا ىعارت
 لوئــسم صــصختم صخــش دیدحت
 ثدحتم( تامولعملا رـــشن نع طقف
 .)داحتالاب ىمسر








 ماـع عقوم ىلع ةدودـحم
 ،Yahoo لـــــثـــــم
Google. 
 دودــحم ىنورتكلا عقوم
 جراــخ نـم ھــترادإ مـتـت
 .داحتالا
 مدــقــی ىــنورــتــكــلا عــقوــم
 رادـیو داـحتالا نع تاـمولعملا
 لخاد نیـصـصختم لالخ نم
 .ةمظنملا
 مدقت ةزیمتم ةلماكتم ةینورتكلا ةباوب
 وــــضع لـكب صاـخ ىنورتكلا دـیرب
 تانایب ةدعاق لكـشتو ءاـضعألا نم
 ةعباـتلا تاـمظنملاو داـحتالل ةـلماــــش
 .ھل






 لـئاـــــسو دـجوت ال
 .ةمدختسم ةیمالعإ
 وأ نویزفلتلا مدــختــــسی
 نودــب ماــعــلا وــیدارــلا
 .لباقم
 روھمجلاب لاـــصتالا متی
 تاــناــیـبـلا لالـخ نـم
 تارـــشنلا وأ ةیفحـــصلا
 مـظـنـت ىـتـلا ةــیـمالـعإلا
 رـیـترـكــــس ةــطــــساوـب
 .داحتالا
 نم روھمجلاـب لاــــصتالا متی
 ةیفحــــصلا تارمتؤملا لالخ
 .مظنم لكشب دقعت ىتلا
 نم ةـیمالعإلا تالاــــصتالا لـك متت
 اــقـفوو ىـمــــسر ثدــحـتـم لالـخ
 داحتالا ةیجیتارتسال
 .مالعإلاو ةفاحصلل 
 ریراقتلاةباتك  -9
 
 
 ىلع ریراقت دجوت ال
 .قالطإلا
 دـیلا طخب ةـبوتكم ریراـقت
 .ةجاحلا دنعو
 ماـعلا طاـــــشنلل ریراـقت
 ىف ىھفـش لكـشب داحتالل
 .تاعامتجالا
 ىلع ءانب ریراقتلا ةباتك متت
 دجوت امك ةددحم دعاوق
 متی ةطشنألا لكل ریراقت
 ىلع اھضرعل اھتلودج
 .ةیمومعلا ةیعمجلا
 
 لكـشب يونـس ریرقت داحتالا ردـصی
 ةـطــــشنألا ةفاك ىلع ىوتحی  مظنم
 .ماعلا لالخ تذفن ىتلا جماربلاو





 داـحتالا دـختــــسی ال
 ىـلـع نوـیزـفـلـتـلا
 .قالطإلا
 ضـعـب داــحـتالا مـظـنـی
 بذـجت ىتلا ةـطــــشنألا
 .نویزفیلتلا مامتھا
 ضـعـب داــحـتالا مـظـنـی
 ةـینویزفیلتلا ةـطــــشنألا
 طاــــــشنلا ضرـعت ىـتلا
 .داحتالل ىسیئرلا
 ةیـضایر ثادحأ داحتالا مظنی
 ةــطـــــساوـب ثــبـت ةرـیـبـك
 داــحـتالا موـقـیو نوـیزـفـیـلـتـلا
 .ثبلا ریظن لباقم عفدب
 تــباــث وـحـن ىـلـع نوـیزـفـیـلـتـلا موـقـی
 تاـــــسفاــنملاو ثادــحألا ةــیطغتب




















 )عفترملا( ىلاعلا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
 )3( 
 )فرتحملا( زیمتملا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
)4( 
 ةـیلاـملا تادـئاـعلا  -1
 ةیوضعلا نم
 تادارـیا دــجوـت ال
 لــیــجــــــست نــم
 .ءاضعألا
 نـم تادارـیإلا ضـعـب
 نـیذــلا دارـفألا ضـعـب
 ةـطــــشنألا نوــــسراـمی
 لـكــــش ىف ةـیــــضاـیرلا
 .تاعربت
 نـم ةــمـظـنـم تادارـیإ
 كارــتـــــشالا موـــــسر
 رـیـظـن )ةــیوـــــضعـلا(
 ةطــشنألا ىف كارتــشإلا
 .داحتالا اھمظنی ىتلا
 
 موــــسر نم ةـمظنم تاداریإ
 ةرادإل ةــیفاــكو ةــیوــــضعلا
 .ةیمویلا داحتالا ةطشنأ
 ءاـضعألا نم لخدلا رداـصم عونتت
 ةطـــشنأو ةیوـــضعلا موـــسر لثم
 نم اــھرـیغو ىعاــمـتجالا ىداــنلا
 دـعاــــست ىتلا ةـیراـجتلا ةـطــــشنألا
 نم تاداریإلا ةداـیز ىلع داـحتالا
 .ءاضعألا
 نــم تادــئاــعــلا  -2
 ثادــــــــــــــحألا
 ةیضایرلا
 تادارـیإ دــجوـت ال
 لوـــــخد نـــــم
 نم وأ تاــــسفاـنملا
 .روھمجلا
 ةــمـظـتـنـم رـیـغ تادارـیإ





 نم مظنم لكـشب تاداریإ
 كارــتـــــشإلا موـــــسر
 .ثادحألا ىف لیجستلاو
 روــــــضح نـــم تادارـــیإ
 ،)تایرابملا ركاذت( ریھامجلا
 ةلیفك ةاعرلا نم ھیلام تاقفدت
 تاــقفن ةــیطغتب لــقألا ىلع
 .ةیضایرلا ثادحألا میظنت
 رداــــصم نم ةـیلاـملا دـئاوعلا عونت
 ثــبـلا قوـقـح لــثـم ةــفـلـتـخـم
 روــــضح موــــسر ،ىـنوـیزـفـیـلـتـلا
 ةیراـجت ةـطــــشنا ةیاعرلا ،ثادحألا
 نیــــسحت ىف مھــــست حبرلا اـھفدـھ
 .داحتالا لخاد ةیرادإلا تایلمعلا
















 بـلغیو تاـعربتلا عمجل
 طاــــشن نع اھدـعب اـھیلع
 .تالفحلا لثم داحتالا
 ىلإ فدھت ةطــشنأ میظنت
 لـكــــشب تاـعربتلا عمج
 دـئاـع ردـتو مظتنم ریغ
 .دودحم يلام
 ةطـــشنأ مـــضی جمانرب كانھ
 بناـج ىلع تاـعربتلل ةـمظنم
 عیب لثم ةیـــضایرلا ثادحألا
 خـضتو تاراـشلا  تاترـشیتلا
 لالخ نم ةـیوق ةـیلاـم دـئاوع
 .تاعربتلل ةنجل
 لالخ نم تاـعربتلا ةـطــــشنأ رادـت
 قیوـستلا ةطخل اقفوو قیوـستلا ةرادإ
 .داحتالل ةماعلا






 ةـطــــشنأ دـجوت ال




 طبترت ال ىتلا )تاعربتلا
 .داحتالا طاشنب
 تادارـــیالا طـــبـــترـــت
 يتلا تاـجتنملا تاـعیبمب
 اـھمظنی ثادـحأـب قلعتت
 ضعب عیب لـثم داـحتالا
 تاراــشلا وأ تاترــشیتلا
 )دودحم( قیض راطإ يف
 .ثدحلا تاقفن ةیطغتل
 ةـیراـجت ةـمالع داـحتالا كـلتمی
 ةــطــــشنأ داــحتالا كــلـتـمیو
 .ةیراجتلا ةمالعلا عیبل ةیراجت
 مـــضی لماـــش جمانرب داحتالا مدقی
 فدھت ىتلا ةطــــشنألا نم ةعومجم
 ,ةــیراــجتلا ةــمالعلا قیوــــست ىلإ
 ثادــحالاو نـیـبـعالـلا قـیوـــــست
 .ةیصایرلا






 ةــیاــعر دــجوـت ال
 .داحتالل ةیصایر
 ىلاـم معد داـحتالا يقلتی
 نم نیبرقم ءاقدــصأ نم
 ةرادإلا سلجم ءاــــضعأ
 .ىنیعو ىدقن لكشب
 ضعب نم ةدودحم ةیاعر
 لاجمب ةمتھملا تاكرـشلا
 ىف لثمتت داحتالا طاـــشن
 ضعـبب ةــیـنـیع ةــیاــعر
 وا ةـیــــضاـیرلا تاودألا
 .سبالملا
 ضعب نم ةــمظتنم ةــیاــعر
 ىنیعو ىدقن لكـشب تاكرـشلا
 ىـعرـی )ىـــــسیـئر ىـعار(
 ةـماـھلا ةـیــــضاـیرلا ثادـحألا
 .داحتالا اھمظنی ىتلاو
 لكـــشب ةبوتكم ةیاعرلل دوقع دجوی
















 )عفترملا( ىلاعلا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
 )3( 









 نـم مـعد دــجوـی ال
 .ىلودلا داحتالا
 ىف ةــیـنـیع حـنم دــجوی 
 .تالاحلا ضعب
 ضعب داـحتالا لـبقتــــسی
 داـحتالا نم ىلاـملا معدـلا
 دـنع ةــــصاـخو ىلودـلا
 ریوطتل وأ تاــــسفاـنملا
 ةــیرـــــشبــلا دراوــمــلا
 .داحتالاب
 نم ىلاـم معد داـحتالا ىقلتی
 تاعورــــشمل ىلودلا داحتالا
 دـحلا ىلإ لوــــصولل ةددـحم
 داــحتالا رـییاــعـم نم ىندألا
 .ىلودلا
 لـباـقم ةـیلاـم قوقح داـحتالا ىقلتی
 ةیــضایرلا ثادحألا ىف ةكراــشملا
 .ملاعلا سأك لثم ةریبكلا






 داــحـتالا ىـقـلـتـی ال
 ةــنـجـلـلا نـم مـعد
 .ةیبملوألا
 ریوطتل دودحم ىلام معد
 ءاوــــس ةددحم ةطــــشنأ
 ریغ وأ رـــشابم لكـــشب
 ةینازیم لالخ نم رـشابم
 .ةینطولا جماربلا
 ةــینازیم نم ىلاــم معد
 لجأ نم ةینطولا جماربلا
 ةیرــشبلا دراوملا ریوطت
 دـحاو جماـنرب لـقألا ىلع
 4 لك تاونـــس عبرا لك
 .تاونس
 ةـنجلا نم مظتنم ىلاــم معد
 تاونــــس عبرأ لـك ةـیبملوألا
 ىـلإ فدــھـت جـمارـب مـیـظـنـتـل
 باــعـلألا ىـف ةــكراــــــشمـلا
 .ةیبملوألا
 طبترم ةـیبملوألاةـنجلا نم ىلام معد
 نیبعاللا ةكراـــشمب صاخ لكـــشب
 .ةیبملوألا باعلألا ىف نیلھؤملا






 ىلاـم معد دـجوی ال
 ىلع ةــموـكـحـلا نـم
 .قالطإلا
 ىــموــكــح مــعد مدــقــی
 ریوطتوةـمدـخل داـحتالل
 اذــھ رادــی الو عمتجملا
 .داحتالا لالخ نم معدلا
 نــم داــحــتالا مــعدــی
 معدــلا رادــیو ةــموكحلا
 ةــموـكـحـلا عـم اًــیـیزـج
 لــكــــشب معدــلا نوكیو
 عمتجملا ةمدخل ىــساــسأ
 .طیحملا
 ةـموكحلا نم داـحتالا معدـی
 معدـلا رادـیو مظنم لـكــــشب
 طاـشنلا معدل داحتالا ةطـساوب
 .داحتالاب ىضایرلا
 نـم يـلاــم مـعد داــحـتالا يـقـلـتـی
 قرفلا معدــل طقف كــلذو ةــموكحلا
 .ةیموقلا





 رـیراــقـت دــجوـت ال
 .قالطإلا ىلع ةیلام
 يھفش ریرقت دجوی
 يلاملا قافنالا نع طیسب
 دنع تالاصیالاضعبو
 .ةجاحلا
 ةیــساـــسأ ةینازیم دجوت
 فقوملا حـضوت ةدودحم
 .داحتالل ىلاملا
 ریراـقتو مئاوق رادـــــصا متی
 لـكــــشب اـھتعجارم متی ھـیلاـم
 عـجارـم لــبـق نـم لــقـتــــسم
 .يونس لكشب يجراخ
 ریراقت (ةمظتنم ةیلام ریراقت دجوی
 ةـیلعفلا فیلاـكتلا حــــضوی ) ھـنراـقم
 .ةعقوتملا فیلاكتلاب ةنراقم






 لوــــصأ دــجوـی ال
 .داحتالا اھكلتمی
 باــــسح داـحتالا كـلتمی
 .لقتسم ىكنب
 اـھب مزتلم ةـنزاوم دـجوت
 ةــطــــشنا يلع قاــفنإلل
 .ةددحم
 ةطبترم ةلماـــش ةینازیمدجوت
 ةــماــعلا ةــیجیتارتــــساللاــب
 دوجو يلا ةفاــضالاب داحتالل
 يف مدـختــــسی يدـقن يطاـیتحا
 ةطیسبلا تارامثتسالا ضعب
 طاـــشنلا ةرادإل فیلاكت زكرم دجوی
 ةرادإ دـجوی اـمك داـحتالاـب يلاـملا
 ةیحبرلا اھفدھ رامثتــــسالل ةلماــــش
 .نیصصختم اھیلع موقی
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 ىأ دــــجوــــی ال تازیھجتلا  -1
 .تازیھجت
 تازیھجتلا ضعب دـجوت
 وأ ءاــــضعألل ةـكولمملا
 .اھب عربتملا
 
 دق اھنكل تازیھجت دجوت
  تابلطتمل يقرت ال
يلودلا  داحتالا  
 وأ تازــیــھــجــت دــجوــت
 تـناـك ءاوــــس تالیھــــستو
 قفتت تاـــسفانملا وأ بیردتلل
 .ىلودلا داحتالا رییاعم عم
 تاذ تالیھستو تازیھجت رفاوتت
 رییاعملا عم قفتتو ىملاع لوبق
 فیضتستو تاسفانملل ةیملاعلا
 .يملاعلا يوتسملا يلع تاقباسم
 ســـــبالـــــمـــــلا  -2
 تاــمزـلـتـــــسمو
 قیرفلا




 ةــصاخلا سبالملا رفوتت
 نم يتاذ لكــــشب قرفلاب
 قرفلا ءاـــــضعا لالخ
 .مھسفنا
 ال اــھنكل سبالم دــجوت
 لكــشب رییاعملا عم قفتت
 يف طقف مدختـــستو لماك
 .تاسفانملا
 تافـصاوم تاذ سبالم دجوت
 داــحـتالا رـیـیاــعـم عـم قـفـتـت
 قیرفلل مدــختــــستو يلودــلا
 تاــــسفاـنملا ضعبو يموقلا
 .ةیلحملا
 قرفلل ةـلماـك تاـمزلتــــسم دـجوت
 رییاـعملا عم قفتتو ىنطولا لـیثمتلل
 ةـنجلو ةاـعرلا نم ةـمدـقم ةـیلودـلا
 قرفلا لكل )سبالملاب ةـصاخ ةنجل(
 -رفــسلا – بعللا( جماربلاو ةیموقلا
 دـعاوقلل اًـقفو ماـكحلاو )بـیردـتلا
 .ةیلودلا
 
 وأ لوـــــــصألا  -3
 تاــكــلــتــمــمــلا
 ةیداملا
 لوــصأ ىأ دجوت ال
 .تاكلتمم وأ






 ضــعــب داــحــتالا كــلــتــمــی
 رجأـتــــسی اـمك تالیھــــستلا
 ةـماـقال تالیھــــستلا داـحتالا
 دوقعب ةــــسفاـنملاو بـیردـتلا
 .ةیمسوم راجیا
 
 تالیھـستو تازیھجت داحتالا كلتمی
 تاــــسفانملاو ثادحألا ةماقال ةیفاك
 هذھ لالخ نم رامثتــسالاب موقیو لب
 .تالیھستلا
 ةیرادإلا تآشنملا  -4
 )داحتالا رقم(
 داــحـتالا كــلـتـمـی ال
 رقم وا ةیرادإ ةأشنم
 .ھتطشنا ةرادال
 رادـیو تاـعاـمتجالا دـقعت
 تـیب لالخ نم داـحتالا
 .ءاضعألا دحأ
 ةددـحم ةـیرادإ ةأـــــشنم
 ةـیبملوألا ةـنجلل ةـكولمم
 ةــموـكـحـلا وأ ةــیـنـطوـلا
 نوئــش ةرادإل مدختــستو
 .داحتالا
 ىرادإ ىنبم داحتالا رجأتــسی




 ىسیئر رقم ىضایرلا داحتالا كلتمی
 داــحتالا نوئــــش ھــلالخ نم ریدــی
 كـلذـكو ةـیرادإلا فئاـظولا ىدؤیو
 ةــیعرفلا قطاــنملل تارقم كــلتمی
 .داحتالل ةعباتلا
 رـقـم تازـیـھـجـت  -5
 داــــــــحــــــــتالا
 ایجولونكتلاو
 لــثـم تازـیـھـجـت دــجوـت .تازیھجت دجوت ال
 .سكافلاو فتاھلا
 لــثـم تازـیـھـجـت دــجوـت
 ةنیكاـم ،ةـعباـط ،رتویبمك
 .تنرتنا ةكبش ،ریوصت
 لـثم تازیھجت داـحتالا كـلتمی
 مئالم ثاثأ ،لاـصتالا لئاـسو
 .ىرادإلا زاھجلل
 ةــیلاــع تازیھجت داــحتالا كــلتمی
 امم تالاصتا لئاسو ،ثاثأ ،ةدوجلا
 فئاــظولاــب ماــیقلا داــحتالل ققحی
 اـیجولونكتلا مادـختــــساـب  ةـیرادإلا
 .ةثیدحلا
 
 نــكاــمأ دــجوــت ال بیردتلانكامأ  -6
 .بیردتلل
 تاحاسم داحتالا مدختسی
 .ئطاوشلا لثم ةماع
 نكامأ داـحتالا رجأـتــــسی
 .بیردتلل ةصصخم




 اـًقفو بـیردـت نكاـمأ داـحتالا كـلتمی
 ةـیفاــــضا نكاـمأو ةـیلودـلا رییاـعملل
 .نازوألا ،ىضایرلا لیھأتلل
 نــكاــمأ دــجوــی ال تاقباسملانكامأ  -7
 .تاقباسملل
 نكامأ داحتالا مدختــــسی
 نأ نكمی ةـطیــــسب ةـماـع
 .ةجاحلا دنع رجأتست
 نكامأ داحتالا مدختــــسی
 ضرغلل ةصصخم ةماع
 نكاــمأ داــحـتالا رـجأــتــــسی
 ىـشمتتو اذھل ةدعم تاقباـسملا
 .ةیلودلا داعبألاو رییاعملا عم
 تاـقباــــسملا نكاـمأ داـحتالا كـلتمی
 رییاـعملا عم قفتتو ھـب ةـــــصاـخلا
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 دنع رجأتــست ىــضایرلا
 .ةجاحلا
 ةـحیرمو ةـیفاـك نكاـمأو ةـمالــــسلاو
 .روھمجلل
 تالیھــــست دجوی ال ءاضعألا تامدخ  -8
 مدقت الو ءاـــضعألل
 .ءاضعألل تامدخ
 ةیـضایر تالیھــست مدقت
 .ءاضعألل مدقت ةدودحم
 ىعاــمتجا ىداــن دــجوی
 ءاــــضعألل تامدخ مدقی
 ىــساــسأ لكــشب اًدمتعم
 .ىضایرلا طاشنلا ىلع
 ىعاـمتجا ىداـن داـحتالا كـلتمی
 ةدمل هریجأتب موقی ءاـــضعألل
 موقت ھكرــــشل وا درفل ةـلیوط
 .ھتاراداب
 موقی يعاـمتجا ىداـن داـحتالا كـلتمی
 ىلإ يداملا دئاعلا لوؤیو ھقیوــــستب
 .ھسفن داحتالا
 )لئاــسو(لوــصأ  -9
  تالاصتالا
 لـئاـــــسو دـجوت ال
 .لاصتالل
 سكاف ةمظنملا مدختـــست
 مدـختــــسی وأ فتاـھ وأ
  ءاضعألا دحأ فتاھ
 
 
 ،فتاھ ةمظنملا مدختـست
 .تنرتنا ،سكاف
 ةـكبــــش ةـمظنملا مدـختــــست
 ةــكبــــشو ةــیداــع رتوـیـبـمك
 .ىكلسال تنرتنا
 ھینوزتكلا ھكبـــش ةمظنملا مدختـــست
 تامدخ معدتو ھلماكتم
Video conference 
Webinar 
 )لئاـسو(لوـصأ  -10
 لقنلا
 ةكولمم لقن لئاـسودجوت .لقن لئاسو دجوت ال
 .ءاضعألل
 لئاــسو داحتالا رجأتــسی
 .ةجاحلا دنع لقن
 
 لقن ةكرـش عم داحتالا دقاعتی 
 .ةددحم
 ةیفاكلا لقنلا لئاــــسو داحتالا كلتمی
 وأ بـیردـتلا نكاـمأ ىلإ قرفلا لـقنل
 .ةسفانملا
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 ءاـــضعألا نم ةعومجم .ءاضعأ دجوی ال ءاضعألا  -1
 نـیـبـعالـلا وأ نـیـمـتـھـمـلا
 قرـف نوـلـكــــشی نـیذــلا
 .ةطیسب
 نع ةــیدرف ةــیوــــضع
 موـــــسر عــفد قــیرــط
 .كارتشالا
 
 ةــیدــنألا نم داــحتالا نوكتی
 تاــسفانملا ىف كراــشت ىتلا
 كـلت ىف نوبعاللا حبــــصیو
 داـحتالا ىف ءاــــضعأ ةـیدـنألا
 نیراــتخم نیلثممدــجوی اــمك
 روــــــضحــل ةــیدــنالا نــم
 .داحتالا تاعامتجا
 
 ةیدـنألاو قطاـنملا نم داـحتالا نوكتی
 قـطاــنـمـلا يـف نـیـبـعالـلا نوـكـی و
 داــحتالا يف ءاـــــضعأ ةــیدــنألاو
 .ينطولا
 زاــھــج دــجوــی ال ىرادإلا زاھجلا  -2
 .ىرادإ
 نیوـضع وأ وـضع دجوی
 فئاــظولا لــكب نوموقی
 .داحتالاب ةیرادالا
 نـم ةــعوـمـجـم دــجوـی
 نوـموـقـی نـیـعوـطـتـمـلا
 .ةیرادإلا تایلمعلا ةفاكب
 نـیـیرادإ نـیـفـظوـم دــجوـی
 وأ تقؤم لكـشب ءاوـس نینیعم




 نیلماـعلا ریدـی ىذـیفنت ریدـم دـجوی
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 ریغ نیعوطتم نیبردــم .نیبردم دجوی ال نیبردملا  -3
 نـیـلـھؤـم وا نـیـبردــم
 .فاك لكشب
 نــیــبردــمــلا ضــعــب
 نوـقـلـتـی نـیذــلا نـیـلـھؤـمـلا
 جراــخ لــیھأــتلا جمارب
 .داحتالا
 نم نیلھؤم نیبردــم دــجوی
 لــیـھأــتـل جـماــنرـب لالـخ
 لــیـھأــت ھــفدــھ نـیـبردــمـلا




 ردــــصیو نیبردـملا لـیھأـتل جماـنرب
 .ةیراجتلا ھتمالع لمحت تاداھش
 
 
 نـیـلوـئـــــسمـلا  -4
 نیینفلا




 نیینفلا نیلوئـسملا ضعب
 تاردــق نوكلتمی نیذــلا
 .تاربخلا ضعبو ةطیسب
 نیـصـصختم نیینف نیلوئـسم
 .ةربخلا نوكلتمی
 )نیفرتحم( نیزیمتم نیینف نیلوئـسم
 بـیردـت جمارب .تاـــــسفاـنملا لـكل
 .داحتالاب نیینفلا نیلوئسملل
 









 طاــشن نوــسرامی نویــضایر
 ىلع نوبردـتیو طقف داـحتالا
 .اًیعوبسأ تارم 3 لقألا
 
 نوبردـتیو نوفرتحم نویــــضاـیر
 .ىموی لكشب
 دراوــمــلاةرادإ  -6
 ةیرشبلا
 جــمارــب دــجوــی ال
 دراوـمـلـل بــیردــت
 .ةیرشبلا
 جـمارـب داــحـتالا مدــقـی
 ةدودحم ةطیـــسب بیردت
 .ةجاحلا بلطتی امدنع
 جـمارـب داــحـتالا مدــقـی
 تاجاحل ةباجتـسا بیردت
 رداـــــصم نم ةـمظنملا
 .داحتالا جراخ
 بـیردـتو لـیھأـت جمارب دـجوت




 ةــیرــــشبـلا دراوـمـلـل ةرادإ دــجوـی
 بــناوج ةــفاــك ىطغتو داــحتالاــب
 ،داــحتالا لــخاد نیلماــعلل ریوطتلا
 لــماــك راــطإ ةرادإلا هذــھ مدــقتو
 نـیـیــــضاــیرـلا رـیوـطـتو بــیردــتـل
 .نیلوئسملا نییرادإلاو ،نیبردملاو






 صرـف داــحـتالا مدــقـی
 .رخا ىلع سنج حلاصل
 ةــطیــــسب جمارب دــجوت
 ىف روــــصقلا ةـجلاـعمل




 بناوج ىف ةحوتفم ةكراـشملا
 رظنلا ضغبو داحتالا طاـــشن
 .سنجلا نع
 ؤفاـكت أدـبمل ھـماـت ةاـعارم كاـنھ
 صخی امیف نیـسنجلا نیب صرفلا
 فیظوت وأ نییعت و تاكراــشملا
 نیلوئسملاو نیلماعلا
 بــیردــتلاجمارب  -8
 ریوطتلاو
 جــمارــب دــجوــت ال
 .بیردت
 دـنع ىــــضرع بـیردـت
 بـتكلا لالخ نم ةـجاـحلا
 .نویزفیلتلا وا
 نم مدـقت بـیردـت جمارب




 ةــیـمـنـتو لــیـھأــت جـمارـب
 اـھمدـقی نییرادإلا ،نیبردـملل
 .ھسفن داحتالا
 ترادـق ةـیمنتل ةـلماـك ةرادإ دـجوت
 ثادــحألا مـیـظـنـت( لــثـم نـیـلـماــعـلا
 نیلوئـــسملا ،نیبردملا ،ةیـــضایرلا
 ىـلإ ةرادإلا هذــھ فدــھـت )نـیـیـنـفـلا
 دراوملا تاردــقو تاــیاــفك ریوطت
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 ةـبــــسنب نیعوطتم دـجوی .نیعوطتم دجوی ال نیعوطتملا  -9
 لــكـب نوـموـقـیو 100%
 .لباقم نودب ةطشنألا
 لالخ نم ماــھملا ىدؤت
 مـعد لــبـقـم نـیـعوـطـتـم
 .ىلام
 ىدؤــت ماــھــمــلا نــم 50%
 نیـصـصختم دارفأ ةطــساوب
 .مظتنم لكشب روجأ نوضاقتی
 ماــھــمــلا نــم %50 نــم رــثــكأ
 دارفأ ةـطــــساوب ىدؤت تاـبجاولاو
 موقی .رجأ لـباـقم نیــــصــــصختم
 دارفألا ھــیجوـتب ىذــیـفـنـتلا ریدــملا
 .ةیرادإلا ماھملا ةفاك ءادأل نیینعملا
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 يـلـع مـیـق دــجوـی ال
 .قالطالا
 مـیـظـنـتـب داــحـتالا مـتـھـی
 يتلا ةــطــــشنالا ضـعـب
 ةداــعــــسلا يـلا فدــھـت
 .ةعتملاو
 مـیـظـنـتـب داــحـتالا مـتـھـی
 يتلا ةــطــــشنالا ضـعـب
 يلع ءاـــضعالا عجـــشت
 .ةیلوئسملا لمحت
 ئــفاــكــیو داــحــتالا ردــقــی
 نورھظی نیذـلا ءاـــــضعالا
 ةدیجلا ةیقالخالا تاــسرامملا
 .داحتالا هاجت
 نیذـلا ءاــــضعالا ئفاـكیو داـحتالا ردـقی










 مرـتـحـیو داــحـتالا مـتـھـی
 نم)ءاــضعالا( نیرخالا
 دوـھــج رــیدــقــت لالــخ




 مــیــظــنــت لالــخ نــم
 عم قفتت يتلا تاقباـسملا
 .يلودلا داحتالا دعاوق
 
 نیلوئــــسملا داــحتالا مرتحی
 لـخاد نم ءاوــــس مھتارارقو
 .ھجراخ وا لاجملا
 
 نیذـلا ءاــــضعالا ردـقیو داـحتالا مرتحی










 ةـمیق داـحتالا معدـی




 ءالولا میق داـحتالا معدـی
 لالخ نم ةرــــسالا يلا
 .ةیعامتجالا ةطشنالا
 ءالولا میق داـحتالا معدـی




 يلا ءالولا میق داـحتالا معدـی
 لالخ نم )ةـقطنملا( عمتجملا
 .قطانملا نیب تاقباسملا
 
 نم نطولا يلا ءالولا میق داـحتالا معدـی
 .نیعجشملا طباور نیوكت لالخ
 
 صالخالا هاجتا 4
 
 مــیــق داــحــتالا مــعدــی  دجویال
  ةعومجم هاجت صالخالا
 ءاقدصالا
 مــیــق داــحــتالا مــعدــی
 وحن ءاـمتنالاو صالخالا
 عمتجملا
 صالخالا میق داـحتالا معدـی
 .قیرفلا وحن
 
  ينافتلا يلع ءاضعالا داحتالا ثحی



















 )عفترملا( ىلاعلا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
 )3( 
  )فرتحملا( زیمتملا ىوتسملا
 ریوطتلل
) 4( 
 ةــطـبـترـم مـیـق 5
 ةسفانملاب
 تاسفانملا داحنالا عجـشی ةسفانم دجوتال
 فدـھبو ءاـقدــــصالا نیب
 ةعتملا
 میق زیزعت داـحتالا معدـی
 .ةمیزھلا لبقتو زوفلا
 دادـعالاو زیمتلا حور ةـیمنت
 ثادحالاو تاسفانملل دیجلا
 نوققحی نیذلا ءاـــضعالا داحتالا ئفاكی






 داحتالا متھی ال
 
 يـلـع داــحـتالا عـجــــشی
 لالخ نم فیظنلا بـعللا
 دعاوقلاب مازتلالا
 
 يـلـع داــحـتالا عـجــــشی
 ذـیفنتو میظنت يف نواـعتلا
 ةطشنالا
 دارفالا ئفاـكیو داـحتالا ردـقی
 ةرباـثملا حور نورھظی نیذـلا
 فادھالا قیقحتل
 
 ءاـضعالل زیمت ةافاكم داحتالا صـصخی





 مـیـق داــحـتالا عـجـــــشی دجوی ال
 ءاقدصالا عم ةكراشملا
 جماربو ةـطــــشنا دـجوت
 میق ءاــــضعالا بــــسكت
 طابضنالا
 فرــــشلا میق داــحتالا ززعی
 ھھازنلاو
 جماربو ةـطــــشنا میظنتب داـحتالا موقی




 داــحـتالا فرـتـعـی ال
 عونت يلا ةـجاـحلاـب
 ءاضعالا
 
 عونت أدـبم داـحتالا لـبقی
 ءاضعالا
 عونت أدـبم داـحتالا مرتحی
 ةـیحاـن نم ءاـــــضعالا
 .نیدلا وا سنجلا
 نم جیزم داـحتالا نمــــضتی
 ضغب يلعف لكـشب ءاـضعالا




 نیب ةلاعفلا ةكراــــشملا داحتالا عجــــشی
 وا سنجلا نع رظنلا ضغب ءاــــضعالا
 نیدلا
                   رواجملا عبرملا يف √ عضو ءاجرب بیرقلا لبقسملا يف ةلباقم ءارجا يف ةبغرلا مكیدل ناك اذا   
 . مكتدایس اھنورت تاحارتقإ وأ تاقیلعت ةیأب بحرأ
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